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worldwide, us e
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Is your budget system a complex patchwork of spreadsheets, in -house programs and paper based reports? Do you spend all your time with the mechanics of the inevitable changes
rather than analyzing their impact on the business? Now there's a better solution:
Commander Budget. It's a complete, distributed budgeting application that combines the
control of a database, the ease -of -use of a spreadsheet, and the power of multidimensional
analysis. Commander Budget won't stop the request for "just one more change," but it will
handle the mechanics so you can focus on the business of budgeting.
For more information call Chris Kelly today at 1. 800.922.7979.
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Your job: Manage time and money to optimize profitability.
To succeed you need the best possible tools.
Discover your company's hidden costs and increase profits with activity -based
costing software from ABC Technologies. Whether you're looking for a pilot
program or an enterprise -wide solution, we have the answer for you.
See how ABC Technologies can help you save both time and money.
Visit our exhibit at CostCon `95•
Or call us at 503/626 -4895 or 800/882 -3141
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ENCOURAGING
CHANGE IN
ACCOUNTING
EDUCATION

Cover: Beginning on p. 19, this issue
offers some answers to the question,
"Are accounting students ready for
Corporate America ?"
Photo by Bob Grant.
The cover of this issue is an &lb.
lithoweb recycled paper stock.

BY GARY SIEGEL, CPA,
AND C.S. `BUD"
KULESZA, CMA
IMA has initiated an action
plan, described here, to
encourage development of
accounting curricula to
better prepare students for
management accounting
careers.

24
FORMING
PROFESSIONAL/
EDUCATIONAL
PARTNERSHIPS
BY JAMES A- BAILEY,
CMA
Through presentations to
studen t gro ups, part -time

teaching, internships, and
faculty interchanges,
managem en t accou n tants
MANAGEMENT ACCOUN'T'ING® (ISSN
0025.1690) is published monthly by
the Institute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr., Montvale, NJ
07645.1760, (201) 573.9000. Price
$10.00 per copy. Subscription rates,
per year: $20 (included in dues, nondeductible); nonmembers, $130.00.
Second class postage paid at Montvale, NJ., and additional mailing offices, To ensure uninterrupted mail
service, send present address label
and new address including ZIP number to Data Entry Dept., IMA, Montvale, NJ 07645.1760. Allow six weeks
for change. IMA's telex number is
9102509487; facsimile number is (201)
573-0639. IMA Bulletin Board Service,
1. 800.229.1268. Internet addresses:
Editorial, marand §class.org;
Advertising, ipceim0class. org.

can bring a "real world"
input to the educational
establishment.

27
WORKINGTOGETHER
IN HIGHER
EDUCATION:THE
CHALLENGEAND
REWARDS
BY BON ITAA. DALY, CPA,
AND BART H. WARD, CPA
Accounting professors at
the University of Oklahoma
became partners with some
Oklahoma City business people to give accounting
students a look at the real
corporate world. The team
designed a course that combined classroom learning
with on -site company visits —and the students
thrived on the lessons.

31
ASEPARATETRACK
BY LESLIE B. FLETCHER,
CPA; HORACE W.
HARRELL, JR., CPA; AND
KENNETH H. JOHNSON,
CPA
What happens if a university
offers a managerial accounting track and there is little
interest by students? A case
study at Georgia Southern
University raises this question, provides some answers, and offers some suggestions to increase student
awareness.

35
ANINTEGRATED
BUSINESSSCHOOL
MODEL

BY HUBERT D. GLOVER,
CMA; ALAN I. BLANKLEY,
CPA; AND ELIZABETH G.
OLIVER, CPA
A proposal on how to pre-

pare students for the business world hinges on a
three -part learning experi-

ence: general education
first, then advanced business courses, and then a
simulated business experience that includes student
internships.

39
DEFINING THE
CUSTOMER
BY JACOB R.
WAMBSGANSS AND
DANNY KENNETT
Universities using total
quality management
(TQM) need to identify the
supplier, the customer, and
the product. If future
employers are identified as
the customer, then
accounting education can
be tailored to fit their needs.
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"When 1 need results, I rely on R &R to
access almost any database, and present
information exactly how I want it.

MR

10

Connections t 0 :

■ Access

Reliability that my business demands
With R &R I have built -in access to over
25 database formats, and ODBC. That
means I can work with all our corporate
data with just one tool — a tool backed by
10 years of database reporting expertise
and users' feedback. And, R &R is a snap
to learn and use. I just click on a picture of
the report I want, and R &R Wizards walk
me through simple design steps. Or, I can
start from a report template to save time,
and use the free-form layout screen for
maximum flexibility.
Versatility for all my reporting needs
With R &R's built -in calculations, I can
analyze sales, summarize operations, or
build financial models that help me make
better decisions. Plus, I can view and
understand my data by creating crosstabs

0,

■�NetWare�SQL

reports always look good — and that
makes me look good!

■ ALLBASE /SQL ■�ODBC
■ Btrieve
■�Oracle
■ Clipper
■ Paradox
■ DB2
■ PROGRESS
■ DB212
■ SQL 1400
R dBASE
■ SQL /DS
■ SQLBase
■ DDCS12
■�Excel
■�SQL�Server
■�FoxPro
■ Sybase
0 IMAGE /SQL ■�Teradata
■�INFORMIX
■�Text�Files
■�INGRES
■�XDB
■�MDI�Gateway ■�and�more!

Attention Application Developersl
R &R Version 6 improves on our
popular royalty -free runtime EXE with
new DLL and VBX interfaces. Over
40 report parameters give you maximum
control when linking reports into VB,
C + +, Xbase, and other Windows apps.
Plus, add even more value to
your apps by customizing
report templates, wizards,
report and field dictionaries,
and calculations.
See why more than 200,000
busy professionals and developers rely on
the industrial - strength features of R &R.
Call right now to order, or for your free
demo disk!

and charts using R &R
and Excel together. R &R

is also great for general
ledger reports, form letters,
mailing labels, and directories.
With my Windows fonts and
professional graphics, my

1- 800 - 325 -9035 ext. 5905

R &R is available directly from Concentric with a 60 day money -back guarantee. as well as through major software resellers.
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"Dataimm Repo UMade Easy!"

1989.1994

1989 -1994

Concentric Data Systems, Inc. - 110 Turnpike Road, Westborough, MA 01581 - Tel: 508 -366 -1122 - Fax: 508- 366 -2954
In the U.K.: R &R Software Limited • Viking House, Denmark Street, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 7XJ • Tel: 44 (0) 628 788181 • Fax: 44 (0) 628 788182
0 1995 Concrntric Data Systems, lne. All prudua names are trademarks of their respective owners.
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42
TEACHINGTHE
TEACHERSTOM
BY AL Y.S. CHEN, CPA,
AND JACCI L. RODGERS,
CPA
After companies had
implemented total quality
management they
developed the University
Challenge program to
encourage universities to
integrate TQM principles
into their courses.
CertificateofMerit, 1993 -94
47

PROMOTING
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS
BY BENSON WIER, CPA,
AND JAMES E. HUNTON,
CPA
What is the fastest way to
get promoted? Have an
advanced degree, be
certified, and have a
number of years'
experience, according to
this survey.

51
NEURALNETWORKS
ENTERTHEWORLD
OFMANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
BY CAROL E. BROWN,
CPA; JAMES COAKLEY;
AND MARY ELLEN
PHILLIPS, CPA
Neural networks, one form
of artificial intelligence, are
changing the way management accountants do business. They are being used in
all kinds of financial applications from granting credit to
scheduling inventory to detecting fraud. To remain
competitive and employable, today's management
accountants must become
familiar with them.

58
IMA NOMINATING
COMMITTEEREPORT
Nominees to serve during
1995 -97 are presented.

Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent Institute policy unless so stated. Publication of paid
advertising and new product and service information
does not constitute an endorsement by the Institute of
the advertiser or the product or service.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGO is indexed in the Accountants' Inder and also in the on -line database of the

same name. This publication is available in other forms
of media through Information Access Company and
through University Microfilms. Inc., and ABI /INFORM
(313)7614700. Formore information call (800)227.8431.
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There's only one activity -based management system
powerful enough to take you from data capture through to

you only ever view the correct results. And its self maintaining
- automatically incorporating any changes you make.

reporting, without compromise.

As for reporting, Hyper ABC lets you view the data you

Hyper ABC from Armstrong Laing.

want in the format you need via familiar spreadsheets.

Designed to make your job easier, it will unlock data
wherever it's stored without rekeying or re- formatting

To find out about the activity-based
management with more muscle, telephone

Once captured, its built -in controls validate everything, so

800 883 41 1 1 now for our free brochure.

© 1993 Arrrutrong Laing Inc Tower Place, Suite 480, 3340 Peachtree Rood rf, Atlanta, Georgia, 30326 Telephone 404 842 7777 Facsimile 404 842 7788
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BUILDING BRIDGES -MAKE THE
CONNECTION IN SAN ANTONIO
The 76th IMA Annual Conference is June 18- 21,1995, in San
Antonio —the city with the bridge that has been our symbol
this year. Building Bridges has set the tone for a period of improving relationships. We care about the IMA, each individual
member, and the accounting profession. This has been a year
of listening carefully and responding appropriately.
Things began to take shape last February 1994 when I met
in San Antonio with the 12 people who would be serving as
Area Vice Presidents with me this year. I told them the
"Bridge" story (see the August 1994 Perspectives) and asked
if they would like it as our theme. They agreed. There are
many stone bridges in the Riverwalk area, and our year together would come to a close in San Antonio in June 1995. The
symbolism was perfect. My wife, Stella, found an artist' s drawing of a stone bridge while shopping along the river. We immediately knew this was
"the" bridge because a person crossing it moved to higher ground. This bridge is the
one used for our lapel pin and for the 1995 Conference logo.
We listened to the people who attended last year's Annual Conference in New York
City, and we listened to many who did not As a result, several things will be different
in San Antonio to help you get the maximum benefit for the time and money you spend.
Here is a quick summary of the major changes,
Sunday Family Event. Last year in New York City, many members said they would
have liked more time to enjoy the activities. This year the family event will be at Fiesta
Texas, and we want you to have time to really enjoy it. Therefore, we made two major
changes. First, we moved the National Officers' Reception from Sunday to Monday
night. Second, we will have buses operating all day to allow spouses and children to
spend the entire day at the park. Bus service begins at 4:30 p.m. for members involved
in Sunday Conference activities. Your spouses and children who take an early bus can
join you at the park for dinner and the evening activities. Tuesday evening will again
be a free night.
Monday Evening: Joint IMA/SCMS Reception.Our reception on Monday evening
will serve double duty as both the National Officers' Reception and the Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society Reception.
Formal Attire: Monday and Wednesday Evenings.The dress code allows considerable flexibility this year for men attending the formal events on Monday and Wednesday. Men do not need to incur the expense of tuxedo rental unless serving as a National
Officer or as a Governor in the SCMS.
The technical program this year emphasizes the importance of connecting with key
areas that will affect your growth and effectiveness as a management accountant. Sessions include areas in which IMA members must assume leadership roles: service
quality, cross - functional management, ethics, financial competence and reengineering,
human resources, and financial reporting and planning. Our program is truly a "bridge building" experience.
I hope to see you in San Antonio for an outstanding Conference at a great location.
If you have never attended before, make this your first one. If you are a regular, this
will be your best one. While there, take a short stroll along the Riverwalk. "Our Bridge"
is at the Arnesan River Theater.

KEITH BRYANT, JR., CMA
President, 199495
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

ROBERTF.RANDALL,EDITOR

HEADCOUNT SHIFTS
am writing in response to the article, "Reengineering the Payables
Process," in the March 1995 issue.
The author lists that headcount reduction in accounts payable will be realized from a one -way match. The author
failed to point out that a headcount increase will be needed in the purchasing department to support such a system. At Square D Company, and I am
sure at many other firms, blanket purchase orders are used for an entire
year for repetitive purchases. Under
the system of one -way match, you
force purchasing to issue a purchase
order for every purchase made during
the year. The headcount reduction in
accounts payable will be offset by a
headcount increase in purchasing to
keypunch all those purchase orders into the system.
At Square D, we tried to implement
a similar automatic match between the
invoice, packing slip, and purchase order. Although everyone was in agreement that the system would be beneficial, we were unable to proceed
because our purchasing department
did not have the support to be able to
load all purchase orders. Again, the
time savings in accounting would be
offset by the increase in time it would
take to load all purchase orders.
Maher Sarsour
Senior Accountant
Square D Company
Oshkosh, Wis.

SMALLERSCHOOLSOFFER
ADVANTAGES
I attended Covenant College, a small
Christian liberal arts college in Georgia, where I received a Bachelor of
Arts degree in Business Administration. I minored in accounting, taking 27

credit hours of accounting courses. I
was an honors student and I have since
passed the CMA exam. I also did an internship with a local company while in
school. I think my educational experience was very well- rounded and, unlike the Clemson student [Letters,
March 19951, I did (and do) think I was
prepared to embark on a career in
management accounting.
Many companies, although they
complain that accounting graduates
from top schools are not being adequately prepared, fail to recruit graduates from smaller, less well-known
schools. Small school accounting programs have many advantages. My professors knew me personally, and they
were able to answer my questions in
class and out of class. My friends were
in different disciplines. I had many opportunities to lead and participate in
various campus activities. My education did not revolve solely around business or accounting classes. This educational background enables me to
work in a company where my job involves accounting, computer work, data entry, human resource management, and other miscellaneous duties.
Companies today need accountants
who can do more than just add numbers and arrange them on reports.
I encourage companies who are
looking for these kinds of employees
to investigate graduates of smaller
schools. Many of them offer accounting programs which emphasize internships and other real -world experience.
The faculty and staff offer sound guidance and advice as well as quality
teaching. The small school atmosphere fosters interaction between
disciplines.
Dawn L. Brady
Tyler, Tex.

ALOT TOLEARN
I'm a junior at Saint Vincent College in
Latrobe, Pennsylvania. I am an accounting major, but, unlike Miss Portus [Letters, March 19951, accounting
and finance students at SVC are required to take a course called Analysis
of Financial Statements where we the
students are managers of the company
and [are] given certain data. We must
make a decision without the help of the
professor. This class really shows me
how much I have left to learn with only
two- and -a -half semesters left.
Petrice Dentici
Saint Vincent College
Latrobe, Pa.

SPREADSHEETS-ABIG
STEPFORWARD
Just skimmed the March issue of
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING® ...
The most enlightening piece was the
"Fax Summary Results." Not surprisingly, Career Issues and Spreadsheets
head the list of interests. This leads
me to suggest that MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING® run monthly columns
on these two topics.
From personal experience (I still
have one client), I suggest the routine
ability to prepare various computer based financial models on spreadsheets has been the biggest and broadest step forward in the management
accounting field in the past ten years.
(Even eclipsing ABC.)
Now budgeting, forecasting, capital expenditure evaluation, corporate
valuation, costs and pricing models
are widely used down in the trenches
and are becoming increasingly sophisticated. Way beyond where I am
at, I'm sure. An excellent topic for
research.
A publication on how to set up such
models (and /or diskettes with generic
models for Lotus) should also be quite
useful products for IMA to offer.
Allen Seed
Vero Beach, Fla.

SHOOT-OUTONTARGET
Your article in the March 1995 issue of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® titled
"Shoot -out at the Raleigh Corral" was
right on target. On behalf of American
Show Management I would like to
thank you for the positive coverage of
the event. The article, like the event itself, was informative and to the point.
As you may or may not be aware,
the Raleigh Chapter IMA Shoot -out
was not only "in the same building as
the Computer & Office Systems
Show," but was made possible by the
collaborative efforts of the Raleigh
Chapter and American Show Management, the company responsible for
the organizing and promoting of the
Computer & Office Systems Show
(now known as ITEC Expo, Information Technology Exposition and
Conferences).
Please consider this an invitation to
all chapters located in or near cities
boasting an ITEC Expo [to conduct
similar activities].
Patrick J. Kearney
President /COO
American Show Management
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1995

NetProphet II
The software that's revolutionizing
the planning process for business.

l:

• Operational and financial view of the business

{'
-A&Z

• Integration with existing systems /applications
• Process improvement and re- engineering
• Dynamic, immediate "what -if" simulation
• Activity -based costing and management
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Sapling Inc. OneBridgePlaza, Suite 400, Fort lee, NJ 07024 USA
SaplingCorporation

5925 AirportRoad,

Suite 610,

Mississauga,

Toll-free 1- 800335 -5050

Ontario,

Tel: (201) 592 -5012 Fax: (201) 5924765
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Tel: (905) 67 8-166 1 Fax: (905) 678.1667
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Tel: 44 (0) 181 9951331 Fax: 44 (0) 181 742 7301
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WASHINGTONREPORT

STEPHENBARLAS, EDITOR

WYDEN BILL
`SNEAKS' INTO
SECURITIES
REFORM BILL
ep. Ron Wyden's (D. -Ore.) longrunning efforts to force independent accountants to blow the
whistle on corporate accountants and
CEOs has finally borne fruit. Wyden's
"Financial Fraud Detection and Disclosure Act" was accepted as an amendment to the Securities litigation reform
bill (H.R. 1058), which passed the
House March 8. The Wyden bill requires audits of public companies to be
conducted in a manner that provides
"reasonable assurance of detecting illegal acts that would have a direct and
material effect on the determination of
financial statement amounts." Auditors
have to report "illegal acts" whether
they would have a material effect or
not —to the appropriate level of the
company's management, audit committee, or board of directors. If the auditor believes the illegal act will have
a material effect and that management
has done nothing to redress the illegality, the auditor makes a formal report
saying so to the board of directors. The
board then has to supply the SEC with
a copy of that report and notify the auditor that the SEC has been contacted.
If the board fails to do that the auditor
sends his report directly to the SEC.
The AICPA had opposed versions of
the Wyden bill in years past, but they
are on board this time around. Both
the House and Senate bills also have
provisions on what kind of forward looking statements would be protected. The provision in the House bill includes, but is not limited to,
"projections, estimates, and descriptions of future events, whether made
orally or in writing, voluntarily or oth10

Rep, Ron Wyden

erwise." A controversial amendment
added on the House floor by Rep. Norman Mineta (D.- Calif.) further absolves a company if it also includes a
statement saying that the projection
may never be realized. Mark Griffin,
director of the division of securities at
the Utah Department of Commerce,
criticized the Mineta amendment
when he testified before the Senate
Subcommittee on Securities March 22.
"A forward - looking statement could
appear on page 5 of the document, and
the disclaimer could be included in a
footnote on page 35 of the same document," he complained.

tem (NCRS) for depreciation, which
got mixed reviews from business leaders during hearings in January in front
of the House Ways & Means Committee. Monica McGuire, director of taxation for the National Association of
Manufacturers (NAM), says her group
is neither for nor against that proposal.
There was much more unanimity within the business community on the need
to reform the alternative minimum tax
(AMT), which was established in the
1986 tax reform law. As a result, even
companies who are not profitable— particularly capital- intensive,
low -profit industries such as steel —
end up paying the AMT. Under the
House bill (HR 1327), the AMT would
be phased out over five years. The loss
of federal revenue as a result would be
$16.9 billion. The NAM's McGuire
calls the provision "excellent." The
neutral cost recovery provision indexes depreciation schedules for machinery and equipment to inflation and allows much faster write -offs than the
current system. The problem is that
the NCRS costs the federal treasury
$88 billion over 10 years. That figure
becomes important as the tax bill goes
over to the Senate. Republican senators have been much more vocal about
the need to cut the federal deficit before tax cuts are granted. So the House
package, which in total could cost
about $189 billion over five years and
$630 billion over 10, is apt to be
changed. The neutral cost recovery
provision seems ripe for radical
change or elimination. But even the
AMT faces skepticism from key senators such as Robert Packwood (R:
Ore.), chairman of the Finance Committee, who opposed the AMT in 1986.

CASB PUBLISHED
FINAL RULE ON
PENSION COSTS

HOUSE PASSES
TAX BILL WITH
CORPORATE CUTS

The Cost Accounting Standards Board
(CASB) published its long - awaited final rule on cost accounting standards
for composition, measurement, adjustment and allocation of pension costs.
The rule was published in the March
30 Federal Register. Despite some criticism, the CASB stuck with accrual accounting to initially compute the pension cost for a cost accounting period.

The Republican tax bill passed by the
House on April 5 included two provisions of special note for corporations.
One was a neutral cost recovery sys-

Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 15 years of experience reporting
from Washington, D.0
MANAGEMENTACCOUNIING /MAY 1995
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MANAGINGYOURCAREER

`DONT KNOCK YOUR EX -BOSS'

ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
This is less a question than a warning to your readers, Mr Half, about how your
actions when leaving a job can backfire. I write from personal experience. After six
years in cost control at a regional division ofan electronics manufacturing company,
my boss left and was replaced by an incredibly disagreeable man. We didn't see eye
to eye from the first day he came on board, and 1 realized immediately that 1'd better
look for another job. Fortunately, I found one that offered an even better opportunity
than where I was currently employed. I happily resigned, and in my letter ofresignation made what 1 realize now, in retrospect, were ill- advised negative comments about
the boss I was leaving. I took a two-week vacation between jobs. During that period,
the boss I was leaving got together for a weeklygolfouting with the man who would
be my new boss (1 had no idea they even knew each other). My old boss naturally
had a number ofunflattering things to say about me including my lack ofcourtesy
and common sense when resigning. How did the story turn out? 1 was called and
told that due to last - minute budgetary changes, my new job offer was being withdrawn.
It's a lesson I hope all your readers learn. When leaving a job, no matter how you
feel, keep your negative thoughts to yourself.
esigning from a job is never
easy, even if the reason for the
resignati on i s to go o n to
something bigger and better.
I'm sure that in your six years you developed many close and meaningful relationships with colleagues.
Too many people seem to think that
leaving a job involves nothing more
then informing your employer that you
will be departing, saying what's on
your mind, packing up your desk, and
going out the door. That simply isn't
true, as you painfully found out. The
fact is there are rules to be followed
when leaving a job. Those who tend to
ignore those rules might possibly be
throwing an unnecessary roadblock
into their career advancement.
The first rule of resigning, of
course, is to give the employer adequate notice, certainly two weeks, preferably more in order to provide a cushion of time during which a suitable
replacement can be found. If you've
had a good working relationship with
your supervisor, I suggest picking an
opportune time, possibly after working
hours, to inform him or her that you've
accepted another position.
Then a letter of resignation, carefully thought out and written, should be
presented to your manager and, if appropriate, to the human resources de12

partment for inclusion in your personnel file.
The reason you should first give a
verbal resignation is that it's more personal than simply laying a letter on a
supervisor's desk. It gives you an informal opportunity to get across the positive points you wish to make. You certainly should indicate how difficult a
decision it was to leave what has been
your "home" for X number of years, as
well as many wonderful coworkers.
It's important to not gloat over your
new opportunity with your manager or
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"This financial strategy of yours isn't bold
I'm taking this company
enough
...
beyond global..."

with your working colleagues. Yes,
you're happy and enthusiastic about it
But you don't want to rub people the
wrong way.
When verbally resigning, you
should make the point that you stand
ready to help make the transition as
easy as possible for your replacement
and the company. I suggest you prepare in advance a list of important projects with which you're involved and
present your ideas about how to most
effectively complete them in the time
you remain there. If there is ever a time
to be a team player, the period between
resignation and actually leaving a job
is it.
There is a very important pitfall to
avoid, however, when verbally resigning. Often —too often —a conversation
ensues that can easily slip into personal matters that are best avoided. Relaxed and with an atmosphere of candor established, you could find
yourself discussing strengths and
weaknesses of certain coworkers, the
department, the company, and perhaps even your manager. Avoid such a
discussion as tactfully as possible and
try pleasantly to conclude the conversation. If you feel compelled to say anything, keep it positive. Don't be critical
of anyone, or any aspect of your job,
your manager, your colleagues and the
company. Apply the old adage that if
you can't say something good, say
nothing.
Your written resignation should be
brief, but should include some of the
same positive things you had to say
during your verbal session.
When it comes to asking you to
stay — perhaps making a generous
counteroffer —my advice is to decline
gracefully, perhaps after agreeing to
think about it for a short period of time.
Numerous studies indicate that employees who accept counteroffers and
decide to stay are generally gone from
that job within a year. No matter how
open - minded and understanding a supervisor might be, the fact that you resigned once, and then decided to stay,
leaves a lingering distrust that can
backfire on the employee.
■
Robert Half CPA, is the founder ofRobert Half International, Inc., the world's
first and largest staffing servicefirmspecializing in the accounting, finance, and
information systems fields. There are
more than 175 Robert HalfandAccountemps offices on three continents. His latest book is Finding, Hiring, and Keeping the Best Employees (John Wiley &
Sons).
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IFYOUR
'E
DREAMINGOF

ACHANCETOIMPROVE
THESYSTEM,
WE'REGI\4NGYOUTHREE.
TheOnPointSystem—fromRIA. Expert analytical and
reporter tax services, the Internal Revenue Code,
Treasury Regulations,IRSpubs,RevenueRulings and
Procedures, and the full text of cases. All linked
electronically, all available on CD -ROM to simplify
your research.
will

Tomesaid thesystemcouldn'tgetbetter.Butit just did
-- with three more hard - working product options that
broaden your research and provide onpoint answers to your clients
toughesttax questions.
Warren, Gorham & Lamont Tax Treatises.
We've joined WG &Ltax treatises with the speedand ease ofthe OnPointSystem. In -depth analysis of
tax law written by such respected experts as: Bittker, Eustice, Lokken, Kuntz, McKee, Nelson, and
Whitmire. Federal Income Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders Federal Taxation of Income,
Estates andGifts,FederalIncome Taxation of S Corporations,andFederalTaxation of Partnerships and
Partners are all available to you today with direct linking to the OnPoint System.
Federal Tax Reports, Tax Court Reports, IRS Letter Rulings, and RIA Citator.
Criticalprimary source information including the renowned RIA Citator and the full text of cases dating
back to 1860. If your practice involves case research and historical fact checking, this product is not
only a must but a must that wil save you money.
Tax Advisors Planning System.
The complete authority for tax planning for closely -held businesses. Written and updated by a national
network of expertpractitioners andcommentators,theTax Advisors PlanningSystem comprises over 30
critical topics. Analysis of key issues, planning ideas and practice aids are all tied together to give you
a totalpractice- boosting resource.
Now that your dream of on improvement to the system is here, why not use it to your advantage?

Call today 1-800-431-9025 ext. 3.
RESEARCHINSTITUTEOFAMERICA
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FINANCIAL
MANAGER
ARNOLD J.CHASSEN,EDITOR

FUNDING
NONQUALIFIED
EXECUTIVE
RETIREMENT
PLANS
onquaffied executive retirement plans are attractive
perquisites for highly compensated executives. (See
Financial Manager, February 1995.)
Plans can be funded with assets set
aside specifically for plan obligations
or to pay "as- you -go" from the employer's general assets. If a plan is funded
separately, plan investments should
consider risk, tax treatment, and timing of future distributions.
A plan that sets assets aside in a separate or escrow account is considered
"informally funded" by the IRS if the assets are subject to the claims of the
general creditors of the employer. Contributions and accumulations to these
types of plans are not taxable to participants.
Rabbi trusts. Rabbi trusts often are
used as a vehicle for accumulating assets for informally funded plans and
are quite popular. (They are called rabbi trusts because the first one approved by the IRS was established for
a rabbi.) Trust assets usually are irrevocable and remain subject to the
claims of the employer's general creditors in the event of insolvency or bankruptcy. Rabbi trusts do provide security against an employer's future
unwillingness to pay promised benefits. The IRS has released a model rabbi trust instrument to aid taxpayers.
Here are some common ways to
fund nonqualified plans.
Annuities. Deferred annuities were
popular funding investments in the
past. They offered fixed interest as
well as variable interest separate ac14

counts under a taxed later umbrella for
accumulations. Variable interest separate accounts function much like mutual funds. Changes in the tax treatment of annuities caused them to lose
appeal within nonqualified plans. The
first change was that annuity contracts
entered into after August 13, 1982, lost
their FIFO (first in, first out) status
(see IRC Sec. 72(e)). The second
change was that the Tax Reform Act of
1986 eliminated tax deferral for income on annuities owned by entities
such as corporations. There no longer
is an advantage to using annuities in
corporate -owned plans because accumulations have reverted to a taxed now
treatment.
Mutual funds. Mutual funds can provide a means of investing in a professionally managed diversified portfolio
of securities. They can be suitable for
the long-term investment growth objectives of many nonqualified plans.
They are, however, a taxed now item.
Many mutual funds have rapid portfolio turnover, and these gains may not
benefit from the reduced long -term
capital gains taxes being proposed
now. Dividends may receive favorable
tax treatment — corporations may deduct the first 80% of dividends received
on stock they own in another corporation (see IRC Sec. 243(a) (1)).
Life insurance. Cash value life insurance always has been a popular way to
fund nonqualified plans, but it is probably the least understood alternative.
Many nonqualified plans promise a
preretirement death benefit to executives' heirs, and life insurance is the
best way to secure this benefit. A corporation also can recover its plan basis
by purchasing a death benefit on the
employee that is greater than that
promised by the plan.
The major reason for using life insurance policies for funding is their
taxed later treatment. The internal
buildup of a policy's cash value is tax
deferred regardless of the owner's
form of organization. Furthermore,
life policies enjoy FIFO accounting-- cash withdrawals up to cost basis
do not trigger a taxable event. Although withdrawals beyond basis are
income taxable, policy loans are not
taxed. The strategy of making withdrawals to basis with regular periodic
loans thereafter can make life insurance a taxed never investment.
Here are some factors to consider
when funding nonqualified compensation plans with life insurance.
The executive's health must meet
minimum qualifications to obtain the

insurance —extra premiums for impaired health must be considered carefully. Fortunately, underwriters approve greater than 90% of the
applications as standard.
It is important to leave sufficient equity in the policy to prevent it from lapsing. A lapsed policy creates a tax liability for all distributions over basis. The
cash buildup and death proceeds of
corporate -owned life insurance affect
the adjusted current earnings (ACE)
for alternative minimum tax (AMT)
calculations. This adjustment usually
does not subject the corporation to
AMT because life insurance policies
are only one of many factors considered in calculating AMT.
Traditional policies may not provide
enough flexibility or potential for
growth. Variable universal life insurance policies, however, address both
concerns. With these policies, premiums and specified death benefits are
adjustable throughout the life of the
policy. Policy investments are made to
variable separate accounts that function much like mutual funds. It is common to find separate accounts managed by well -known fund managers
such as Fidelity, Putnam, Janus, Templeton, T. Rowe Price, Twentieth Century, and the like. Automatic asset allocation and optimization models also
are available. Furthermore, switching
funds to another separate account
within a policy does not create additional fees or taxes.
Life insurance policies have higher
administrative charges than mutual
funds. Additionally, the cash value
buildup for policies is slow during the
first few years, so selection of life insurance as a funding instrument is inappropriate for plans not held for the long
term. A rule of thumb is to fund retirement plans with life insurance only
when distribution will be at least 15
years in the future. Contracts held for

this period will have charges averaging
200 basis points greater than a mutual
fund's charges. Many financial planners find these costs are offset by the
favorable tax treatment and leveraged
death benefit that life policies provide —these charges have a smaller
impact over time than Uncle Sam's
taxes.
■
Note: For additional information on this
topic, see the Taxes column, p. 16.
Arnold J. Chassen, CEBS, CLU, ChFC,
is assistant vice president of insurance at
Janny Montgomery Scott, Inc. He can be
reached at (215) 665 -6115.
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Target Your Career

If you are an accounting and finance professional in business,
public, or government accounting who measures success in terms of
opportunity, recognition, and reward, then target your career today!
Become a

Cerffiied Management Accountant

1 -800- 638 -4427
Institute of Management Accountants
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760

TAXES

TAX CHANGES
AFFECT DEFERRED
COMPENSATION
PLANS

ANTHONYP.CURATOLA,EDITOR
BYROBERTS.PETERS,CPA,AND
BETSYSUE SHANNON, CPA
ighly compensated executives and the companies that
employ them now are subject to increased Medicare
tax liability on salaries deferred under
"nonqualified deferred compensation
plans."
Before 1994, amounts deferred under nonqualified deferred compensation plans effectively were not subject
to taxes imposed by the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA), which
includes taxes for social security and
Medicare. FICA taxes were not due
on these amounts because participants' wages already exceeded the FICA wage base limit. Beginning in
1994, however, the government eliminated the wage base limit for the
Medicare portion of FICA. All plans of
deferred compensation are subject to
FICA. Amounts deferred are subject
to FICA taxes at the later of when services are performed or when the
amounts deferred are not subject to a
substantial risk of forfeiture, as defined under the Internal Revenue
Code (the "Code "). Under FICA, a
risk of forfeiture exists during the period before a plan is vested to the employee. To the extent the plan is unfunded, vested plans remain income
tax deferred but subject the employer
and the executive to a Medicare tax
rate of 1.45% each on the amounts deferred. This change significantly increases the tax liabilities on amounts
deferred under some, if not most, deferred compensation arrangements.
Nonqualified deferred compensation
plans. For FICA tax purposes, a non-

qualified deferred compensation "plan
or arrangement" includes an arrangement under which the parties defer
compensation by deliberately depart16

ing from the company's customary
payment schedule through contract
negotiation. An agreement to defer
compensation can be a deferred "plan
or arrangement" for periods as short
as several months. Therefore, it is important that employers are aware that
these provisions can be triggered by
an arrangement other than a formal
deferred compensation plan. For example, compensation dedicated to severance pay or a deferred bonus could
fall into the nonqualified deferred compensation category for FICA tax purposes. (The same rules apply under
the Federal Unemployment Tax Act
(FUTA), but the applicable wage base
is limited. Therefore, FUTA taxes usually are not applicable to nonqualified
deferred compensation plans.)
Notice 94 -96. The Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) has issued a notice providing guidance to employers on the
tax and penalty implications of deferred compensation plans. The IRS
and the Treasury Department intend
to release proposed regulations sometime in 1995 with an effective date no
earlier than January 1, 1995. Notice 9496 provides the IRS will not challenge
an employer's determination of FICA
or FUTA tax liability with respect to a
nonqualified deferred compensation
plan for periods preceding the effective date if the employer's determination is based on a reasonable good faith
interpretation of the applicable sections of the Code. Reasonable good
faith interpretation will be based on all
the relevant facts and circumstances,
including consistency of treatment by
the employer. Notice 94 -96 also reminds employers that with respect to
nonqualified deferred compensation,
the taxes applicable to FICA and FUTA
must be withheld and deposited under
the regular rules for tax deposits.
Further, even though the IRS will
not challenge the reasonable treatment of amounts deferred prior to the
effective date of the regulations, the
IRS may challenge that treatment for
periods occurring after the regulations' effective date. In addition, because of the elimination of the Medicare wage base limit, effective in 1994,
the Notice provides that deferring
compensation for employment tax purposes before a deferred compensation
plan is adopted will not be a reasonable
interpretation of applicable federal tax
provisions.
State unemployment taxes. In general, for state unemployment tax purposes, amounts deferred under a nonqualified deferred compensation plan

are deemed to be wages. While a select
number of states have addressed this
issue specifically through legislation
or the adoption of the federal tax treatment, other states have taken the position that amounts deferred under a
nonqualified deferred compensation
plan are wages. This position has been
based on the general definition of wages. Many states have defined wages as
payments for personal services rendered subject to enumerated exceptions. Accordingly, if amounts deferred under a nonqualified deferred
compensation arrangement are not
specifically exempted from the definition of wages, such amounts would be
deemed to be wages for state unemployment purposes. What may remain
in question in many states is the timing
for including the deferred amount in
the taxable wage base. For example, is
the deferral included at the time of
deferral, when the employee rendered
services or when amounts no longer
are subject to a risk of forfeiture? (For
state unemployment tax purposes, this
article is general in nature, and each
state statute should be specifically
addressed.)

With the elimination of the Medicare wage base limit and the annual increases in the social security and various state unemployment tax wage
bases, employment taxes on employee
salary deferrals to nonqualified deferred compensation plan arrangements become even more significant.
Employers must exercise care when
making FICA, FUTA, and state unemployment tax liability determinations
in connection with deferrals to nonqualified deferred compensation
plans. Executives should review their
compensation arrangements so they
can quantify the effect this change will
have on their income.
■
Note: Foradditional information on this
topic see Financial Manager, p. 14.
Robert S. Peters, CPA, is partner and
national director, Payroll and Unemployment Tax Services, State and Local
Tax Practice, at KPMG Peat Marwick
LLP in Stamford, Conn. He can be
reached at (203) 356-9800.
Betsy Sue Shannon, J.D., CPA, is senior manager, Compensation and Benefits Practice, KPMG Peat Marwick LLP
in New York City. She can be reached at
(212) 872 -7909.
Anthony P. Curatola, Ph.D., is theJoseph F. Ford Professor, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa. He can be reached
at (215) 895 -1453.
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NEWS
KATHYWILLIAMS,EDITOR

BARRYC.MELANCONIS
NEWAICPAPRESIDENT
lie American Institute of CPAs

has elected Barry C. Melancon,
CPA, as its first new president in
15 years. His five -year term begins
July 1, 1995, when he succeeds Philip
B. Chenok, CPA, who has been president since 1980.
Mr. Melancon
is the executive director of the Society of Louisiana
CPAs, serving in
that position since
1987. He began
his career at
Bergeron & Company, CPAs, in
H ouma, La , in
Barry C. Melancon
1978 after being
graduated from Nicholls State University in Thibodaux, La. Later he was
elected partner of the firm. Before
joining the Louisiana Society, he
earned an MBA degree from Nicholls
State and became an adjunct professor
of accounting there. He also has
served in numerous leadership positions at the AICPA, including the
Private Companies Practice Executive
Committee, the Quality Review Executive Committee, and special task
forces.

YOUCANJOINFINANCENET
ow's your chance to help reinvent federal, state, and local
government financial management. If you have access to the Internet, you can join FinanceNet for
free and share your views and information with other financial professionals worldwide across geopolitical
boundaries.
FinanceNet is an information netLAMNAULMb1V1 AI.l,UUNII IVU /MAY IM

work established by Vice President Al
Gore's National Performance Review,
with operations provided by the National Science Foundation. Its mission
is to serve as a vehicle and catalyst for
continuous improvement and innovation at all levels of government in financial management resources, practices, policies, and professional
standards. Some of its services are:
• Electronic mailing lists devoted to
subjects such as internal controls,
financial reporting and policy, payroll, cash management, performance measures, and travel.
• Internet Gopher (gopherfinancenet.gov) and World Wide Web Mosaic Servers (http://www.financenetgov/), which carry libraries of
electronic financial management
documents, news, employment opportunities, government asset
sales, and more.
• Usenet Newsgroup Discussion
Forums on financial management
topics.
If you have an Internet - accessible
E-mail address, you can receive complete information about FinanceNet.
Just send a blank E-mail message to:
info @financenet.gov. If you would
rather "talk" to a person directly, contact B. Preston Rich, co -chair of the
FinanceNet Core Team. Internet:
preston.rich ®nsf.gov; phone: (703)
306 -1282; fax: (703) 306-0287.

INTERNATIONAL
MANUFACTURING
CONFERENCE
he 5th International Conference
on Flexible Automation and Intelligent Manufacturing (FAIM '95)
will be held June 28-30, 1995, at the
Fraunhofer Institute in Stuttgart, Germany. Topics to be covered at the conference include international manufacturing, artificial intelligence and its
applications, logistics and modeling,
planning and the shop floor, production modeling, automation and data
collection, and flexible manufacturing,
among others.
The Fraunhofer Institute is the organizer, and sponsors include the University of Limerick (Ireland), Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University (Blacksburg, Va.), and the University of Stuttgart. More than 100 papers
will be presented by authors from 25
countries.
For information, contact Prof. Wil-

liam G. Sullivan, VPI & SU, Blacksburg, Va.; phone: (703) 231 -6659; fax:
(703) 231 -3322. The language of the
conference is English.

ENVIRONMENTALAUDITING
PROGRAMSCOULDEXPAND
early two-thirds of U.S. companies that now perform environmental audits would expand
such programs if they were assured
the results would not be used to penalize them, a recent Price Waterhouse
LLP survey found. Among those that
don't perform audits, 20% fear audit information could be used against them.
Among survey participants that do
conduct environmental audits, 9% said
their audit findings had been involuntarily discovered or disclosed, and 12%
said results they had provided voluntarily had been used for enforcement
purposes against them.
Of the 369 companies that took
part, 75% have environmental audit
programs in place. More than 70% of
these companies said the audits have
improved their regulatory compliance
significantly. Nearly 50% said auditing
improved employee awareness, diligence, and compliance with company
policies and procedures.

WATCHINGTHETHEORYOF
CONSTRAINTSINACTION
couple of months ago, IMA's
Northeast Regional Council, the
Avraham Y. Goldratt Institute,
and American Media Inc. presented a
unique three -part program at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Part one was a movie version of Eliyahu M. Goldratt's book, The Goal.Part
two was a discussion by Prof. Eric
Noreen of the University of Washington at Seattle in
which he described the implementation success
of the Theory of
Constraints at 21
sites in the United
States and Europe.
Pat Renzoni
Part three was a
play featuring Goldratt's newest book,
It's Not Luck,in which he explains the
current status of TOC.
The following story was written
by participant Pat Renzoni, president
of the Northeast Regional Council,
17

member of the
Worcester Area
Chapter, and
controller of St.
Marks School in
Southboro,
Mass.
We arrived at
MIT and were
overwhelmed by
the number of attendees (more
than 450), most
of whom were

costs, so he discussed the pitfalls most managers fall into in
their thinking,
such as minimizing costs
equates to maximizing profits.
His discussion,
however, enabled us to see
how silly traditional theory can

ther down the line, a bottleneck will
result. Traditional thinking, however,
forces us to run the faster machine at
its maximum and crank out product.
TOC makes management deal with
the constraint. Perhaps the machine
could run part of the day, enabling
the employee to be used elsewhere,

energy (electricity) to be saved, and
a bottleneck avoided. Throughput

accounting rather than absorption
costing should be used because abL. -r., Dr. Eric Noreen, Eli Goldratt, and
sorption costing does not reflect how
Paul Dinasi, Providence, a trustee of
costs actually behave. It smoothes
IMA's Foundation for Applied Research.
out cash flows through building exbe. By holding
cess inventory.
participating in a
down costs, unIn the next part of the program,
noticed defects get out into the marprogram sponsored by the Avraham Y.
Eli Goldratt told us about using comketplace, resulting in obsolescence,
Goldratt Institute. The program began
mon sense. He discussed the process
not more profits. The new theory is to
with a movie, The Goal, which was
of "continual
identify the botquite good. The lead, Alex, was given
improvement,"
tlenecks or conwhat appeared to be an impossible
which is to idenstraints along
task. In order to keep his plant from
tity constraints
closing, Alex must turn it around and
the production
and exploit
line that result in
make it profitable in a very short time
them. Push for
increased costs.
period. In the meantime, Alex's wife
high efficiency,
Examples of conleaves him because he is never home
minimum downstraints are shipand the job always has come first. Jotime, high utiliping lead times,
nah, an elderly friend of Alex, through
zation rates.
differences in
probing questions forces Alex to use
Subordinate evthe capacity of
deductive reasoning to identify the
erything else to
your equipment,
problems causing the plant to perform
exploiting the
energy, and hupoorly. Alex uses the same strategy to
constraint.
get his own life in order. The story is
man resource
Husband and wife interact in the play.
The last part
about ongoing improvement —change
shortages, to
of the program
for the better by the creation and acname a few.
was very stimulating. Mr. Goldratt inThe TOC plan is to place buffers
ceptance of improvements.
troduced us to the play, It's Not Luck.
along the production line to prevent
Then Dr. Eric Noreen introduced
As the play progressed, the situation
the constraints from interfering with
the Theory of Constraints within
between a husband and wife went
production. If one machine's capacity
the movie, ne Goal. The priority in
through various stages leading to diis greater than that of a machine furthe movie was to reduce production
saster. Mr. Goldratt would "freeze"
the couple along the way in order
to identify the constraint, discuss
the predictable human response,
and walk us through the steps of
the theory of constraints. He used
the incidents within the play in his
steps to devising a solution to a
TRAVELENSURING Best Practice Workshor,
BestPracticeWorkshopu
problem. Some of the techniques
'
on Travel
on Purchasing Cards
he used were building Current ReYOURCOMPANY
ality Trees, which identified UnDesirable Effects of the problem. Af"A highly effective, focused source for Best Practices."
ter helping us figure out what we
- SandyDenarski,Yohnson &Yokson
needed to fix, he brought us to the
Evaporating Cloud, which identi•
•
i
fied the conflict preventing a cure
for the problem. Then we created
a Future Reality Tree and more.
Although the play was about a doGPI Best Practice Center integrates content
with key innovations and experience. Tap
mestic situation, the theory easily
knowledge with hands -on expertise to bring
into this rich resource. Call (415)882 -5896.
translates to professional decision
you interactive
workshops
Purchasing
Cards
and Travel,
as well ason
Forums
packed
O W PAM M
making and production.
INC.
All in all, I found the program
B E S T PA A C I I C E C E N I E R
very entertaining and was very
glad I went. I would recommend it
Circle No. 14
to everyone.

0 utions.
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ENCOURAGING
CHANGEIN
ACCOUNTING
EDUCATION

IMA action plan aims to improve education of corporate entry -level hires.
BY GARY SIEGEL, CPA, AND C.S. "BUD" KULESZA,
CMA
he Institute of Management Accountants (IMA)
would like college and university accounting programs
to be restructured to respond
to the needs of corporate customers. This proposal suggests that accounting curricula must change
from the current financial accounting orientation to a management accounting orientation. What IMA has
done in the past few months to encourage this change is truly without
precedent in accounting history.
Here is a description of some of
what IMA is doing.
The obvious question is "Why ?"
Why is IMA committing resources
to change college- and universitylevel accounting education? Put
simply, because its members --corporate accounting executives —
want it. IMA, like its members, is
customer driven.
It became apparent to the IMA
leadership that many accounting
and financial executives were concerned about the level of preparedness of entry -level management accountants. Some executives said
that corporations no longer have
the luxury of waiting for company
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/MAY 1995

training programs to teach the knowledge and skills necessary for competent performance as a management accountant. To remain competitive, entry -level accountants have to
be productive much more quickly. Other executives contrasted the substantive changes in
corporate accounting practice with
the unchanging content of accounting curricula. Still others described
a mismatch between the knowledge
and skills that Corporate America
wants and the knowledge and skills
that colleges and universities are
imparting.
To be responsive to its members'
needs, IMA had to act. In 1994,
IMA, together with the Financial
Executives Institute (FEI), sponsored research to determine "What
Corporate America Wants in Entry level Management Accountants."
This research, conducted by Gary
Siegel and Jim Sorensen', confirmed what many in Corporate
America had been saying: U.S. colleges and universities do not emphasize the appropriate accounting
knowledge and skill areas for management accountants. The research
found that many accounting and financial executives expect entry -level accountants to be better prepared
than they actually are in critical
management accounting areas such
as
product costing, budgeting, straBOB GRANT
19

tegic cost management, and performance evaluation. For
corporate customers' needs.
those accounting skills less important to corporate accoun- ■ To lay the structural foundation for change by building
tants, such as individual income taxation and external auditprofession -wide support for improvements in accounting
education.
ing, these executives report
_
■ To provide curriculum
that students bring more
designers with current
knowledge and skill to the
information about work
job than is expected. Furactually performed by
ther, corporate executives
believe that the knowledge
management accountants. Accounting curricand skills necessary for a caula should be constructreer in public accounting difed based on a clear
fer from the knowledge and
In the September 1994 issue of MANAGE understanding of what
skills necessary for a career
people do in manageMENTACCOUNTINGOwe
published "What
in management accounting.
ment accounting posiCorporate America Wants in Entry -Level Actions and what they will
IMPLEMENTING
countants." This article summarized the results
be expected to do as
RESEARCHRESULTS
their careers progress.
of a survey of a representative sample of high Curricula
should emphahe Siegel- Sorensen relevel U.S. accounting and financial executives
size the knowledge,
search results promptskills, and abilities
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The Consortium met in September 1994, January 1995,
and April 1995. Its stated purpose is to encourage development and implementation of college and university accounting programs that prepare people for careers that meet corporate expectations of entry -level management accountants.
By systematizing the process of communication between
Corporate America and Academic America, and focusing
discussion on core competencies, the Consortium will lay
the foundation for change in accounting curricula.
■ Academic Communication Program. The dual purpose of

this program is (1) to inform accounting educators about
the Siegel - Sorensen research results and about IMA s action plan to support change efforts and (2) to stimulate
discussion about curriculum issues in U.S. colleges and
universities.
This program was implemented with a series of letters,
several professional presentations, and an information
video.
The first letters in the series were mailed, along with a
copy of the Siegel - Sorensen research report, to all accounting department chairpersons. The letters informed recipients about the problems revealed in the research and how
IMA wants to work with Academic America and Corporate
America to solve the problems. The letter invited department chairpersons to participate with IMA in making accounting history and asked them to begin discussing these
issues with their faculty, advisory committees, and counterparts at other schools.
Letters with similar content were mailed to all AAA members who are in the Management Accounting Section, all

U.S. business school deans, and all North American teaching members of the AAA.
Informal feedback tells us that the more than 8,000 letters mailed had the intended effects of informing the target
audience and stimulating discussion.
IMA presented the Siegel- Sorensen research results at
five of the regional AAA meetings and at the annual
AACSB meeting this spring. On the panel at each AAA presentation were two financial executives who, speaking from
their personal experience, revealed to accounting educators
the sweeping changes that have taken place in corporate accounting over the past five to 10 years.
IMA produced an educational video that summarizes the
research results and features corporate executives who refer to themselves as "customers" of university accounting
departments and describe their "customer specifications"
for entry -level management accountants. The video was
sent to all U.S. accounting department chairs with a request
that it be viewed and discussed by the faculty.
The results of the IMA- sponsored Practice Analysis of
Management Accounting (see below) and the corporate -academic conferences (see below) will be presented at the national meeting of the American Accounting Association in
August 1995.
IMA believes that these efforts will build anticipation for
change and momentum for change in college and university
accounting departments.
Corporate Communication Program. This program is designed to inform Corporate America about IMA's efforts
to encourage a change in accounting curriculum and to
create ongoing dialogue between Corporate America and
Academic America.
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in entry -level accountants.

For entry -level accountants in 2001 and 2002 to be pre pared for the challenges of corporate accounting, a new
curriculum has to be in place for the freshmen classes of
1997 and 1998.
To be sure, curriculum change does not occur quickly,
and curriculum change will not take place in all university
accounting departments. Nevertheless, for accounting educators interested in the preparedness of the graduating
class of 2001, the time to discuss curriculum change is now.
The beneficiaries of change will be corporate employers of
entry -level accountants, students who are preparing for ac
counting careers in the 21st century, and college and university accounting programs.
■

information from a representative sample of management accountants. It will document the work activities performed by
management accountants with various levels of experience
and the KSAs necessary for competent performance of those
work activities. Results will be packaged in a user - friendly
database and made available to accounting educators interested in curriculum modification.
IMA's ultimate objective in this project is to ensure that
its constituents —the business corporations of America —will be able to recruit entry -level accountants who can
perform their jobs better. This result can happen only if
Corporate America and Academic America work together.
Corporate America should do a better job of defining and
communicating its needs to accounting educators, and accounting educators should design curricula to prepare
their students for work in a global, competitive, changing
corporate environment.
IMA is doing its part to encourage change in accounting
education. Its information campaign aimed at corporate and
academic audiences will continue, the corporate - academic
conferences (we hope) will keep lines of communication
open between educators and practitioners, and the Practice
Analysis will be available to curriculum builders in mid1995,
The ball is now in, or soon will be in, the accounting educators' court. College and university accounting departments should evaluate their curricula in light of the changes that have occurred in the nature of management
accounting work, the large percentage of accounting graduates who begin their careers in corporations, and the re-

Gary Siegel, Ph.D., CPA, is an associate professor at the

School of Accountancy, DePaul University, and president of
the Gary Siegel Organization, an independent opinion re-

search and behavioral accounting firm.
C. S. Bud" Kulesza, CMA, is a senior vice president and
controller of I7T Automotive and chair of the IMA Sponsored
Consortium for Accounting Education Improvement. Address
all correspondence to Prof. Gary Siegel, School of Accountan-

ey, DePaul University, 1 E. Jackson, Chicago, IL 60604.
Phone: (312) 478 -9290 or (312) 362 -8782; far: (312) 539 8218.

Gary Siegel and James E. Sorensen, "What Corporate America Wants in EntryLevel Accountants," Institute of Management Accountants, Montvale, NJ.,
1994. The research results were summarized in the September 1994 issue of
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Forming Professional/
Educational Partnerships
Students gain
valuable
perspectives from
management
accountants who
are currently "2n
the trenches. "
A faculty member's expertise can be applied to help solve specific company problems.

BYNAMES A. BAILEY, CMA
hat can an individual management accountant
do to influence the academic community and
help to ensure that management accountants
are prepared properly for entry -level positions?
One answer is to become a partner with an educational institution and to participate actively in ways that will benefit
both the management accountant who renders the service
and the students and faculty who receive it Management accountants can help develop the students, faculty, and business schools of tomorrow by influencing the direction of
management accounting education and the future character
of the management accounting profession.
Management accountants can influence students directly
by giving presentations to student groups, teaching college
classes, and providing internships (see Table 1). These situations require varying degrees of commitment, but each
is rewarding to management accountants as they see students learn.
ADDRESS STUDENTS
n excellent way to develop better accounting students who will enter the workforce with a more complete understanding of the profession is for practicing
management accountants to give presentations to business
and accounting clubs, fraternities, sororities, and IMA student chapters. Students are eager to hear from successful
accountants in the private sector. Speaking topics might
range from strategic or financial management to differences
between public accounting and management accounting.
24

The School of Business at Central Washington University in
Ellensburg, Wash., for example, lists interested individuals
and distributes the list to student clubs and the faculty. Anyone who wants to give a presentation can contact the dean
to be put on the list.
Another approach is to contact faculty members directly
and inform them of your willingness to speak and your particular area of interest. Faculty may be able to use you as a
guest speaker or refer you to others who may be interested.
One of Central Washington University's accounting classes
is devoted almost exclusively to presentations from professionals in industry, government, and public accounting.
Speakers from Boeing, Microsoft, Safeco, Boise Cascade,
and many other companies of various sizes have made presentations to this class and to various student organizations.
Presentations and related social activities let management
accountants promote management accounting as a career
and give students insights into the field not provided through
the classroom experience. They also give the professional
management accountant, students, and faculty valuable networking opportunities.

TF,ACH AN ACCOUNTING COURSE
eaching an occasional quarter- or semester -long col lege accounting course is another exciting possibility
for management accountants. They can be powerful
teachers who can use recent experiences to illustrate academic subject matter. Students gain different perspectives
from persons who are currently "in the trenches" practicing
what they teach.
Teaching opportunities vary at different educational in-
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stitutions. Many colleges employ part -time instructors to
teach evening classes, which would not confect with most
daytime work schedules. People who want to teach a class
should inform the school dean and department chair of their
interest and expertise and supply them with resumes. Opportunities sometimes arise suddenly, and management accountants who are known to those making decisions may
have a better chance of being called in.

Boeing personnel and faculty also meet in small groups
to discuss how Boeing and the universities can work together to improve the educational process. This type of dialogue
gives faculty better insights into what skills employers feel
students should develop during college.
One way to help a college faculty stay on the cutting edge
of accounting practice is by sponsoring faculty internships.
These internships may consist of short -term projects where
a faculty member's expertise can be applied to help solve
SPONSOR INTERNSHIPS AND FIELD
specific company problems. Faculty internships create a
win /win situation as firms receive expert help in critical arEXPERIENCES
eas and professors keep in touch with the practitioner's culere is no substitute for experience in training an acture. An internship program at ITT Automotive was deounting professional, and the classroom is limited in
scribed in the July 1994 issue of MANAGEMENT
s ability to provide real -life situations. Thus, intern- ACCOUNTING® from the point of view of both the faculty
ships have become a popular way
member and employer.
for students to gain valuable work
If a company needs 1n-dep+1%
experience. During internships,
analysis in a specific area, manstudents determine if the compaagement accountants also might
SUMMARYOFOPPORTUNITIES
ny they are interning with might
consider contracting with a faculty
meet their long -term employment
member who has expertise in that
Student Development
goals. Internships also give the
area. These consulting experiemployer an opportunity to assess
Presentations
ences help faculty keep current in
whether the student would be sucTeaching a class
practice areas as well as being
Student internships and field
cessful as a long -term employee in
beneficial to companies.
its corporate environment. BeManagement accountants also
sides getting paid by the company
can help faculty design practical
Faculty Development
for their internships, students can
and academic research. Practitioearn college credits while they
ners and faculty can work togethFaculty forums and interchanges
learn. Further, they gain valuable
er to develop case studies based
Faculty internships
feedback as their performance is
on actual experiences. These casConsulting
evaluated by both the employer
es add to the educational materiResearch
and a faculty member.
als available for students, and they
If a full quarter /semester inprovide good exposure for manternship is not realistic, you may
Institutional Development
agement accountants, their firms,
want to consider a "shadow" acand faculty members.
Mission statement
countant program. With this proMany times faculties need the
Advisory boards
gram, students accompany manhelp of individual corporate emFund raising
agement accountants for a
ployees for their academic and
business day to see what they do.
practitioner research. EncouragThese one - day -only programs let
ing company personnel to take
students become acquainted with the management accountpart in these research projects can advance the professional
ing culture and could influence students who still are weighand academic literature and also give valuable insights
ing career options.
into how participating companies are performing in specific
Besides helping students, management accountants can
areas.
work with the accounting and finance faculty. To be effective
Besides providing direct support for students and faculty,
teachers, faculty members should keep informed of current
management accountants can assist institutions by helping
constituent needs. They should sharpen their experience so
to develop mission statements, serving on a university adthey can acquire and communicate new knowledge. Manvisory board, and taking part in fund raising.
agement accountants can aid them in cultivating these skills
by providing faculty forums, faculty internships, and consultCONTRIBUTE TO EDUCATIONAL MISSION
ing opportunities and by supporting research.
STATEMENTS

T

SPONSOR FACULTY FORUMS AND
INTERCHANGES
he Boeing Corporation sponsors an annual faculty interchange, inviting accounting and finance faculty
from several universities in the Northwest to attend.
In 1994, the meeting was held in Everett, where the faculty
members were given a tour of the Boeing 777 plant. The forum gives Boeing the chance to tell faculty about the management and accounting approaches they currently are using. Boeing personnel describe what skills and knowledge
they expect of graduating students; for instance, they indicated their strong support for the CMA program.
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any business schools are reengineering the education process and developing mission statements
that focus on satisfying the needs of external stakeholders. These changes answer recent criticisms that business schools are not producing graduates who meet the
needs of industry. Mission statements and related performance measures also are required by new accreditation
standards that focus on improving the quality of educational
outcomes. Budget constraints are making business schools
take a hard look at how they deliver their product.
In this changing environment, business schools are eager
to receive input from industry constituencies, especially in
the development of mission statements and, to some extent,
25

performance measures. Management accountants can provide extremely valuable insight into both defining the mission of business schools and developing relevant performance measures. By becoming more involved in this
process, management accountants may begin to influence
the direction of instruction, which in the past has been influenced mainly by public accountants.

SERVE ON ADVISORY BOARDS
n advisory board may consist of industry professionals and others who are interested in the development
and promotion of the business school. At Central
Washington University, the Board of Visitors, an advisory
board that includes business professionals from the state of
Washington, has been very helpful in developing the mission
statement of the School of Business. The Board met with the
administration and faculty to discuss the mission of the
School of Business and to help define that mission. Most
members of the advisory board also have volunteered to
speak to classes and to student organizations. Board members have given financial support as well.

A CALL FOR ACTION
s state budgets become more constrained and federal
grants scarcer, voluntary contributions become increasingly important to maintain the quality of our
educational institutions. Management accountants can help

raise funds for student scholarships, computer equipment,
and faculty development. Active participation in an alumni
group also can help raise funds for the university.
If a company desires to donate a substantial amount of
money to an institution, it could establish a scholarship fund
or an endowed faculty position in its name. Also, individuals
might consider leaving money in their will to a university of
their choice. Such a legacy could be designated to a general
trust fund or for a specific purpose.
As universities redefine their educational missions to
serve industry needs better, they should not be expected to
do it alone. They need to form partnerships with professional
accountants to prepare students for the exciting business
challenges of the 21st century. As professionals, we have a
responsibility to improve the path for those who follow us.
One of the distinguishing characteristics of a profession is
its commitment to voluntary service, to giving back to society. Like other professionals, management accountants can
make major contributions to improving communities and influencing individual lives by involving themselves with management accounting education.
■
James A. Bailey, CMA, CPA, CIA, is an assistant professor at
Central Washington University where he is co- advisor for the
student Accounting Club. He holds a Ph.D. from the Univer-

sity of Nebraska and an MBA from the University of Utah. He
is a member of the Bellevue /Eastside (Wash.) Chapter,
through which this article was submitted. He can be reached
at (509) 963 -2343.
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WORKINGTOGETHERINHIGHEREDUCATION:

THECHALLENGE
ANDREWARDS
University of Oklahoma and local businesses combine efforts to
better prepare accounting graduates.
BY BONITA A. DALY, CPA, AND
BART H.WARD,CPA

day a week for six weeks at a partner
company where they observe and interact with corporate and auditing executives who practice on their jobs
what students learn in the classroom.
Students gain firsthand experience in
financial management practices such
as budgeting, internal control evaluation, systems design, and variance
analysis. Because they work with management accountantsandauditors,
they are able to span the boundaries
between the two practices. The different methods and perspectives of these
disciplines soon become apparent.

DESIGNINGTHECOURSE

hen we decided to try this exccounting faculty at the Uniperiment, we sought guidversity of Oklahoma have
ance from the School of Acjoined forces with financial excounting's Board of Visitors. Board
ecutives of local companies to
members, most of whom are corporate
prepare students for the business
financial executives, are committed to
world. Together we developed and are
improving educational opportunities
teaching a course that shows students
for future accountants. We discussed
the inner workings of a corporation
our ideas for an integrative, field -based
and how the financial area fits into the
class that would be taught by a team
rest of the operations. We launched the
of faculty and accounting executives,
idea in the fall of 1994 and experienced
and the Board gave us their suggesimmediate success. Here's our story.
tions for content and the direction such
We enlisted financial
a class might take:
executives in nearby
companies as partners in
• Give students opporeducating our students.
tunities for creative
With our partners' help,
thinking. Encourage
we designed a course
them to express, exthat combines classroom
plain, and defend their
instruction with on -site
views.
visits to corporations so
• Help students understudents can exercise
stand the company's
their technical knowlorientation and the
edge and build their comroles of individuals
munication, analytic, and
within the firm.
teamwork skills at the
• Help students apprecisame time. The course is
ate what really matfor fifth-year students enters in the business
rolled in a 150 -hour proworld.
gram that combines a
• Emphasize the imporbachelor's and master's
tance of learning all
degree in accounting. As
At Devon Energy Corp.: Standing, I. -r., Controller Danny Heatly and
areas of the business
part of the course, stuauthor Bart H_ Ward_ Seated, I. -r., author Bonita A. Daly and students
and how they relate to
dent teams spend one
J.P. Springsted and David W. Schudei.
each other.
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• Involve students in strategic planning processes, budgeting, and performance review.
• Encourage positive attitudes toward change.
We also asked Board members to
tell us what they would do if they were
given the opportunity to work with one
to three students for several weeks.
Their answers gave us many insights
as to how to structure our new class:
• "I would try to spend time with each
student, explaining the need for creative, unstructured problem solving. I would encourage them to
put forth their best efforts to learn
from all their contacts, from others
in the company, and from other
disciplines."
• "I want new hires to quit thinking
like accountants and start thinking
more like management. I would
help students understand that they
need to think about how they can
contribute to a company in a meaningful way."
• "Students should learn the process
of merging future needs, strategic
direction, and financial payback. I
would impress on them the need for
earning buy -in from executive management and employees."
■ "Students could observe the interaction among various interested
parties in defining their needs, looking at alternative systems and structures. The proposed course should
expose students to real -world experiences that would help them recognize how implementation costs, perceived benefits, and other
significant factors influence decision making."

developing the course.
We considered six key factors in selecting corporate partners. First, all
participating businesses were stakeholders in the University of Oklahoma's School of Accounting. That
means they employ a significant number of our graduates, some support the
School financially, some employ executives who serve on advisory boards to
the School and University, and others
support nationwide initiatives in higher education.
Second, our partner firms were willing to contribute executive time and
talent to the success of the project.
Third, they were comfortable with the
scrutiny that comes with opening their
doors to students and faculty. Fourth,
the corporations were prepared to
work with their external auditors in a
boundary - spanning educational rela-

ABOUT OURPARTNERS
he Board was enthusiastic about
our proposal, so we began to develop a pilot course that was
launched in the fall of 1994. The College of Business Administration supported our project, which of necessity
started with a small number of students and participating firms. Our
corporate partners in this new venture were accounting executives at
two Oklahoma City-based companies:
Susan Regier from Hobby Lobby,
Inc., and Danny Heatly from Devon
Energy Corporation. Eddy Ditzler
from Grant'Mornton and Rocky
Duckworth from KPMG Peat Marwick, the auditors of these respective
corporations, also were partners in
28

Students were told the key to success at
Hobby Lobby is customer satisfaction.
Above, Assistant Controller Susan Regier.

tionship. Fifth, geographic constraints
were a factor: To be able to merge
classroom instruction with field observation, all participating businesses had
to be in the Oklahoma City area. Sixth,
our partners wanted to serve as mentors and teachers and were enthusiastic about combining classroom and
field study. As Danny Heady put it:
"This is the best way I know to show
students what public and corporate accounting are about."

COURSEOBJECTIVES
ith our Board's suggestions
in mind, we worked with our
business partners to flesh out
course objectives. To provide a framework for the classroom and field observations, we viewed participating
firms in terms of three interrelated
elements:
• Organizational objectives;
• Corporate culture;
• Information system and control
environment.
Students identify an organization's
objectives in terms of what management wants to happen via the organization's long -term goals and strategic
plans. Through their consideration of
corporate culture, students become
aware of the ethical and behavioral
standards that are the basis for company practice. Field observations lead
students to an understanding of how
management's philosophy and operating style —the "tone at the top" —influence corporate culture. Students
also learn that the information system and control environment, typically regarded as the domain of accountants and other information
specialists, exists to serve business
purposes. Using this framework for
field observations helps students realize that an organization is formed and
evolves through the interplay among
all three elements and the external
environment.
Our goal is to make sure students
understand and appreciate the value
of accounting information to the corporation; this requires field experiences in which they observe how senior corporate executives and their
staffs actually use financial information. To reinforce the lesson that the
information needs of others determine the development of accounting
information, students meet with executives from marketing and operations
as well as finance.
We also developed accounting -specific objectives for the course that reflect the particular concerns of our corporate and public accounting partners.
The learning objectives stated in the
course syllabus are:
• To understand and appreciate the
value accounting information system functions add to a business.
• To identify and understand the role
and purpose of a major corporate
transaction processing and control
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1995

system.
• To appreciate the impact of business conditions and financial or governmental reporting requirements
on the development of financial accounting systems.
• To understand how the independent CPA's audit approach is influenced by relationships among
external parties, corporate objectives, corporate culture, and the
information system and control
environment.
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CORPORATION

t was clear to our development
team that this course must help
students improve a broad range
of professional skills including oral
and written communication, the ability to conduct independent business
research, and the ability to work in
teams. We designed assignments to
accomplish these objectives. Before
they began their field observations,
students were required to research
the business or industry in which
each corporate partner operates.
They identified the accounting practices and financial risks associated
with each partner's industry and analyzed their financial statements. Students worked in pairs to write preliminary reports on each corporation.
Later in the semester, working in
teams of three or four, students went
on -site at a partner company once a
week for six weeks. They learned
about the company directly from its
financial executives and accounting
staffs. They also met with the corporation's external auditors. Throughout this period, students recorded
their observations in journals.
At the conclusion of each field day,
the student teams met on campus to
talk about their experiences. These
discussions, facilitated by the accounting faculty who were also participant observers, helped students
make sense of their observations and
suggested areas that needed further
investigation.
At the end of the semester, student teams submitted final written reports and gave oral presentations to
their classmates, accounting faculty,
and corporate /audit partners. Question- and -answer sessions following
the presentations triggered lively discussions among our instructional
team and students.
The week before field observations began, Pam Wallace, an anthropologist and business consultant, led

Helps proactively reduce taxes?

Circle No. 22
our class. She impressed upon students the importance of taking notes
and introduced them to the tools of
participant observation by passing
around her notebook from a series of
meetings she had with an Oklahoma
Native American corporation.
First Impressions of Corporate Culture. To make a good impression on

their first day at Hobby Lobby's corporate offices, one team's members
dressed in their finest business attire.
They were greeted by Assistant Controller Susan Regier, who was wearing a Halloween sweatshirt. Several
students wrote in their journals that
they immediately felt at ease, albeit
overdressed. Another student noted
that Hobby Lobby's conference
room frequently was occupied by different cross - functional groups of employees. Workers reserved the room
by writing their names on the calendar posted outside the door. Students
mentioned in their notes that egalitarianism permeated the company and
that people seemed to work together
to solve problems.
The Organization's Objectives. After

two sessions at Devon Energy, students were able to explain how the
company's recent acquisition of Alta
Corporation would benefit Devon's
long -term goals. Darryl G. Smette,
vice president of marketing and administrative planning, discussed the
impact of natural gas deregulation
and explained the importance of accounting information in the current
market. William Wentz from the finance area discussed the role of futures trading in achieving a measure
of price protection. By hearing from
company executives about strategic
planing and organizational objectives,
students were able to understand the
link between business objectives and
information systems.
At Hobby Lobby, the students
were told that customer satisfaction is
the key to success. Pat Jones, director of corporate financial reporting,
discussed the marketing objectives
that drive the company's inventory
policies. Mike Canfield, chief financial officer, explained the importance
of providing timely and appropriate financial information to the banking
29

group the company is assembling to
serve its increasing number of retail
outlets.
Information System and Control
Environment. Before going into the
field, students read Internal Control— Integrated Framework, the re-

port of the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission. It helped them relate their
observations about corporate culture
and objectives to controls and the
company's financial information systems. It also helped them understand
that business risks are a driving force
in any control environment.
Once in the field, students observed the major transactions of a
single accounting cycle. At Devon Energy, for example, oil and gas revenue accounting were the subject of
several sessions with Controller Danny Heatly. Pat Jones explained how
Hobby Lobby's inventory is accounted for in the warehouse and at the retail stores. After identifying the major
types of transactions, student teams
delineated the business purposes of
the accounting cycles.
The financial executives stressed
how important it is to review accounting information and to raise questions about "things that don't look
right." CEO Mike Canfield told one
team how his department at Hobby
Lobby, by discovering unusually high
utility charges at a single retail outlet,
eventually improved operating performance. Through trouble- shooting,
Mike and the store manager found
that a defective meter was the culprit,
and a sizable refund was negotiated
with the utility company. As several
students wrote in their final individual reports, examples such as this
one show the importance of monitoring financial data and following up on
unusual items.
Introducing Students to Independent Auditing. Meeting with our part-

ner companies' independent auditors
gave students an opportunity to compare corporate and public accounting
cultures and put auditing in a meaningful context. At the end of a session
on Grant Thornton's auditing approach, Eddy Ditzler had the Hobby
Lobby student team write an audit
planning memo using their knowledge of the corporation and its competitive environment. At the next session he gave students a copy of the
actual planning memo developed for
Hobby Lobby's 1993 audit. Students
were gratified to learn that many of
the points they addressed were in
30

Grant Thornton's memo also.
The auditors discussed critical audit areas and risk analyses as they related to the accounting cycles students had observed. Drawing on
their knowledge of Devon's revenue
cycle, students proposed their own
audit programs. Auditors Rocky
Duckworth and Matthew Bown subsequently used the students' programs as a basis for explaining
KPMG's approach to auditing revenues at Devon. In their final oral report, students critiqued and compared their audit programs to
Devon's actual audit program.

ARICHUNDERSTANDING
n their final oral and written team
reports, students explained the
role that accounting information
played in their respective organizations and gave detailed descriptions
of the accounting documents, controls, and procedures they had encountered. They evaluated the systems they had studied and made
recommendations for improvements.
In addition, each student assessed
the course in a written report. All the
pieces were invaluable to us in refining the course for future participants.
Several students reported they
were pleased and somewhat surprised that what they had studied in
their accounting classes did, in fact,
relate to actual business practices.
Others said their field experiences
were quite different from their expectations. Students generally were impressed with the extent that auditors
rely on controls and with the nature
of the evidence auditors gather to
support their opinions.
Our students' reports showed they
had developed a rich understanding
of how accounting information helps
management run a business, monitor
performance, and discover matters in
need of attention. They were reluctant, however, to identify problems.
Perhaps we should have anticipated
the difficulty students would have in
making suggestions for improvements to the systems in established,
successful businesses.
Students' personal assessments of
the course reinforced for us the value
of guided field observations in preparing for accounting careers. As one
student explained, "The exposure to
an entrepreneurial organization and
corporate accountants who work to
cut costs, eliminate waste, and improve the business persuaded me

that corporate accounting is the career path I will pursue." Several students from the Devon Energy team
said they developed a richer understanding of the impact of business
purposes, industry practices, and
competitive pressures on the development of accounting systems. Another
commented that, as she learned
about Hobby Lobby's inventory accounting system, Mike Canfield's discussion of the role of accounting information became more meaningful.

THENEEDFORPARTNERSHIP
ur course differs in important
ways from traditional internships and co-op programs.
Classroom preparation and field experiences are coordinated to achieve
specific learning objectives. By integrating course readings, written assignments, and oral presentations
with field observations, we are linking academic preparation for accounting careers with the real world of accounting practice. Devon's Danny
Heatly is pleased with the course.
"Learning about control evaluation
and reliance in this manner is simply
not possible in a traditional classroom," he says. Susan Regier states,
"I believe Corporate America needs
to share in the cost and effort required to enhance the preparation of
young people for accounting careers.
By devoting our resources to endeavors such as this, we will give students
a better understanding of the special
demands and opportunities in entrepreneurial businesses."
We at the University of Oklahoma's School of Accounting believe
field -based education will bridge the
gap between academic studies and
the business world and graduate students who will make real contributions to the companies for which they
work.
■
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A Separate Track
Georgia Southern offered it for management accounting students,
but few responded.
BYLESLIEB.FLETCHER,CPA;HORACEW.HARRELL,JR.,
CPA; AND KENNETH H. JOHNSON, CPA
eginning in 1981, Georgia Southern College (now
Georgia Southern University) recognized the need
for an emphasis in management accounting. At
least 50% of our accounting graduates had been
hired initially or were soon to be employed in corporate accounting. The faculty felt that a program emphasizing managerial accounting skills and the increasingly sophisticated
business computer technology
would attract a significant portion of
accounting majors. A separate accounting curriculum with an emphasis in managerial accounting
first appeared in the 1982 -83 Georgia Southern College General Catalog. Here are the results of our university's 12-year experience with a
separate educational track for management accounting.

courses from Corporate Income Tax, Advanced Corporate
Finance, and three computer - related courses. The content
of the second managerial accounting course is designed to
provide a foundation in management accounting skills.
When the course was first offered in 1984, topics that were
new at that time such as just -in -time UM and activity-based
costing (ABC) were introduced. Since then, the course has
been updated as necessary to incorporate new topics.
Assignments given in Managerial Accounting II also are
tailored to develop personal skills and nonaccounting technical skills. Group projects promote
FRANKFORTUNE
group skills; formal written reports
and oral presentations improve
communications skills. There is
increased emphasis on using quantitative techniques, and some
assignments require advanced applications of computerized spreadsheets.

DISAPPOINTING DEMAND

THE CURRICULUM

anagerial Accounting II,
the only unique course rehe 1994 -95 catalog describes
quired in the new manathe public and managerial acgerial emphasis, was taught for the
counting tracks as follows:
first time in the spring quarter of
1984 with a class of seven students.
A student who chooses an
Although enrollment was smaller
emphasis in public accountthan usually is considered adeing will be able to prepare for
quate, the faculty wanted the new
careers in auditing of financial
program to have a chance to bestatements, financial accountcome established. The course was
ing, not - for -profit accounting
offered every spring quarter
and tax accounting ...A stuthrough 1987, with enrollment
dent who chooses an empharanging from a high of nine to a low
sis in managerial accounting
of three. During this period, in rewill be able to prepare for casponse to the low initial enrollreers in management acments, faculty members actively adcounting both in the private
vised students regarding two
and public sector, as well as
embellishments
on the managerial
A student at Georgia Southern seeks advice on
tax accounting and finance.'
track
—
complete
a minor in inforaccounting electives.
mation systems with no extra hours
The managerial and public acor graduate with majors in both accounting tracks specify seven required courses, six of which
counting and information systems with only 20 extra hours.
are common to both curricula. Both tracks also specify two
As a result of those efforts, approximately one -half of the
electives selected from track- specific lists that have only one
students enrolled in the management accounting emphasis
course in common. The heart of the new program is a rewere accounting majors who planned to enter the managequired second course in managerial accounting—Management advisory departments of public accounting firms or
rial Accounting II— offered during the spring quarter. Stumanagement information systems majors who wanted an acdents in the managerial accounting emphasis also select two counting background. Only minimal numbers represented
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dents "know" only that accounting is supposed to be clean,
inside work with no heavy lifting; that it pays reasonably well;
and that, based on the accounting principles courses, it probably is not as hard as some people have said. They know very
little about what accountants do or even about business itself.
The first chapter of the typical intermediate accounting textbook contains a few paragraphs differentiating financial and
managerial accounting and perhaps even a little information
about alternative career paths for accountants. The students have no context in which to place that information,
however, and it means little to them.
Students, however, have heard and
seen the acronym "CPA" from family
and friends, television, movies, and
"Far Side" cartoons. Shingles hang
outside professional offices all over
their hometowns. Any political campaign manager would envy that kind of
name recognition because it usually
CURRENT PLANS
decides the vote of a person with no
other basis for choosing. Students
Borgia Southern's College of
know that the "P" in "CPA" stands for
Business Administration is ac"Public," so they choose the "Public"
credited by the American Assoaccounting track.
ciation of Collegiate Schools of BusiFaculty bias. Regarding the releness (AACSB) and the accounting
vance
of the CPA and CMA (Certified
program has separate AACSB accredManagement
Accountant) examinaitation. The administration and faculty
tions for entry -level management acwant to maintain accreditation and are
countants, Siegel and Sorensen note
conforming all business curricula to
that, "Not surprisingly, AICPA memthe AACSB's new accreditation stanbers tend to view the CPA exam as
dards. To meet the 50/50 (busimore relevant. IMA members tend to
ness/nonbusiness) requirement, elecsee the CMA exam as more relevant." 2
tives that formerly could be either
Charles Eunice, controller at Grinnell CorIt seems likely that those same attibusiness or nonbusiness courses now
poration, discusses career opportunities
tudes are reflected by faculty members
must be nonbusiness —in effect elimi- with Management Accounting II class.
who hold those respective professional
nating the dual major or minor in
certifications. Further, faculty meminformation systems unless a student
bers
who
hold
the
CPA
certification usually teach intermetakes extra hours. This change is expected to reduce the aldiate
accounting
—the
first
course taught in the upper -level
ready inadequate demand for the managerial accounting
accounting
curriculum
at
most
schools. Any public accountemphasis.
ing bias, expressed or implied, by faculty members to whom
In addition to the AACSB -driven curriculum revisions,
students have the greatest exposure could have a significant
the faculty also is coming to grips with Georgia's pending
effect when students decide which track to choose.
CPA requirements. The 150 semester -hour (225 quarter Faculty reluctance to give explicit career advice. Most fachour) law is scheduled to be implemented in 1998. Budgetulty are reluctant (rightly so, we believe) to give a direct anary constraints dictate that the additional courses needed for
swer when a student asks, "What track should I choose, pubthe 225 quarter -hour requirement will be taught without addlic or managerial ?" We give them as much information as we
ing faculty— making it even more difficult to justify teaching
can about the pros and cons of the career alternatives and
small classes such as Managerial Accounting II.
tell them that they must decide for themselves. We are conConsidering the historical indifference by students to the
strained by time, by the asymmetries in our own understandmanagerial accounting emphasis, the anticipated effects of
ing of the career alternatives, and by students' general averthe AACSB- related curriculum changes, and additional
sion to long answers that end with the suggestion that they
teaching load, the consensus is that the second managerial
do some personal research.
accounting course no longer can be justified. If the second
managerial accounting course cannot be justified, then neiRECOMMENDATIONS FOR A SUCCESSFUL
ther can the separate emphasis in managerial accounting.

those who wanted to be management accountants.
In 1988 and 1989, only two students expressed an interest
in pursuing the managerial accounting emphasis, so the second managerial accounting course was not taught. Instead,
those students were allowed the option of completing an additional managerial accounting course by correspondence
from an accredited university or substituting a specified
course for the required second managerial accounting
course. In the spring quarter of 1990,
nine students expressed an interest in
the program, so Managerial Accounting II was offered again. Enrollment in
the course reached 15 students in
1993, dropped to eight students in
1994, and rebounded to 15 students in
1995. The proportion of students
choosing the managerial track has
fluctuated around 12'x.

PROGRAM
WHY DIDN'T MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
ATTRACT STUDENTS?
iscussions among accounting faculty members and
with students who are declared accounting majors
suggest several possibilities for the failure of the program to attract students.
Name recognition instead of informed choice. At the beginning of the upper -level accounting curriculum, most stu32

experience suggests that the following guidelines
–N ur
might improve the chances of success for a mana-

0

gerial accounting track.
Large program only.A character in a recent movie, Field
of Dreams, was told, "If you build it, they will come." That
is not true at Georgia Southern University. Accounting faculty and Corporate America know that most accounting graduates will take jobs in the corporate sector. It does not follow,
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however, that most accounting majors will select the managerial track if it is available to them. The successful establishment of separate curriculum tracks within the accounting major probably requires a relatively large overall
program because it is difficult to overcome the CPA namerecognition cachet.
No forced early choice. We at Georgia Southern have required students to choose either the public or managerial
track when they are admitted to the accounting program at
the beginning of their junior year. They are told that they
are free to change their minds with no effect on their
progress toward graduation unless they already have taken
courses that are not common to both programs. Even so, it
may have been a mistake to make them express a preference
so early in the program. For example, a student taking intermediate accounting may develop a substantial antipathy for the pronouncements
of the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB), but he or she may find the
first managerial accounting course quite
interesting. That student might have chosen the managerial track if the choice were
offered after the first managerial course. In
our program, that student would have had
to take the initiative to reconsider and
change a decision made previously.
Career information. We believe that it
would be useful to offer students a short
course about careers in accounting. The
problem is that even a one -hour course
would require sacrificing some information being taught currently. We who teach
accounting see the curriculum as already
bulging at the seams, with never enough
time to cover the material. Most teachers
try to work some career information into
their regular courses. As with one- on-one
career advising, however, we all are constrained by time, and any information that
we do find time to present will be filtered
through our own experiences, biases, and
limitations.

and let the student who plans to go into the corporate world
take an elective such as advanced managerial accounting or
internal auditing instead of individual taxation. Corporate tax
would be somewhat harder to teach if students had not previously taken an individual tax course, but not significantly.
Most of today's accounting curricula have few accounting
electives, and some actually have none. It does not have to
be that way.

RESPONSE TO THE SIEGEUSORENSEN STUDY
e suggest that Siegel and Sorensen failed to mention some important work related to most of the
major concerns voiced by the respondents to their
survey. We also do not believe that their survey results sup-
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DESIGNING SINGLE -TRACK
PROGRAMS
n the absence of a separate managerial
track , accounting faculty should design accounting curricula to permit as
much flexibility as can be achieved reasonably. The " required " list should be limited
to those courses that clearly are necessary
for every accounting career path.
The study of taxes, which is required for
all accounting majors, exemplifies the
need for curriculum flexibility. Usually the
required sequence is a course in taxation
for individuals followed by taxation for corporations. Siegel and Sorensen report that
entry -level management accountants are
considered overprepared in individual income taxation . That is not a surprising result because taxation for individuals is irrelevant to corporate decision makers.
Instead of requiring both courses, the curriculum could require only corporate tax
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port their conclusion regarding the need for a separate managerial track. We offer some solutions addressing these
issues.
Cooperation among constituencies. The professional bodies representing the major accounting education constituencies— Institute of Management Accountants (IMA), Financial Executives Institute (FEI), American Accounting
Association (AAA), American Institute of CPAs (AICPA),
Institute of Internal Auditors (HA), et al— should form a
permanent joint agency to address accounting education
issues. The Accounting Education Change Commission
(AECC) is a good start. Although it arose from the dissatisfaction of the largest accounting firms with their entry -level accountants and is financed by those firms, the
AECC takes a broad view of accounting education.
The Commission defines the accounting profession
broadly. It includes career paths in public accounting as
practiced on large, medium, and small firms; corporate accounting (including financial management, controllership,
treasury, financial analysis, planning and budgeting, cost
accounting, internal audit, systems, tax, and general accounting); and government and nonprofit accounting.3
The concerns expressed by the respondents in Siegel
and Sorensen's study, particularly in their verbatim comments related to evaluation of universities, mirror to a
great extent the concerns expressed by the large public
accounting firms that led to the creation of the AECC in
1990.4 Those concerns are related to personal skills rather
than to technical skills, for example, the ability to write
and speak effectively, to analyze complex information and
reach appropriate conclusions, and to work in groups. To
date, much of the work of the AECC has been directed
toward finding ways to help students develop those skills.
Most of the suggested approaches address process rather
than content, that is, the way content is taught rather than
what content is taught. It seems likely that the teaching
of those critical skills could be done effectively without a
separate managerial track.
Despite the important work that has been done by the
AECC, it was not mentioned at all in the Siegel and Sorensen study. We urge anyone in Corporate America who
has an interest in improving the quality of accounting education to become familiar with the AECC, starting with the
statement cited previously. Perhaps the AECC could be expanded to include representatives from all of the principal
players who also could provide financial support. Perhaps
an Accounting Education Foundation could be formed by
the principal players, shifting control of the AECC from
the American Accounting Association to that Foundation.
Such a change could increase the credibility of the AECC
in much the same way that the broad -based support of the
Financial Accounting Foundation does for the Financial
Accounting Standards Board. The Foundation could identify common concerns and bring efficiency to the process
of finding solutions, identifying sector - specific concerns,
and mediating the conflicting demands on scarce educational resources. It also could serve as a clearing house
for new ideas and resources.
Separate managerial track. Siegel and Sorensen recommend a separate managerial track based on the responses
to the perceived differences in skills and knowledge necessary for entry -level management and public accountants
and their relative emphasis in university programs. They
say, "Nearly two-thirds of respondents -639– believe that
there is a `major difference' or `some difference' in the
skills and knowledge necessary for entry -level accounting
34

positions in corporations vs. public accounting firms."' The
complete data related to that issue are as follows: major
difference -17 %, some difference -46 %, little differ ence-19%, no difference -16 %, don't know -2%.e We suggest that one could just as easily say, "A landslide majority
(83 %) do not believe that there is a major difference between the knowledge and skills necessary for entry -level
management accountants and public accountants." Regarding the second issue, Siegel and Sorensen say, "The majority of respondents -55%— believe that university accounting programs place too much emphasis on public
accounting and not enough emphasis on management accounting."? One also could say, of course, "Almost half
(45%) do not believe that university accounting programs
place too much emphasis on public accounting and not
enough emphasis on management accounting."
We do not believe that the Siegel and Sorensen study
furnishes compelling evidence in support of the need for
a separate managerial track. We do not necessarily disagree with the recommendation that the IMA /FEI conduct
research into the student demand for such a track. We
suggest, however, that such research would be very difficult to generalize across schools because of variations in
student populations, faculties, and job markets. If research
shows that sufficient student demand exists at a particular
school or can be reasonably expected to materialize once
the track is in place, then a separate managerial track
probably is a good idea. Otherwise, it is a waste of resources to design and implement the program. Until the
CMA designation achieves name recognition comparable
to the CPA designation, uninformed students —that is,
most students —will continue to opt for the route that leads
to the CPA exam.
■
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This unique teaching method should prepare students for the
real corporate world.
BYHUBERT D.GLOVER,CMA;ALAN I.BLANKLEY,CPA;
AND ELIZABETHG.OLIVER,CPA
orporate America says business students do not understand how it operates, its environment, or current
and emerging issues that it faces. We believe an Integrated Business School Model (IBSM) can change
this perception and help prepare students to join the complex world of business. Our proposed model provides a cost effective framework using technology to enrich the business
education process; to strengthen ties between academics,
students, and practitioners; and to enhance the opportunity
for business students to understand real -world business issues and practices.
The basic approach follows that of medical education.
Medical students first must complete undergraduate requirements germane to medicine, then complete medical
school requirements, then take the board exam, and finally
obtain practical experience before receiving a license to
practice. Business students should follow a similar program.
Our IBSM would consist of three tiers: (1) a general education component, requiring two years of general education
studies; (2) an advanced business course component, requiring one year of the advanced courses related to the student's
WUN Al= CMbN I ALGUU N "11N U / MAY 19 95

selected business discipline, such as intermediate accounting or advanced marketing; and (3) a simulated business
experience, where every discipline within the College of
Business would interface in a simulated information technology -based environment. Students also would complete two
summers or semesters of business internships. The first internship would be completed after the general education
component and the second one after the advanced business
course component.

GENERALEDUCATIONCOMPONENT
his component would require the student to complete
two years of courses in liberal arts, natural sciences and
mathematics, languages, and computer and applied sciences. Once students finish this module, they should have
the requisite foundation to develop the appropriate communication, analytical, reasoning, and interpersonal skills along
with the ability to be sensitive to global social, political, and
economic issues, which is the basic purpose of these foundation courses as defined by various colleges and universities. At present m ost colleges and universities encourage
students to complete these courses within the first two years
of m atriculation, so our proposal should not impose heavily

_

and assessment of these reports.
We propose the use of networking software or groupware
or E -mail to facilitate a centralized communication database
so students could access information generated by each
function on a real -time virtual basis. In addition, this format
would allow faculty members to alter the environment freADVANCEDBUSINESSCOURSECOMPONENT
quently by introducing new information. For example, an
his module would consist of the advanced courses out- earthquake has just occurred, or a plant has just experienced
lined by each respective business discipline. Most busi- a major gas leak near a residential home, or the price of oil
has just risen by 50%. Regulatory events such as a new ban
ness students would complete the introductory courses
on the main ingredient for a bread -and -butter product line
for accounting, economics, finance, information systems,
or an environmental protection ordinance that affects the
management, and marketing during the general education
production process also could be introduced into the stumodule —by their sophomore or second year in college. The
dents' mock corporation. These events would alter students'
advanced business course module would require students
assignments in a manner
to take the advanced levels
that parallels the real world
of all courses identified by
where corporations have to
their department. For examrespond to the dynamics of
ple, accounting majors
that world.
would complete intermediEach group would have
ate, cost, individual, and corto prepare a report outlining
CD
porate taxation and auditing.
its experiences and its apWhen they have finished the
proach to solving various
advanced business course
business issues as they occurred. The report also would discomponent, students should have a thorough understanding
of the extant theories, principles, standards, and applications cuss how the students' approach relates to actual business
practices. Students would have to conduct both primary and
of their selected business discipline.
secondary research to determine the practicality of proExecution of the general education and advanced busiposed methods. In other words, they would not rely on textness course components should not require any significant
books during the simulated business experience phase.
changes to present degree plans followed by most colleges
They would review the extant business periodicals and conand universities for business students. The sequencing of
tact professionals for insight.
courses and related coordination with the final tier discussed
All students also would be required to write a report denext may require shifting resources and schedules, but the
scribing their experience and how it relates to their career
overall impact in terms of financial and human resources
objectives. This report would outline their perceptions of the
should be nominal. In contrast, the simulated business exprofession before and after their simulated business expeperience component and the internships will require more
rience. In addition, the students would have to relate their
extensive work.
respective internship experiences to their simulated mission. Finally, the report should identify the relevance of the
SIMULATEDBUSINESS EXPERIENCE
general education and advanced business courses to the simulated experience.
simulated business experience would provide an opOur simulated business experience module also would
portunity for all students to understand their selected
provide an opportunity for faculty and professionals to work
discipline's role within the business environment. Spetogether. Studies by professional organizations such as the
cifically, students would go through a set of interviews to obInstitute of Management Accountants (IMA), Financial Extain a position within a mock corporation. These interviews
ecutives Institute (FED, and the American Institute of CPAs
would be videotaped, which would allow the student to ob(AICPA) have noted a tremendous gap between practitiotain critical feedback. Then each student would receive a set
ners
and academics. We feel that an Integrated Business
of job offers, which would allow him or her to receive counSchool
Model would provide an effective medium to close
seling on job selection and overall career guidance.
that gap. Faculty should solicit ideas from business people
Next, students would be placed into departments within
to provide ongoing dynamics to the set of information rea mock corporation that reflect their educational training
garding
the mock corporation. These professionals should
and career interests. These departments would represent
be
able
to
provide and describe a wealth of issues that conall key components of the administrative functions of a mafront corporate functions on a continuous basis along with
jor corporation such as human resources, advertising, and
emerging issues. These issues could be introduced in the
accounting. Students would be given a series of assignsimulated business experience module to help authenticate
ments to complete that would parallel the duties of each
a student's experience and provide a series of realistic chalrespective corporate function. For example, students in
lenges for each function to address.
marketing would have to devise a marketing plan to introduce a new product. Development of this plan would reSTUDENT INTERNSHIPS —ATWO-TIERPROGRAM
quire interaction with other functions such as cash management, production, and accounting. Likewise, students
e also propose a two-tier internship program that
involved in the budgetary department would have to interwould offer two options for each student. The first
act with other functions to develop a comprehensive budinternship should occur after a student completes
get. Students would be required to make presentations to
the general education module and should give the student
their respective counterparts as well as to the appropriate
a general introduction to the business work environment. At
faculty. This experience also could provide an opportunity
this level the student is not prepared to fulfill an advanced
for practitioners to provide input through their attendance

on resources outside the business school. Our proposal also
would not change the traditional intent of these courses;
rather, it would place further support and relevance on their
existence.

A simulated business experience

would let students sample the
flavor of the rp o ra to world.
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or intensive assignment within his or her respective discipline, but he or she should be able to participate in general
projects or assignments within a corporate environment.
Two options would be available for the first tier. The first
option would represent the traditional internship assignment where the student is compensated to perform a particular function, generally during the summer or within a semester time period. Because it is not economically feasible
to employ the complete population of business students, we
offer option two as a viable alternative. Option two would
consist of a noncompensated assignment that could be provided by a not - for -profit entity, a governmental agency, an oncampus function, or a local business. These internships
could be as challenging as the compensated internships but
should be of a shorter duration to ensure equitable treatment. Both options would require students to prepare a comprehensive report outlining the experience and its relationship to the general education component of their selected
career.
The second tier of internships should be completed after
the advanced business course component. The goal of this
tier would be to provide students with a rigorous experience
within their selected discipline. Students at this level should
be able to apply their advanced courses to real -world issues.
Tier two would consist of two options. Option one would
be the same as the compensated option discussed for the
tier -one internship. Option two also would consist of noncompensated internships, but they would be developed
through solicitation. For example, Wake Forest's MBA program asks local large and small businesses for projects on
which they would like students to work. These projects typically take four to six weeks to complete and require extensive field research at the respective business organization.
They offer an excellent opportunity for students to apply
their classroom training to real -world issues.
WHOCOULDPARTICIPATE?
e recognize that larger schools might have an advantage in the development of an IBSM. For example, some business schools already include industrial management studies, which would broaden the depth
of groups and disciplines that could interface at the simulated business experience stage. In contrast, smaller schools
would have to provide a simulated response for the production process and related managerial functions. We also recognize that a school's size would impact its ability to provide
compensated and noncompensated internships. Smaller or
rural institutions, however, could use innovative ideas such
as volunteer arrangements with local government agencies
or nonprofit organizations or with university-based operations such as a bookstore or food service. Finally, alumni
could help place students. Thus, the essence of this concept
could be accomplished at any institution given appropriate
adjustments for environmental and organizational factors
such as local economy and school size.
Internships expose students to real -world business experiences —new technology, current issues, and methodologies—at an early point in their academic pursuits. They also
enable students to make more informed decisions regarding
a business career. Thus, we might expect to see that students
who will participate in the IBSM program would be more
certain of their career interests, and the rising college attrition rate might fall. At a minimum, students would have a
better understanding of what the profession has to offer in
terms of rewards and sacrifices, which should mean better
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1995

academic and professional performance. Second, it would
expose students to various private- and public - sector organizations and personnel, thus increasing their professional
contacts, and would by extension increase the contact
among faculty, practitioners, and students. Finally, it would
allow students to experience enough of the different aspects
of the profession to enable them to choose an area of specialization.
BENEFITS OFANINTEGRATEDBUSINESS SCHOOL
MODEL
e feel that an IBSM would benefit academia, Corporate America and other consumers of colleges'
and universities' products (students), and students.
Many students experience a kind of "expectations gap" during their first year of employment. They discover that their
job does not match the expectations they formulated for that
job while in school. As a result, both students and professionals should be willing to seek other economic alternatives
that would provide opportunities for "hands on" experience.
This approach also is consistent with the medical school
model where students receive a wide spectrum of exposure
through at least two years of noncompensated clinical experience. With the state of the economy, a decline in the U.S.
global competitive edge, and the fiscal disrepair within federal, state, and local governments, the infusion of fresh ideas
should be welcomed. Students provide companies with fresh
ideas while gaining valuable "real world" experience that will
help mold their expectations and motivation. Our IBSM
should help professionals, alumni, and faculty begin to understand and appreciate each other's roles in the global
economy, which in turn should enhance business schools'
ability to raise support for programs and activities.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
n integrated business school model would let all business disciplines interact in a simulated business environment where each respective discipline role - plays.
It would provide hands -on laboratory training in a planner
similar to the clinical exposure medical students receive.
More important, it would simulate the real -world manner in
which various disciplines such as accounting and marketing
interact on a formal, spontaneous, or informal basis throughout the corporate organization. Thus it provides an opportunity for all participants to develop an understanding of how
each discipline serves the needs of the company. Corporations are removing barriers between departments, functions, and operations to build multi- disciplinary teams to
manage the company. Likewise, academics must redesign
their approach to teaching to parallel the dynamics in the
corporate environment. An IBSM could be the right
catalyst.
■
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DEFININGTHE
CUSTOMER
When universities adopt TQM,futureemployers —not students
should be seen as customers.

BYJACOB R. WAMBSGANSS AND
DANNY KENNETT
otal quality management
(TQM) has had a major success
in industry, and now its use in
education is being advocated.
TQM can produce improvements in accounting education, but only if prevailing definitions of "customer" and
"quality" are examined.
Ivancevich and Ivancevich say the
"first step in applying TQM is to view
the student as a customer who must be
served."' Their view of the student as
a customer is recognized widely but
not accepted universally. As Dean L.
Hubbard, president of Northwest Missouri State University, explains, "We
concluded that in the classroom, the
student, along with the instructor, are
'suppliers' producing a 'product'
(knowledge) that a future 'customer'
(employer or graduate school) will
evaluate." l
In a study sponsored jointly by the
Institute of Management Accountants
(IMA) and the Financial Executives Institute (FEI) that attempts to determine the needs of Corporate America
relating to qualifications of entry -level
accountants, Siegel and Sorensen
present their findings as a "customer
perspective."3 Julian Freedman, director of research at the IMA, states that
" ...these corporations are one of the
most important customers for colleges
and universities."4

needs. Traditionally, students are
viewed as the customer because they
"pay the bill" (tuition) and receive the
service offered (education). The university or department does not exist
without them. TQM, however, is not a
traditional concept. Deming warns
"there are curious exceptions" to the
supposition that a person who pays the
bill is the customer to be served. He
says the end user should be the focus
of the organization.5
Why do students pursue an accounting major —or any business- related major for that matter? What are students' expectations of their college
education? Few students pursue a degree in accounting as the ultimate ob-

jective. Most accounting majors are
pragmatic and are drawn to accounting
because of the career opportunities.
Before applying for admission to
college, students and their families
frequently want to know an accounting department's relationship with the
profession.
Accounting departments develop
relationships with employers based on
their alumni's successes. Employers,
in turn, monitor accounting departments' program improvement and
communicate their future recruiting
qualifications. As employers affiliate
with accounting departments for recruiting and students seek admission
to departments with strong connec-

IDENTIFYINGTHE CUSTOMER
he first step in applying TQM is
to identify the customer and determine the customer's quality
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1995

If an accounting program's focus is on people In the profession, then course content
would give students a more realistic view of what lies ahead.
39

tions with the profession, it may be
the employers who actually pull students to and through an accounting
department.
Employers who recruit an accounting department's graduates, therefore,
serve its continued existence in three
ways. First, they encourage prospective students to apply for admission,
thus providing the quantity and quality
of students necessary for the continued existence of the department from
an administrative and fiscal viewpoint.
Second, they validate the accounting
department's educational process
through their hiring practices. For example, students see the rewards for
their efforts when interacting with
alumni in positions of responsibility.
Third, alumni— especially those who
perform at or above employer expectations— provide a justification for the
firms' continued affiliation and recruiting efforts with the accounting department. Clearly the long -term success
of an accounting department depends
on the quantity and quality of employer
affiliation.
PROBLEMS WITH CONSIDERING
STUDENTSTHEPRIMARY
CUSTOMER
lacing the student as the focus of
the accounting department and
its curriculum may sound appropriate or even politically correct, but
there are major problems with this focus and its outcomes. The term "student" is difficult to define in accounting
departments, especially those with
minimal or no admission standards.
There is substantial diversity regarding abilities, determination, and ambition. This diversity becomes a problem
when a department is developing a focus. Should the department direct its
attentions to the "best and brightest"
or concentrate on those students in the
lower achievement categories?
In the TQM environment, "customers' needs" and "quality" refer to
end users and the degree of satisfaction end users receive from the product or service, respectively. When the
student is viewed as the customer,
a dilemma arises. For students,
"needs" may be described more accurately as "immediate concerns," such
as earning good grades on tests and
in courses, graduating, or perhaps
passing a certifying examination. Students cannot determine "customer
needs" effectively because they are
not cognizant at that moment of the
types of skills or level of achievement
qp
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• Using knowledge and skills
learned
• Building on current knowledge
• Further developing as a
professional and providing
feedback to university process
and professional development
Continuing Professional Development

expected by the end user.
The course evaluation is the formal
instrument used by students for assessing an accounting department.
Ideally, students could base their evaluation of departmental and course
quality on the difference between the
"facts" known at the beginning and the
end of the period. The greater the difference between "fact" levels, the better the education. Unfortunately, with
students' relatively narrow perception
of what the accounting profession encompasses, skills such as communication, problem solving, and computer
literacy may be overlooked as vital for
a successful career. Focusing on the
student for an effective accounting program evaluation may substantially
overestimate or underestimate its
quality to the detriment of the university, department, employers, and current and future students.
Considering the student as the customer may lead an accounting department, mistakenly, to recognize the im-

portance of exam pass rates and also
to present course material in a traditionally structured lecture and problem- solving format. Unfortunately for
these schools, the "Big 6" public accounting firms reject the traditional accounting curriculum as irrelevant and
the traditional "lecture- routine -problem" presentation as ineffective.s Major changes are occurring in curricula,
presentation, and learning skills in accounting education, but this trend
does not mean that every accounting
department is changing. The extent
of change is affected by various factors, one of which is student resistance. Conflicting with many students'
"needs" is the shift in emphasis toward
writing, unstructured problems, critical thinking exercises, and nonaccounting courses —with less emphasis
on accounting rules and certifying
exams.
For example, suppose an accounting department considers adding a
nonaccounting course to the required
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1995

curriculum. The course is recommended widely by employers but opposed by students because it is too difficult, time- consuming, and unrelated
to accounting. If students are considered the accounting department's customers, the department may respond
to their opposition by offering the
course initially as an elective. The department would take the only step it
feels is necessary, that is, to communicate to students the value of the
course. The long -term benefit of this
optional course would be lost to many
students and eventually to those who
will employ them.
Looking at students' preferences,
however, is only one part of the total
picture. What happens to the overall integrity of the accounting program and
the working relationship with employers? What happens to the reputation of
the accounting program and to job
prospects of future graduates when
these new professionals find out on the
job that they made a mistake in not taking that recommended course (and
probably other courses as well)? Considering the course requirement decision as internal and affecting only
some students is shortsighted and
dangerous.
Employers are not ignored by those
who contend that students are customers. Generally, however, the customer
role of employers is implied or of a secondary nature. Ivancevich and Ivancevich, for example, treat employers as
secondary customers when they state,
"Accounting faculty should strive to listen to the impressions, needs, goals,
and suggestions provided by students
and business leaders for improving the
quality of the departmental courses
and degree programs." 7 (Emphasis
added.) Fay, Ferrara, and Stryker state
that "Measuring teaching excellence
must include a system of evaluation by
current students. "a Individuals who focus on the student do not consider the
inevitable conflict between the two different perspectives (at least at that moment in tune) and the resulting definition of quality. Quality based on
current student acceptance may not be
the same as quality defined by the end
user of the graduates —the employer.

EMPLOYERSASTHEPRIMARY
CUSTOMER

ing program believing they are prepared for the profession when, in fact,
they realize upon joining the workforce they are not equipped for what
lies ahead. In this circumstance, better
students, albeit with some difficulty,
may succeed. Other students, unfortunately, may be doomed to failure.
If a program's focus is on people in
the profession, instructors will be encouraged to maintain contact with
practicing professionals and to become familiar with current and future
practice needs. (See Figure 1.) This
contact may diminish the stereotypes
associated with the accounting profession and give students a different perspective on various tracks including
public, management, and governmental accounting. Course content would
give students a more realistic view of
what lies beyond the academic environment. For example, students may
understand why they are asked to perform classroom tasks assigned by the
instructor. Students also would recognize that employers are their future
customers and that education is a process of preparing them to meet their
customers' needs.
Accounting firms, companies, and
other employers of accounting graduates act like "good customers" if they
communicate their expectations of
qualifications for new professionals. In
fact, many leading accounting departments are recognizing employers (although not explicitly) as their customers and are acting like "good suppliers"
by changing their curricula to meet
employers' needs. If employers are
recognized explicitly as customers of
both the accounting department and
accounting students, then both parties
are focused on meeting the needs of
one customer. This unitary focus fosters a long -term perspective and a constancy of purpose that results in clearly
defined objectives.
Continuous improvement in an accounting department's curriculum
means continually meeting the needs
of employer- established quality criteria. Accounting faculty also can improve the learning process as it relates
to students. Student input, however,
should be considered secondary to the
needs of the profession.
■
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hen students fail to have qualifications employers seek, the
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T eaching the
Teachers TQM
Total quality management as practiced at Milliken & Co. has
lessons for teachers —and their students.
BY AL Y.S. CHEN, CPA, ANDJACCI
L.RODGERS,CPA

■ Their specific projects to implement
continuous quality improvement in
the organization.

Certificate of Merit, 1993 -94.

n the 1980s, several U.S. companies started to implement total
quality management (TQM) systems in their organizations in response to increased competitiveness
in the global marketplace. Their initial
efforts were successful, and the companies decided to adopt a total TQM
perspective. To meet this goal, those
companies are now interested in hiring
business and engineering graduates
who are prepared to excel in a TQM
environment.
To help universities prepare such
future employees, the University Challenge (UC) program was developed by
a group of companies that had implemented TQM sucessfully. The UC's
goal was to encourage universities to
commit to integrating TQM principles
into their courses and operations.
Eight universities were chosen from
27 applicants in a nationwide competition to participate with the five UC
company developers. Universities chosen had both business and engineering schools. The criteria for selection
were:
■ Their willingness to send a multidisciplinary faculty team to ensure
widespread curriculum integration
of TQM principles;
■ Their commitment and demonstrated experience to develop, implement, and monitor plans in integrating TQM into business and
engineering curricula; and
42

The university participants were responsible for
■ Completing an internal quality assessment based on the Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award
criteria,
■ Conducting a customer survey, and
■ Developing a detailed curriculum
integration plan for implementation.
The company participants were required to assist the universities with
their self- assessment, customer survey, and curriculum integration plans.
They also were responsible for documenting and disseminating the
progress and results of the UC programs. Table 1 shows the company
and university teams for the UC week
of activities.
TQM AT MILLIKEN
orth Carolina State University
and Georgia Institute of Technology were teamed jointly
with Milliken & Company. Each university was represented by a 50 -member multidisciplinary faculty team including business and engineering
faculty, deans, and the provost and
chancellor of each university. Representatives from the National Science
Foundation, the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business, and
the Institute of Textiles Technology also were present. The participants were

engaged in seven full days of presentations, discussions, site visits, and
separate small group activities, all onsite and at the company's expense.
Milliken was unique in the UC program in two ways. One, it was the first
UC company to hold sessions. Thus,
the other four companies could learn
from its experience and incorporate
positive aspects of the program to refine the process in true TQM style.
Two, and more challenging to us as accountants, Milliken is a privately held
company. As a result, no earnings,
costs, or other monetary terms were
used in describing its successful implementation of TQM.
HOW TQM RELATES
TO TEACHING
t was important to us as academicians to determine how TQM relates to research and teaching.
Consistent with the purpose of the UC,
one goal was to determine what should
be taught to prepare students to thrive
in an increasingly competitive world
economy.
Milliken & Company stresses four
key areas in which TQM is vital: education, teamwork, performance measurement, and rewards. Educational
programs at Milliken go far beyond the
basic training required for the assigned job. As an important part of Milliken corporate culture, all the employees are referred to as associates. Every
associate at all job levels is encouraged
to take advantage of the diverse courses available within the company. Mil liken's educational department oversees the type, length, and scheduling
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/MAY 1995

of courses at "Milliken University," the
facility at Milliken's headquarters in
Spartanburg, S.C. Courses of special
importance to particular plants or
groups of production associates often
are taught on site. Funding also is provided for associates to attend courses
offered at major universities in the
Southeast.
Top management believes in the
power and importance of education to
stay competitive in the marketplace.
John Rampey, vice president and director of management development, told
us, "Education allows each associate to
reach his or her maximum potential
and assure the company's long -term
profitable growth." At the management level, for example, top management continually hires consultants to
keep it abreast of current issues. In
1991, the average number of hours of
education received by management associates was 96; supporting associates
received an average of 24 hours; and
production associates averaged 16
hours. Milliken offers key training
courses to enhance associates' analytical, human relations, and communication skills.
Milliken associates view the education programs as a strength of their job
environment and an avenue for advancing their careers through promotion and financial rewards. Although
the company supports and encourages
associates to take advantage of other
programs offered, none is forced to
participate beyond basic required programs. What is stressed in all programs is the importance of learning.

LEARNING TO LEARN
hat concerns the developers
of the University Challenge
program is that students may
not be learning how to learn. College

Teams most dally at Milliken.

graduates may not be aware of the importance of continuous learning and
improvement. Lack of motivation and
an appropriate attitude toward lifelong
learning will impede their career advancement and weaken the competitiveness of the companies for which
they work.
Teamwork forms the basis of much
of what Milliken has accomplished and
is a key ingredient in Milliken's rise to
world -class manufacturing status.
There are teams at every level of the
organization and teams across levels
and disciplines (i.e., cross - functional
teams). More important, there is complete commitment to the team approach from top management and
from team members throughout the
company, although not all Milliken facilities have been converted to team-

TABLE1/COMPANY-UNIVERSITYTEAMSFORTHEUNIVERSITY
CHALLENGE
Company

University

International Business Machines
Corporation

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Rochester Institute of Technology

Milliken & Company

North Carolina State University
Georgia Institute of Technology

Motorola Corporation

Purdue University

Procter & Gamble Company

University of Wisconsin at Madison
Tuskegee University

Xerox Corporation

Carnegie Mellon University
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run operations. Forty-nine of Milliken's 65 manufacturing facilities do not
have first -line supervisors. These positions were replaced by work teams.
Each work team normally has 12 to 15
members and a leader. The leader position is rotated every three months
among the team members themselves.
Teamwork is instrumental in carrying out the commitment to total quality
that drives the continuous improvement throughout the company. The associates in each process are encouraged to treat the next process or plant
as a customer. For example, managers
and cost accountants use transfer pricing at market value for evaluating raw
materials sourcing decisions. Milliken
associates often talk about their "bias
toward action." They will implement a
new idea and adjust if it does not work
rather than let a potentially good recommendation languish through levels
of approval. Teams have authority to
carry out their own plans.
Team members hold meetings on a
regular basis (normally daily) to freely
discuss their ideas, which range from
safety to product quality improvements. During team meetings, members often share their ideas and submit
them through an innovative formal
system called Opportunity for Improvement (OFI). Management encourages submission of OFIs by responding to them within 48 hours and
by recognizing contributors of OFIs
for their efforts. As a result, the OFI
system becomes an important commu43

nication channel and source of employees' job satisfaction at Milliken. In
1991, 600,000 OFIs were submitted for
action. On average, 75% of the OFIs are
handled by workplace teams without
management involvement. These
teams have authority to approve
spending of up to several hundred dollars to implement OFIs in a rapid response manner.

WORKING WITH OTHERS
hat concerns the developers
of the University Challenge
program is that current college graduates do not know how to
work well with others, especially in an
environment that requires cross -functional cooperation. They may not be
learning how to share ideas and credit
for jointly developed ideas. Further,
they have no experience and don't
seem comfortable in situations where
they are empowered to make and implement decisions. Communication
skills, written and oral, still need to be
strengthened.
In order to thrive in the highly
competitive textiles industry, Milliken's strategy is to produce high- quality products with total customer satisfaction at competitive costs. Across all
levels of the company, every Milliken
associate shares the common goal of
continuous improvement. In safeguarding competitive information,
Milliken's associates rely heavily on
operational measures as communication tools among themselves and as
the primary measures for goal- setting

and performance evaluation purposes. Many of the methods used to
measure performance are not unique,
but their use is interesting because
they are the only measures used.
Performance is never measured by
dollar -based units.
As accounting educators, we were
interested in financial and internal reporting measures used to determine
the success of TQM. It was quickly evident that focus on financial measures
was not appropriate. Dollars are not
relevant measurement units for most
of the Milliken associates. Instead, emphasis is placed on decreasing activities such as defect rates, time, and other nonfinancial measures and on
maximizing measures such as time
savings and quality improvement.
Two types of operational performance measures — physical quantitative measures and common size measures —are used widely at Milliken
corporate and production levels. The
physical quantitative measures are
used mostly to monitor the production
processes. Milliken production plants
use charts, for example, to show the
production in thousands of yards of
fabric processed by each associate per
day, pounds of waste produced per
team, and average number of minutes
per changeover time per team, among
others.
Milliken associates also are familiar
with using common size measures in
percentage form. For example, the percentage of off - quality units produced
per team and per processing department are computed and reported to

production associates and management. This process serves as a measure for continuous improvement. Also, the measure of actual productive
time as a percentage of the total reported work time (manufacturing cycle efficiency) is used to direct each associate in increasing his /her value -added
time on a daily basis. For each production associate, the actual process time
as a percentage of total standard time
allowed for all procedures performed
per day is used to evaluate individual
efficiency.
At Milliken, the multi-skill approach
is a unique performance measure to
reinforce company -wide efforts in implementing TQM. For example, in a
production plant, each associate's flexible manufacturing skill level is shown
on a common area's bulletin board.
Shown are classifications of the jobs
that each associate is qualified to perform, current assignment, and demonstrated manufacturing skills. More important, each associate's salary is
determined partly based on his /her
multiple skill level.
Milliken's management believes
that as it continues to improve production processes and quality, financial results will improve as well. Cost reduction and financial consequences of
process improvement are de- emphasized at the operation level even
though it is a primary objective. Milliken philosophy parallels the Japanese
management style that focuses on process improvement and long-run effect
on a company's competitiveness rather
than short-term profits.

University and corporate participants in the University Challenge program posed for this photo graph at Milliken during the program.
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REINFORCING THE
WORK ETHIC
he UC developers stress the importance of t he work ethic
among new recruits in terms of
their commitment to performing quality work and also to a long -term career
within an organization. It is especially
important for accounting and management students to learn nonmonetary
performance measures to be marketable to companies that have adopted
TQM.
Milliken's reward system is different from most American companies.
Milliken does not offer financially
based rewards to individuals or teams
in any significant amount. Instead, top
managem en t emp hasizes that th e go al

is total teamwork through self -driven
continuous improvement processes.
Thus, performance measures (and rewards) based on individual performance rarely are used. There is some
friendly competition between teams in
such areas as the number of Opportunities for Improvement submitted, but
the "winner" is not rewarded with bonuses or raises. The backbone of Mil liken's reward system is job satisfaction along with educational and
self - improvement opportunities.
There is no profit sharing resulting
from cost savings achieved. Milliken
stresses continuous improvement as
an integral part of the company's philosophy, thus emphasizing that it is every employee's responsibility. Intangible benefits such as job satisfaction,
personally expressed thank -yous, and
applause are used to encourage associates to do their best. As a corporate
family, representative associates of all
Milliken business units gather in a
"Sharing Rally" meeting at the headquarters regularly. They share accomplishments with other associates and
are recognized warmly by top management and their peers.
At Milliken, the reward system also
is tied closely to training and education
programs. Rewards are based largely
on competence, skill levels, and education. The educational programs allow
motivated employees to improve themselves and thus the overall quality of
the company's workforce. Production
associates are paid based on the number of different job skills they can perform. Performance is measured after
the completion of formal training of
standardized procedures to be used on
the shop floor. Thus, associates can
help themselves (through more pay)
as they help the company by becoming
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1995
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cross - functionally trained. But it is up
to the associates to request the training, and no one is forced to change
jobs.
Milliken only promotes employees
from within: No managers are hired
from outside the company. This policy
mean s t hat the managemen t t eam
knows the details as well as the general
characteristics of the business. For example, all current plant managers
started as junior management associates working in a production facility
on the shop floor. Most have worked
key line positions in the plant. Thus,
when they become managers they truly understand production quality problems and really can help in finding
solutions.

LEARNING TO THINK
niversity Challenge developers
believe that students should be
encouraged to think and share
as well. They emphasize the success of
teams rather than that of individuals
for the success of the overall organization. College graduates need to feel
comfortable with a dual system of fi-

F r o m IV t I C ( O i l i dS h

nancial (short-term) and nonfinancial
long -term incentives.
The foundation of the successful
programs at Milliken is that each individual can contribute, and contributions are evaluated on their merit, not
the rank of the person submitting. A
good idea is welcomed no matter who
suggests it, and all possible improvements are tried. Thus, associates are
encouraged to think about the job
they currently are doing and how to
do it better, faster, safer; think about
what other jobs they would like to do
and how to become qualified to do
them; think about their customers,
both the associates in the next process and the ultimate consumer. Associates also are encouraged to
share —share their ideas, knowledge,
and plans. Open communication and
self - driven continuous improvement
are encouraged through a total employee involvement program.

TEACHING THE TEACHERS
he underlying message during
the University Challenge week
was that with TQM there can be
45
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Promoting
Management
Accountants,
Promotions are faster for those with advanced degrees,
certification, and experience.
BY BENSON WIER, CPA, AND
JAMES E, HUNTON, CPA
ow quickly are management accountants promoted
in their companies, and
what factors influence that
decision? Research studies in recent
years have concentrated on the performance of individuals in public accounting practice. Interest in these
studies has been fueled by questions
of gender equity, the effects of professional certification, the influence of
experience, and the effects of post baccalaureate education on performance. Missing are the effects of
these and other factors on the performance of some 500,000 accountants
who practice their trade in the nonpublic accounting sector.'
The question we attempt to answer
is: Does gender, experience, professional certification, or education level
have a significant influence on the time
to promotion for accountants employed in private industry? In examining those issues, we consider how the
promotion probabilities of individuals
from three industries vary between the
time they were hired at entry -level positions through the time when they
might have been promoted to senior
levels of responsibility.
MANAGEMENTACCOUN77NG /MAY 1995

Learning new technology is one way for
management accountants to get ahead.

COLLECTING THE DATA
e collected data for this
study from the (1) publishing industry, (2) chemical
products industry, and (3) paper industry. Professional association administrators within each industry and
human resource managers from participating organizations helped supply

the information. The associations'
memberships are targeted to individuals engaged in and responsible for
the finance and accounting operations
at their respective organizations. The
highest level of accounting professional represented in this study was chief
financial officer, and the lowest level
was accounting supervisor. Data
made available to us included education level, professional certification,
prior experience, and gender of each
managerial accountant.
All accountants had a minimum of
a bachelor's degree with a major in accounting. The education level variable
was divided into three categories: (1)
bachelor's degree with an accounting
major (13A), (2) bachelor's degree
with an accounting major and a master's degree with a major in accounting
(M.S.), or (3) bachelor's degree with
an accounting major and a master's of
business administration degree with a
concentration in accounting (MBA).
Professional certification was classified as (1) no certification or (2)
CMAXPA certification. Prior experience was represented as (1) prior public accounting experience, (2) experience within the same industry, or (3)
experience from other industry.
The data collection period ranged
from Jan. 1, 1984, to Dec. 31. 1993. The
47

data were subdivided into two data
sets. Individuals who were (a) hired
within one year of graduation, (b)
worked exclusively within the accounting area during the year, if applicable,
and (c) were placed in an accounting
supervisory position (for example,
they supervised two or more accounting clerks) comprised the first data set,
hereafter called Junior. Individuals
who were (a) hired within five years of
graduation, (b) worked exclusively
within the accounting area during
those five years, and (c) were placed
in an accounting managerial position
(for example, they supervised two or
more accounting juniors) were included in the second data set, hereafter
called Senior. Subjects in the Junior data set were considered entry -level supervisory accountants with the potential of being promoted to senior
accountant. Subjects in the Senior data
set initially held positions as senior accountants with the next higher level
considered as accounting manager.
Promotions for each group were monitored for 60 months.
Beginning with the date Jan. 1,
1984, the promotion experience of individuals who met the requirements of
the Junior and Senior data sets were
tracked for 60 months. This tracking

procedure was followed for individuals
who were hired at the start of every
month Uanuary 1, February 1, March
1, and so on) up to Dec. 31, 1988. For
promotion analysis, subjects met one
of three conditions within the 60month period: (la) they were promoted to accounting senior (for example,
they supervised two or more accounting juniors) for the Junior data set or
(lb) they were promoted to accounting manager (for example, they supervised two or more accounting seniors)
for the Senior data set, (2) they terminated employment before being promoted, or (3) they remained as employees but were not promoted. The
elapsed time, in terms of whole
months, was calculated from the hire
date until one of those three conditions
was met.
Our usable sample size was 826 and
479 for Junior and Senior, respectively.
Descriptive statistics for education level, professional certification, prior experience, and gender are shown in
Table 1.
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

T

se statistical technique we used
in this study — survival analyis —was developed in the field

STABLE 1 / NUMBER OF MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTANTS (PERCENTAGE)
I;PER VARIABLE
Junior to Senior I Senior to Manager
Education
Level

Certification

Gender

Industry

Prior
Experience

B.A.
M.S.
MBA

530
138
158
826

64.16%
16.71
19.13
100.00%

268
98
113
479

55.95%
20.46
23.59
100.00%

None
CPA
CMA
Other

643
144
39
_0
826

77.85%
17.43
4.72
0.00
100.00%

333
118
31
0
479

68.89
24.636.48
0.00
100.00

Female
Male

267
559
826

32.32%
67.68
100.00"/0

170
309
479

35.49
64.51
100.0

Publishing
Chemical
Paper

345
301
180
826

41.77%
36.44
21.79
100.00%

178
119
182
479

37.16
24.84
38.00
100.00

Public Accounting
Same Industry
Other Industry

n/a
n/a
n/a

140
236
103
479

29.23%
49.27
21.50
100.00%

n/a

of biomedical research. Survival analysis allows researchers to draw inferences about the nature of changing relationships over time. In this study, we
were interested in the probability that
individuals who have not been promoted will be promoted within a certain
time period.
Promotion and Education Level for
Junior. In the study interval, 265

(50.0 %) of the B.A. subgroup were promoted compared to 103 (74.6 %) of M.S.
and 113 (71.5 %) of the MBA subgroups. The graph of the promotion
function (the probability of being promoted) is shown in Figure 1. The vertical axis of the graph reflects the probability of being promoted. The
minimum value of zero (0) means that
there is no probability of being promoted, whereas the maximum value of one
(1) represents a 100% chance of being
promoted. The horizontal axis represents the 60 -month study period broken down into bimonthly intervals.
This graph illustrates, for example,
that at the end of the 48th month of the
study period, the B.A. subjects still employed had about a 45% chance of being
promoted, while the approximate promotion probabilities for the MBA
(75 %) and the M.S. (85 %) subgroups
were significantly higher. The median
time to promotion for the B.A. subgroup was about 49 months compared
to 19 months for the M.S. subgroup
and 31 months for the MBA subgroup.
As you can see from an examination
of the promotion graph, a relatively
wide gap in promotion probability is
evident between M.S.- and MBA -degreed accountants early in the study
period. This gap narrows near the end
of the study period. Promotion probability for B.A. - degreed accountants remains considerably lower than for the
M.S. and MBA subgroups throughout
the study, although the promotion
probability increases markedly near
the end of the study period.
This evidence indicates that the
type of degree held by management accountants is related to important differences in promotion probability.
Specifically, it appears as though management accountants with an M.S. degree in accounting have a significantly
higher promotion probability than
those with an MBA degree. Furthermore, MBA degree holders are significantly more likely to be promoted
than accountants with only a B.A. degree. These findings offer some support for the 150 -hour degree program
in accounting.
Promotion and Education Level for
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FIGURE 1 / JUNIOR TO SENIOR PROMOTION PROBABILITY BY
EDUCATIONLEVEL
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Senior. We repeated the survival analysis for accountants in the Senior
group across education level. The promotion function for that data set is presented in Figure 2. The time period, as
before, is 60 months, and the event of
interest is the promotion probability of
management accountants. Accountants in the Senior data set initially held
the position of senior accountant with
the potential of being promoted to accounting manager.
The median promotion time to accounting manager was about 48
months for B.A., 31 months for M.S.,
and 22 months for MBA degree holders. As with the Junior data set, promotion probabilities for the Senior data
set varied across education level. Unlike the junior group, however, the
promotion probability for the MBA
subgroup is significantly higher than
for the M .S. subgroup throughout the
entire study period (that relationship
was reversed in the Junior group).
The promotion probability for B.A. degree holders is significantly lower than
for the M.S. subgroup until about the
54th month . These findings could indicate that the more comprehensive
business education received by MBAs
is valued at higher levels of management accounting.
Promotion and Certfcation for
Junior. For the Junior group, individuals with and without professional
certification were compared to determine the relationship between certification and promotion. Estimated
median time to promotion was 46
months for accountants without certification and 32 months for those with
either a CPA or CMA designation.
The promotion probability for certificate holders was higher than for non certified accountants.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNRNG/ MAY 1995

Differences in promotion probabilities became evident early in the accountant's career and continued to increase throughout the five-year study
period. This finding can be interpreted
in many ways. It is possible that junior
accountants earning professional certification are more technically qualified
than noncertified junior accountants. It
also could mean that holding professional certification is perceived as a
valuable asset by persons responsible
for promoting junior accountants. A
combination of both of these explanations also could be the reason certified
junior accountants have a higher probability of being promoted over their
fioncertified counterparts.
Promotion and Certification for Senior. The extent to which professional
certification influenced the promotion
probabilities over time for the Senior
data set was another interesting question. Again we found significant differences in promotion probability. Estimated median times to promotion

were about 45 and 30 months, respectively, for those accountants with and
without professional certification. Professional certificate holders appear to
be promoted significantly faster than
those without certification . Promotion
differences based on professional certification persist at higher management levels, probably for the same reasons given previously for the Junior
data set.
Promotion and Gender for Senior.
We also investigated the question of
whether gender difference impacted
time to promotion. Significant differences in promotion probability were indicated for the Senior group, but none
was found for the Junior group. Results
indicate that female accountants were
less likely to be promoted than their
male counterparts. The estimated median time to promotion for male and female management accountants, respectively, was 34 months and 47
months. Interestingly, the promotion
probability for female accountants declined noticeably relative to male subjects through the middle 36 months of
the 60 -month study (from the 16th
through the 52nd month ). After the
52nd month interval, the promotion
probability of both gender subgroups
paralleled each other.
Overall, however, female accountants had significantly lower promotion probability than male accountants.
One might conclude that a " glass ceiling" effect explains the gender difference in promotion probability. There
may be other viable explanations as
well. Two such reasons may be differential reactions to stress or family responsibilities. An obvious example of
family responsibilities could be that female accountants have entered their
childbearing years at this point in their

FIGURE 2 / SENIOR TO MANAGER PROMOTION PROBABILITY BY
EDUCATIONLEVEL
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career. This observed gender difference suggests further study in this area is needed.
Promotion and Experience for Senior. We examined individual differ-
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ences based on experience gained
from (1) public accounting, (2) within
the same industry, and (3) another industry to determine the extent to
which accounting experience influenced times to promotion. We studied
this factor for the Senior group only
because the Junior group individuals
could not have significant accounting
experience as they were hired within
one year of graduation. The estimated
median promotion time to manager
was 29 months for public accounting,
47 months for same industry, and 38
months for other industry experience
subgroups. The promotion probability
for accountants with public accounting experience was considerably higher than for either same industry or
other industry experience. The promotion probability for accountants
with experience in the same industry
or other industries did not differ from
one another. This finding supports the
widely held notion that management
accountants who begin their careers
in public accounting are promoted at
a faster rate than management accountants without public accounting
experience.

WHAT ARE THE STUDY'S
IMPLICATIONS?
ur study suggests that promotion probabilities for junior accountants may be significantly
related to differences in attained education level and professional certification. Promotion probabilities for senior
accountants are associated with the experience an accountant brings to bear
on the job, professional certification,
differences in education level, and
gender.
One finding from this study is particularly interesting. junior accountants who earned an M.S. degree in
accounting had the highest probability of being promoted to senior accountant. The second- highest chance
of promotion occurred for those holding an MBA degree. Surprisingly, this
relationship was reversed for senior
accountants, which could imply that
technical accounting skills at lower
levels of management accounting are
necessary for further advancement. It
appears that promotion in the senior
managerial accounting ranks is associated with a blend of management

0

and technical accounting skills. Predictably, management accountants
holding a B.A. degree in accounting
had the lowest probability of being
promoted for both junior and senior
accountants.
The gender difference observed
for senior management accountants is
open to interpretation. Male accountants were promoted at a faster rate
than their female counterparts. This
fact could indicate a bias toward promoting male over female management
accountants or perhaps that many female accountants are electing to leave
the workforce temporarily for family
reasons at this point in their career.
We did not address the underlying
reasons for the observed gender difference. Future studies should examine this issue more closely.
Professional certification (CMA or
CPA) of management accountants at
both the junior and senior levels increased their probability of promotion
over noncertified accountants. Experience in public accounting significantly
improved the probability of senior accountants being promoted. The results from this study may be helpful
to human resource managers.
Employers are interested in factors
that may increase the probability of
success for new hires. The practical
significance of these findings is that
human resource specialists may consider education, certification, and experience when hiring management accountants to maximize the probability
of success for new hires. Company
management also must ensure that
any gender differences in promotion
probability are a matter of individual
choice, not institutional bias.
■
Benson Wier, CPA, Ph.D., is assistant
professor of accountingat Virginia
Commonwealth University in Richmond, Va. He holds his Ph.D. degree in
business administration from Texas
Tech University. He is a member of
IMA's Richmond Chapter, through
which this article was submitted, and
can be reached at (804) 828 -7162.
James E. Hunton, CPA, Ph.D., is assistant professor of accounting at Virginia Commonwealth University. He
holds his Ph.D. degree in business administration from the University of
Texas in Arlington.
i In 1994, the Bureau of Labor Statistics estimated
that in 1992, of the total number of practicing accountants, 47.4% were not engaged by public accounting firms.
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Neural Networks
Enterthe World
of Management
Accounting
Financial managers must keep up with this new realm of
artificial intelligence, which is changing the way financial
transactions are handled.
BY CAROLE. BROWN, CPA;
JAMES COAKLEY,AND MARY
ELI.ENPHILLIPS,CPA
he next revolution is not coming—it is here! Just as the information highway has revolutionized the way we access,
use, and store information, artificial intelligence (AI) is changing the way we
practice accounting and structure internal controls.
Artificial intelligence is the study of
how to make computers do things that
people do better now. It has its roots
in theorem proving, game playing, and
general problem solving. As Figure 1
suggests, artificial intelligence is being
used to address a wide range of areas
that have resisted automation with
conventional methodologies. These areas include formal tasks like mathematics and games; everyday, mundane
tasks that most people do easily, like
seeing, hearing, and using natural language; and tasks usually left to experts, like medical diagnosis and financial analysis.
Al is implemented in practice with
a set of powerful tools and methodologies. Three of the most common methods parallel the way people reason:
rules (inference procedures), cases
MANAGEMENTACCOUNIING/MAY1995
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WHAT ARE EXPERT SYSTEMS?

GMAC approves credit for car loans with
Its neural network, Credit Advisor.

(case -based reasoning), and pattern
matching (neural networks). These
methods may be used separately or in
combination and currently are being
used to solve a variety of business
tasks.

hen artificial intelligence
techniques are applied to the
area of expert problem solying, the result often is called an expert
system. Rule -based procedures were
the first to be applied successfully to
solve problems previously done by experts. The term expert system was
coined to refer to those systems. Early
expert system definitions focused on
rule -based methodologies.
Not all people use the term expert
system in the same way. Some people
still require that the systems be rule
based, while others now include systems based on case -based reasoning
and neural networks as well. Some
people require expert systems to perform as well as the best experts, while
others include systems that act as intelligent assistants. Some people require that expert systems use artificial
intelligence techniques. Others use
the term "expert system" for all systems that function in an expert domain
whether they use artificial intelligence
techniques or not. Explaining why
something should not be considered
artificial intelligence is easy; explaining why it should be is difficult.
The following trends are occurring
Flt

and will continue to occur:
• M o r e businesses are learning
about, experimenting with, and developing applications using artificial intelligence techniques to solve
problems previously requiring human experts;
• Artificial intelligence techniques
are being integrated with "traditional" data processing technology;
• Systems using artificial intelligence
techniques are being targeted for
the mass m arket in ad dition to ap -

plications developed for a specific
company;
• Neural networks will enhance this
growth.
Expert systems are used for tasks
ranging from credit approval to p rep a-

ration of comprehensive personal financial plans. Financial applications
are the most frequent use of expert
system technology. Expert system developers are welcomed into these markets where they are altering the financial services industry's competitive
mix by fostering new services and instruments while supporting basic data
processing.
Expertise Available. Expert system
task domains require substantial spe-

cialized knowledge. For a rule -based
system, the experts must communicate their expertise as rules. The expert's ability to select similar cases and
to use analogy to solve cases is critical
for case -based systems. For neural networks, the expert must select the facts
and variables that are important to consider, and sufficient data must be available to train the network. Like human
experts, expert systems make mistakes, so some percentage of incorrect
or nonoptimal solutions should be acceptable if the technology is used.
Matching the Technology with the
Task. Rule -based technology is based
on symbolic reasoning, so it works well
for tasks based on applying rules, such
as those in the tax and audit domains.
Case -based systems reason by analogy, so they are effective for help desks.
Neural networks use pattern matching. The financial services industry
with its large databases has fielded several successful neural network applications, and neural networks based on
information about customers or potential customers have proved effective.
In fraud detection, they are integrated
effectively into expert systems. If large
databases exist with which to train a
neural network, then use of that technology should be considered. For a

FIGC

expert system tool to use to do a spe-

cific task. Most deployed systems are
rule - based, but that fact does not suggest that rule -based technology is the
most appropriate for all tasks just
that it has been in use the longest. As
more applications employ a particular
technology in a particular application
area, using that technology becomes
less risky.
Michael Hutson at General Motors
Acceptance Corporation (GMAC) says
management may be reluctant to deploy a system using newer, unproven
technologies for tasks that are critical
to the business. A simple rule is: An unproven technology requires more
management commitment. Developers should focus on either creating a
system using known technology or advancing technology but not both simultaneously. For example, in 1987, after
less than two years of development,
GMAC deployed its first credit system
using established rule -based technology. That same year, GMAC began to
experiment with neural networks. But
the neural networks were not deployed
until 1992. In the end, the neural net-
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Developed from material in Elaine Rich and Kevin Knight, Artificial Intelligence,2nd ed.,
McGraw -Hill, New York, N.Y., 1991. Copyright Carol Brown (1993). Used with permission
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neural network the large database can
be used as the equivalent of the human
expert. Each type of reasoning can be
matched to tasks that require its specific reasoning strengths.
Experience with the Technology for
the Task. Available information about
current systems does not tell us which

work technology was successful for
GMAC, but the development time and
the lag before deployment were much
longer than for the more established
rule -based technology. Addressing all
management's concerns about neural
network technology, including the legal ramifications, took almost two
years.
Importance of Explanation.The lack
of causal explanation in neural networks makes some developers reluctant to use it For example, Park City
Group, the developer of PaperLess
Management, a set of 25 expert systems for managing a multilocation retail business, has experimented with
neural networks but has chosen not to
use them for this reason. Another developer, Stottler, Henke Associates,
Inc., considered all three technologies
for its sales forecasting system, Retail
Sales Prediction. It rejected rule -based
reasoning because of the complexity of
the rules required and neural network
technology because of the need to explain the predictions to store managers. The firm chose case -based reasoning because it provided good
M AN AG EM EN "CAG G U U N I7 N G / M AY 1 VJ b

predictions with little development effort and a way of explaining the prediction to the store managers.
Learning.Human experts automatically adapt to changing environments,
but rule -based expert systems must be
updated explicitly. This lack of ability
to adapt to change automatically is one
of the drawbacks of rule -based systems. Case -based reasoning systems
can update the case base automatically,
and neural networks can be retrained
automatically as new data become
available. For tasks requiring frequent
updates of data, case -based reasoning
and neural networks have a significant
advantage over rule -based systems.

NEURAL NETWORK SYSTEMS
IN USE

are

any credit approval expert
systems employ neural network technology. Neural networks also are used to determine compliance with a bank's policies and to
detect fraudulent transactions in an
arena where traders make millions of
dollars of trading decisions daily. Neural networks are good tools for fraud
detection because of the volume of data available to create the network and
the need to discover unusual or abnormal transactions. All these areas have
large accessible databases of case information.
There are many other financial applications that also use neural networks. The systems usually are not discussed in the literature because of
their proprietary nature. When they
discussed, the type of expert system may not be easily discernible.
Here we will show you seven examples
of neural networks that companies are
using today.

FORECASTING AND
SCHEDULING
eural networks are used for
forecasting future sales and
prices, estimating future costs,
and planning future schedules and expenditures. Airlines must schedule use
of their airport gates, which changes
constantly because of flight takeoff delays and late- arriving flights.
Air Canada's neural network, developed using the Symbolic Spreadsheet
by Texas Instruments, does its airport
gate scheduling. The improved scheduling makes aircraft operations more
predictable, reduces delays, and reduces fuel costs by shortening the
time aircraft spend waiting for availMANAt3 Mb N1'AtXUU N "11N6 / MAY 1995

able gates. More efficient scheduling
six of the 10 largest credit card
raises the number of flights by each
companies. Users include Fwst Chicaaircraft, increases revenue, provides go; Household Credit Services, Inc.;
better management of disruptions, and AT &T Universal Card Services; and
improves passenger service. Air CanVisa U.S.A. The system uses primarily
ada anticipates expanding its system
neural network -based technolto manage adjacent ground reogy and has some database,
sources such as aircraft cleanrule- based, and statistical
ing crews, commissary, and
modeling capabilities. It
baggage handling.
creates an individSome companies are usual behavior file
ing neural networks to find
for each account
qualified customers. Churusing pools of
chill Systems, a provider
fraud data. FAI,
of hospital supplies, uses
CON detects pata neural network to identerns that may be
tify the key characterisfraudulent as it
tics of the best customexamines each
ers and searches the
transaction. When
inactive customer list for
FALCON decides
the highest probability
TM that fraud is likely, it
purchasers from those
provides strategies
c°ur'esy of HNC, Inc
who are inactive.
.
for follow -up. FALNeural networks also
CON has been saving clients from 20%
help with customer serto 5096 more than their existing fraud
vice and support. As busidetection systems. Colonial National
nesses reorganize based on
Bank reported that FALCON reduced
customer needs, neural networks can
losses due to nonreceipt of cards and
help them analyze past business transcounterfeiting by as much as 50%. The
actions so they can understand their
processing of merchant sales drafts
customers' buying patterns. HNC Soft- and payments, however, continues to
ware Inc.'s neural network for dataresist efforts at complete automation.
base mining has been tailored for daHNC is looking at debit card fraud,
tabase marketing by Custom Insight
merchant fraud, and health insurance
Co. Bank -tec has a neural network that
fraud for more applications.
reads and approves the handwritten
A few years ago a large bank expenumerals on the face of each check.
rienced several million dollars in credit
The system saves the bank thousands
card losses and needed a system to
of dollars each year.
fight this credit card crime. Fraud Detection System, developed by Nestor,
MONITORING TRANSACTIONS
Inc., for the bank is a mainframe -based
FOR FRAUD
neural network designed to control
losses from credit card transactions.
onitoring transactions to de- The system calculates the likelihood
tect fraud is an important apthat a current transaction is fraudulent
plication area. Both neural
based on the card's history and various
networks and rule -based systems are
models of criminal behavior. The bank
used for screening large numbers of
uses the system's information to notify
similar transactions for fraud. This
VISA and Mastercard to either accept
ability to screen all transactions is esor deny a transaction or to request
pecially important in fraud prevention.
more information from the card holdIndustries with large -scale fraud prob- er. (Nestor now has introduced
lems, like the credit card industry and
PRISM, for proactive fraud risk manthe health insurance industry, are paragement, which operates corss -platticularly active in developing neural
form on mainframes, UNIX workstanetworks.
tions, or networked PCs.)
The credit card industry is especialChase Manhattan Bank, GE Capily vulnerable to fraud from credit cards tal, and Colonial National Bank also
lost by or stolen from the card holder,
have neural networks to fight credit
cards intercepted before they reach
card crime. Their systems sift through
their intended users, and counterfeit
hundreds of thousands of credit card
cards. Neural networks have been eftransactions daily and flag possible
fective in preventing the use of these
fraudulent ones. In tests run by GE
credit cards by criminals.
Capital, its neural network detected
FALCON by HNC, Inc., is a credit
4096 of fraudulent transactions with oncard fraud prevention system used by
ly a 1% false positive.
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NEURAL NETWORKS: NUTS

Artificial neural networks are computer -based systems that attempt to emulate the processing patterns of the human brain. People solve many pattern
recognition problems more easily than
computers do—for example, distinguishing a cat from a dog. This approach to artificial intelligence, called
bottom -up, theorizes that this improved pattern recognition capability
may result from the basic architecture
and functioning mechanism of the human brain.
The human brain, which contains
millions of interconnected neurons
that receive, process, and transmit signals over neural pathways, is used as
the model for an artificial neural network. An artificial neural network
model comprises multiple interconnected processing elements. (Be aware
that the vocabulary in this area is not
consistent. Different authors tend to
use one of a small set of terms for a particular concept.)
Within the artificial neural network
model, each processing element is the
logical analog of a neuron. A processing element receives, processes, and
transmits signals. Each processing element is similar to a simple regression
model. It has:
■ A set of inputs — connections that
receive signals from other process ing elements (which correspond to
the variables in a regression
model);
■ A set of weights —one for each input
connection and one called a bias
(which corresponds to the coefficients in a regression model);
■ A summation function —sums the
products of each input value (the input value of the bias is 1) and the
weight of its connection;
■ An activation or transfer function— applied to the results of the
summation function to produce an
outp ut.

I
The regression model uses a linear
transfer function. Air artificial neural
network can use both linear and nonlinear functions. A description of a par ticular artificial neural network has
three major parts: the architecture, the
activation or transfer function, and the
learning mechanism.
Architecture. The architecture de-

scribes the organization of the processing elements. For an example, see Figure 1, which shows the basic structure
of a feed - forward artificial neural network. The processing elements are organized as a series of layers with an input layer, one or more hidden layers,
and an output layer. Because these processing elements do not perform any
computations, they usually are excluded from the layer count. In the feed -forward model, the outputs from the first
layer become the inputs for the second
layer. Thus, the input values to the artificial neural network are processed in
stages, by layer, until the output results
are produced.
The determination of the "proper"
artificial neural network architecture
is derived from a mathematical theorem and its proof showing that any continuo us function defined in n dimensio ns can be im plemented in an
artificial n eural network. Unfortunately, the theorem's proof does not show
how to structure the artificial neural
network, m erely its existence. Addition al research identifies the largest
req uired architecture (in terms of layers and processing elem ents in each
layer). Extra processing elem ents are
detrim en tal because of the increased
pro cessin g required to train and evaluate th e m odel. Extra processing elements can either be excessive processing elements per hidden layer or extra
hidden layers. Using an initial architecture with excessive processing elements per hidden layer is not a serious
prob lem because trimm ing algorithm s
are available to "trim out" the unneeded elements by forcing their weights to
zero . Eliminating a hidden layer, however, is not easy. Specific guidance on
the num ber of hidden layers needed to
ach ieve a desired level of accuracy is
not yet available. The results of experiments d etermine perform ance differences between one and two hidden layers for a particular problem . An
architectu re with a single hidden layer
is preferable if the desired accuracy
can be o btained.

Activation or Transfer Functions.
The activation or transfer functions are
nonlinear mathematical functions used
to ensure that the output values from
the processing element lie within a
specific range of values. An activation
function produces output values re-
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stricted to one of two values. For example, a rounding activation function
would produce a value of 0 when the
input is less than 0.5 and a value of 1
when the input is 0.5 or more.
A transfer function produces output
values within a specified range (say
any value between 0 and 1). Transfer
functions use either a linear or nonlinear function to transform the output of
the processing element to a value within the specified range. Sometimes
transfer functions are called squashing
functions because they reduce the
range of the output.
Learning Mechanism. Knowledge
within the artificial neural network is
maintained in the weights. The artificial neural network "learns" as the
weights are changed until the desired
response is attained at the output processing elements. The Iearning process is called training the network.
The network is trained with a set of examples, called the training data or
training set.Two learning mechanisms— unsupervised learning and supervised learning —are used to train
artificial neural networks.
Unsupervised learning is analogous
to a factor analysis approach. The network self- organizes to identify the underlying characteristics of the training
set data. The input patterns are classified according to their degree of similarity, with similar patterns activating
the same output pattern.
Supervised learning accepts input
examples, computes the output values,
compares the computed output values
to the desired output values (termed
target values),and then adjusts the network weights to reduce the difference
(error). The learning process is repeated until the difference between
the computed and desired output values is at an acceptably low value.
The most common supervised
learning algorithm is back- propagation. The adjustments to the weights in
back - propagation learning are derived
using a gradient - descent method —following the steepest downward path.
After each hidden and output processing element finds its error value, the
weights associated with each processing element are adjusted to reduce the
error. Usually, the error function used
with back - propagation minimizes the
sum of the network's squared errors
-
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(termed the Sum-of-Squared Error
(SSE) function).
A plot of the output values from the
SSE function on a three-dimensional
graph looks like a bowl. The bowl's bottom corresponds to the set of weights
that produced the lowest amount of error. At any given point on the surface
of the bowl, the derivative of the error
function provides the slope of the surface with respect to the weights. The
back - propagation algorithm adjusts
the weights to move down the side toward the bowl's bottom.
Real error surfaces tend to be
rough, including dents and ravines.
The gradient descent method sometimes becomes stuck within a large
dent or ravine on the bowl's sides. Numerous methods are available to compensate for this tendency to find a local
(nonoptimal) minima. Some methods
adjust the weight derivation process to
maintain the momentum established
by previous adjustments. A marble
rolling down the side of a bowl gains
momentum and will actually start up
the other side. If the marble hits a dent
in the side of the bowl, it usually will

continue through the dent towards the
bottom. Eventually, the marble will
stop rolling at the lowest part in the
bowl.
Other methods involve starting
from a different point on the bowl's
surface by using a different set of initial weights and ensuring that the results are similar. In other words, we
would roll two marbles down the bowl.
each from a different starting position.
If both marbles stop at the same spot,
then we have more confidence that
they both stopped at the bottom of the
bowl rather than in a dent in the side
of the bowl. Still other methods involve
the dynamic adjustment of the network
architecture (trimming processing elements or connections between elements). A major drawback of the back propagation algorithm is that there is
no way of determining, in advance,
whether the architecture and selected
methods will find an acceptable result.
Most learning algorithms have parameters that control how they learn
as they cycle repeatedly through the
training data. Although initial starting
values are recommended for the spec-
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died learning algorithm, experimentation is needed to find the parameter
values that will produce the best training results. The need to find suitable
parameter values by experimentation
is another major drawback to :he use
of artificial neural networks.
Advantages ofartificial neural networks. Training artificial neural networks is a difficult and time- consuming task, but their use has mangy
advantages. They can approxitt:ate a
kind of nonlinear discriminant function
and can be considered universal approximators. In fact, they can extract
input features that are relevant t) classification without any assumption
about the underlying statistical distributions. If the training set is large
enough to determine the correct discriminant features, these models will
exhibit generalization properties- they correctly classify items not the
training data.
Artificial neural networks can i t corporate multiple sources of evidence
without simplifying assumptions.
When common statistical assumptions
(distribution, independence of multiple features, and the like) are not valid,
an artificial neural network that does
not rely on these assumptions provides
better generalization properties. In addition, artificial neural networks ha -:dle situations where only a small set of
data is available compared to the nutnber of relevant features. Because artificial neural networks are nonlinear,
they can solve some complex problems more accurately than traditional
linear models such as regression.
Applications of artificial neuralnetworks. Artificial neural networks provide an alternative to a traditional statistical model. Numerous research
articles have compared the results of
artificial neural networks to regression, discritinant analysis, logistic regression, and forecasting techniques.
Others cover the use of artificial neural networks for solving optimization
problems such as linear programming, shortest path problems, scheduling, nonlinear programming, and
combinatorial optimization. Articles in
practitioner journals describe the use
of artificial neural networks by businesses to improve decision making.
The companion article briefly describes several financial examples of
the use of artificial neural networks by
businesses.
Carol E. Brown
James Coakley
Mary Ellen Phillips
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Neural networks can predict the performance of stocks and bonds to help traders make their buy, hold, and sell decisions.

FOREIGN CURRENCY
TRANSACTIONS

0

ne fraudulent transaction in

foreign currency trading can
cause millions of dollars in
losses for a bank. One type of fraud is
a trader colluding with a customer and
splitting the profits. Chemical Bank
needed a practical, cost - effective, and
powerful solution to monitoring a high volume, high -risk business given a severe scarcity of expertise available in
detecting this type of fraud.
Chemical Bank's Inspector is a neural network with some rule -based technology that monitors (audits) high -volume, high -risk foreign currency
trading. It was developed using
Nexpert Object by Neuron Data and
ART-IM by Inference Corp. Each day
the system reviews thousands of transactions around the clock and around
the world that represent more than $1
billion in trades. The system produces
a management alert report summarizing any unusual findings. Then a foreign exchange manager reviews the
flagged trades. The flags earmarking
a fraudulent transaction are dollar
volume for that type of trade, historical
norms, and other tradi ng pattern
disruptions.
For proprietary reasons, the bank
will not reveal the success of the system. If Inspector identifies one fraudulent transaction, however, it would
pay for itself several times over. The
bank's management believes the system is a powerful deterrent to fraud.
Chemical Bank's traders worldwide
know all transactions are reviewed by
management daily —a powerful defensive weapon. The bank's management
believes the system provides a level of
56

control and information not available
previously.

INVESTMENTS
any systems also have been
developed to help investors
and investment companies
manage investments in securities. Fidelity has a neural network it uses as
a decision aid in stock purchases for
mutual funds. The neural network
makes a very accurate forecast about
10% of the time; the other 90% of the
time it makes no forecast at all.
Deere & Co. uses a neural network
to manage the $100 million equity portfolio of its pension fund. Forty indicators are used to rank the expected future returns of 1,000 equities.
Currently owned stocks are sold and
are replaced by those with future return rating over a certain cutoff, which
results in an 80% monthly turnover.
The portfolio return, net of transaction
costs, exceeds that of the Standard &
Poor's 500 index.
John W. Loofbourrow Associates,
Inc., uses a PC -based neural network
to predict the S & P 500 index. Shearson Lehman's neural network predicts
the performance of stocks and bonds
to help market traders in making their
buy, hold, and sell decisions. The system recognizes patterns in market activity before they are apparent to a human, which may mean millions in
trading profits. A p ro gram called
Braincel from Promised Land Technologies, Inc., has been used successfully
for trading 30 -year Treasury bond futures. Braincel is a neural net add -in to
Excel for MS Windows. According to
company owner, Stanley Dalnekoff, at
the moment it is used mainly by finan-

cial forecasters trying to make their
fortunes —with varying degrees of
success. Dalnekoff is a Scottish Chartered Accountant and is interested in
using Braincel for other financial and
accounting purposes.

CREDIT GRANTING
eural networks are valuable for
credit granting. "Recent experiments testing the consistency and quality of individual loan officers' credit assessment skills show
dramatic gaps and inconsistencies. Individual officers change their risk
grades over time. Collectively, bank
lenders fail to meet their institutions'
defined acceptable standards by wide
margins, especially for riskier loans. "1
Citibank uses a neural network to
process credit card applications. The
system can process an application in
one to five minutes instead of the previous several -day process.
American Express's Knowledge
Highway is used for processing credit
card applications, processing transactions, and collecting overdue accounts.
The system is considered a very ambitious effort in expert system use.
American Express is building a
"knowledge highway" in which intelligent computers will help people with
every step of the job of managing credit. The system has neural networks to
evaluate credit risks via credit scoring.
For overdue accounts, the computer
assembles the information needed to
analyze an account, reviews applicable
state and national laws, generates the
collection letter, files all the paperwork, and creates a reminder for the
collector. The system changed the hiring from number crunchers to employMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1995

ees with high people skills and broadened the scope of the positions.
General Motors Acceptance Corporation (GMAC) approves credit for
automobile loans with its two neural network Credit Advisor systems, Credit Advisor is integrated into a mainframe -based consumer credit scoring
application program. The neural networks evaluate credit for customers
who are leasing automobiles and for
customers who are buying them.
These systems fine -tune the existing credit-granting process, Management believes the ideal system should
approve at least 20% of the credit applications. Before the neural networks
were developed , fewer than 20% were
approved. With the neural networks,
30% receive auto matic app roval.

About 800 car dealers useCreditAdvisor to make credit decisions. GMAC
has not performed a cost / benefit analysis yet because the system has not
been in operation long enough for the
company to learn if the credit approvals made by the system were good
choices. The company has experienced savings in person hours for making credit decisions, reduced training
costs, and fewer write -offs. Standardizing t he cr ed it -gra n tin g p r o ce ss also
has reduced the effort of GMAC's internal audit staff.
Chase Manhattan Bank uses its
neural network to evaluate commercial
loan applications for its $300 million annual loan business . The neural network reduces loan losses by helping
assess the credit worthiness of potential borrowers. The system identifies
the strengths and vulnerabilities of the
borrower and forecasts the impact of
those factors for three years.

PROPERTY VALUATION

SYPROMISEDLANDTECHNOLOGIES

l
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planning future schedules to determining compliance with a bank 's policies.
But all these areas require Users to
have developed good technology
skills. Becoming experienced as a developer and applier of new technology
such as neural networks is the best
way for you as a management accountant /financial manager to ensure
long -run employability. If you fight
technological change, the best possible outcome is only a temporary
reprieve.
■
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Braincel screen.

lion of neural networks to cost engineering. The author, Robert McKim,
compared the results of three other
methods of estimation to the neural
network and concluded, "Neural networks appear to have great potential in
the estimation of non -deterministic
costing systems ... [and] the potential
to eventually be regarded as suitable
and as practical as spreadsheets are today for cost engineers."

ENSURING EMPLOYABILITY
s we have shown, neural networks are being used for a variety of financial management
applications from detecting fraud to
granting credit to estimating costs to

COST ENGINEERING
neural network that would estim ate th e c o st o f p u m p s u sin g

flow and head parameters was
developed to demonstrate the applicaMANAGEMENTACCOUNCING/ MAY 1995
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6. Promised Land Technologies, Stan ley Dolnekoff, 195 Church Street,
New Haven, CT 06510, (8Q
243 -1806.

to solve business problems, the strategic
alignment of the information systems
functional area, and the development of
business applications in a client /server
environment.
Mary Ellen Phillips, CPA, is an associate professor emeritus of accounting
in the College of Business at Oregon
State University. She holds a master of
business degree from Oregon State University. She has published numerous articles on accounting expert systems.

Note:
The published sources of information for
this article are far too numerous to list
here. Additional information and specif

is source references for most of the systems discussed can be found in: C.E.
Brown and M.E. Phillips, Expert Systems for Management Accounting
Tasks , Institute of Management Accountants, Montvale, N.J., 1995.

' M.E. Blake, III, "Rethinking the Corporate Credit
Process," 77tie Bankers Magazine, Vol. 175, No. 1,
1992, p. 31.
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NOMINATINGCOMMITTEEREPORT
To Members of the In st itu te of Management
Accountants:
e present the following nominees for
election to the offices of President - elect,
Vice President, and National Director in
accordance with the IMA Articles of Incorporation
and Bylaws. The current President -elect automatically assumes the position of President, and the current President becomes Chair.
According to Article XII, Section 3, the primary
responsibility of the President -elect "is to clarify the
short-term aspects of the Institute's mission and
objectives and to build the team that will execute
planned tactics during the succeeding term as
President." The President -elect serves on the
Executive Committee and on the Compensation and
Continuity Committee, serves as Chair of the
Budget Committee, and as the Chair of the Planning
Commit tee i s resp on sib le fo r t he fo rmatio n,
enhancement, and direction of the operational
objectives of the Institute.
There are 17 Vice President positions. Twelve
with area responsibility are elected for one -year
terms. Five with committee responsibility are elected for two -year terms. Three Committee Vice
Presidents were elected last year for two -year terms
which expire in 1996.
Directors of the Institute are elected for a two year term with half elected every year. There is one
Director for each 2.5 chapters, Student Chapters
excluded. The nomination of National Directors is
conducted at each Regional Council by voting delegates of the council prior to February 20. Under this
formula, the following 68 directors have been nominated to serve. Elected council presidents (24) also
serve on the Board for a one -year term.
We also include the Nominating Committee to
report in 1996.
The Annual Election will be held at the Annual
Meeting of the Institute in San Antonio, Texas, June
19, 1995.
Respectfully Submitted
Nominating Committee, 1994 -95

NOTICEOFANNUALMEETING
otice is hereby given to all members of the
Institute of Management Accountants that
the Annual Meeting of the Institute will be
held at the Marriott Rivercenter Hotel, San Antonio,
Texas, on Monday, June 19, 1995, immediately following the conclusion of the opening session of the
Annual Conference, to receive the report of the
Nominating Committee and to transact such other
business as may properly come before the meeting.
Gary M. Scopes, CAE
Executive Director
Montvale, N.J., May 1, 1995
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I NOMINATINGCOMMITTEE

Leo M. Loiselle, CPA, Chair, Bangor - Waterville
Ursel K. Albers, CMA, CPA,
William J. Ihlanfeldt, CPA,
Albuquerque
Houston
Keith Bryant, Jr., CMA,
Robert W. Liptak, CPA, Greater
Birmingham -Magic City
Greenville
Margaret D. Butler, CMA, CPA, Thomas C. Lockwood, Charlotte
Minneapolis Viking
John B. Pollara, CMA, Greater
Anthony P. Curatola,Valley Forge
San Gabriel Valley
Jack C. Gray, CMA, CPA,
Imogene A. Posey, CMA, Knoxville
Lansing- Jackson
Brenda L. Powell, Portland
Charles R. Hartle, CMA, CPA, James B. Savage, CMA, Pittsburgh
Indianapolis
Charles J. Smith, Jr., Princeton
Neil E. Holmes, CPA, Kansas City Eddie J. Upchurch, CPA, Atlanta
Donald T. Hughes, CMA, St. Louis

PRESIDENT
William J. Ihlanfeldt, CPA
Houston (1982). MAP Committee, 1983 -86,
Chair, 1986 -89, 1989 -92; Executive
Committee, 1989 -90, 1993 -94; Planning
Committee, 1991 -94; Chair - Program, Annual
Conference, San Francisco, 1992 -93; Board,
1991 -93; Planning Committee, 1992 -94;
Budget Committee, 1993 -94; Vice President,
Professional Relations, 1993 -94. He was
Assistant Controller (retired) of Shell Oil
Company, Houston, Texas.

NOMINEESFORCOMMITTEEVICEPRESIDENTS
Finance (1995-97)
Joseph G. Harris, Kal amazoo (1 970 ).
Regional Operations Committee, 1978 -80,
Chair, 1993 -94; Michigan Regional Council,
President, 1981 -82; National Director, 198385; National Area Vice President, 1985 -86;
Nominating Committee, 1986 -87; Finance
Committee, 1986 -93; Council Operations
Committ ee, 1986 -91; Co mmit t ee Vice
President, Finance, 1994 -95. He is Assistant
Corporate Controller, Upjohn Company,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Professional Relations (1995 -97)
F ran k C. Min ter, CPA, Birmingham Vulcan (1984). Management Accounting
Practi ces Co mmi ttee, 1985 -95; Chair —
Management
Accounting
Practices
Committee, 1993 -94. He is the former Chief
Financial Officer of AT &T International. He
is Assistant Professor, School of Business,
Samford University, Birmingham, Ala.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/MAY 1995

F William F. Anderson, CMA, Ithaca Cortland (1984). Regional Council
President, 1989 -90; National Director,
1990 -92, 1992 -93; Regional Operations
Committ ee, 1993 -95. He is Senior
Administrator, Cornell University, Ithaca,
N.Y.
George Bannon, Lehigh
Valley (1963). Research Committee, 197986; Marketing & Membership Committee,
1986 -88; National Director, 1988 -90;
National Director -at- Large, 1990 -92. He is
Associate Professor of Accounting,
Muhlenberg College, Allentown, Pa.
F Robert E. B ell , J r., CMA, CPA,
Catawba Valley (1973). National Director,
1983 -85; Marketing & Membership
Committee, 1986 -89; Academic Relations
Committee, 1989 -91, Chair, 1991 -92. He is
Chief Executive Officer, Hickory Brands,
Inc., Hickory, N.C.
Aldo M. Bower, Roanoke
(1976). Community Service Committee,
1987 -88; National Director, 1988 -89;
Regional Council President, 1989 -90;
National Director, 1990 -92. Sh e was
Controller (retired) of Akzo Nobel
Coatings, Inc., Roanoke, Va.
F Paul B. Foutz, CMA, Alaskan (1972).
Marketing & Membership Committee,
1982 -84; National Director, 1984 -86;
Publications Committee, 1986 -87; Regional
Council National Director, 1989 -90,
Regional Council President, 1989 -90. He is
Chief Financial Officer, Central Bering Sea,
Anchorage, Alaska.
Paul G. Hammock, Jr., CMA,
Montgomery (1982). National Director,
1993 -95; Regional Council President, 199394. He is Mill Controller, Union Camp
Corporation, Plattville, Ala.
F Mary E. Johnston,
Morris -Essex
(1981).
Community Service Committee, 1988 -89;
National Director, 1989 -91; Regional
Council President, 1992 -93. She is
President, A.M. Business Services, Stirling,
N.J.
Ronald D. Luther, CMA,
CPA, South Central Indiana (1975).
National Director, 1989 -91. He is Director,
Corporate Accounting and Consolidation,
Cummins Engine Co., Inc., Columbus, Ind.
F Linda C. Mitchusson,
CMA, Wichita (1973).
Community Service Committee, 1985 -88;
Education Committee, 1988 -89, and 199194; National Director, 1989 -91; Ethics
Committee, 1994 -95. She is Associate
Professor of Accounting, Wichita State
University, Wichita, Kans.
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F John F . P ope, CM A, Los Angel es

(1986). Education Committee, 1989 -91, and
1993 -94; National Director, 1 991 -93;
National Director -at- Large, 1994 -95. He
is Vice President, Finance and
Administration, the Quantum Group, Inc.,
Wilmington, Calif.
Michael J. Smith, CMA,
South Central Minnesota (1975). Education
Committee, 1988 -90; National Director,
1993 -94. He is Vice President/Treasurer of
S -T Industries, Inc., St. James, Minn.
F Patrick E. Smith, CPA,
Columbus (1976). Chapter
Operations Committee, 1989 -90; National
Director, 1990 -92, and 1993 -94; Regional
Operations Committee, 1994 -95. He is
/Owner, Smith Accounting & Tax,
M O h i oPartner
.
Columbus Management Co., Westerville,
-w

NOMINEESFORAREAVICEPRESIDENTS

NOMINEEFORPRESIDENT-ELECT
Clair M. Raubenstine, CMA, CPA, North
Penn (1965 ). No minat ing C ommit tee,
1982 -83; Finance Committee, 1982 -91;
Council Operations Committee, 1984 -86;
Vice President, 1991 -92; Planning
Committ ee,
1993 -94;
Appointed
Member — Executive Committee, 1994 -95.
He is Business Assurance Partner, Coopers
& Lybrand, L.L.P, Wayne, Pa.

CHAIR
Keith Bryant, Jr., CMA
From the IMA Bylaws, Article VI, Section
2; Chair; The Chair shall be the immediate
Past President of the Institute, and shall
take office when the Chair's successor as
president takes office. The Chair shall serve
until succeeded by a new Chair and shall be
considered an elective officer by virtue of
prior election as president.

NOMINATINGCOMMITTEETOREPORTIN1996
Keith Bryant, Jr., CMA, Chair, Birmingham -Magic City
Ronald R. Anderson, CMA,
Nebraska Cornhusker
Ned B. Ballengee, CMA,
Washington
Thomas F. Bohler, CMA,
CPA, Fox River Valley
Donald B. Christensen,
Dallas North
Charles Fazzi, Pittsburgh
Olivia J. Hoecker, CPA,
Dayton
William J. lhlanfeldt, CPA,
Houston
Leo M. Loiselle, CPA,
Bangor - Waterville

Marc P. Palker, CMA, Long
Island
Jack R. Plymale, Piedmont Greensboro
Carolyn L. Reis, South Bay
Clair M. Raubenstine,
CMA, CPA, North Penn
Linda L. Schlitt, CMA,
CPA, Amador Valley
Jack L. Smith, CPA, Tampa
Bay
Joseph A. Vincent, New
Haven
Robert G. Weiss, CPA,
Morris -Essex
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NOMINEESFORNATIONALDIRECTORS
Kenneth C. Acres, Eastern Carolina (1981). National Director,
1993 -95. He is Project Accountant, Cost & Schedule Analysis,
Johnson Controls/Glaxo, Research Triangle Park, N.C.
James T. Adsit, Mohawk Valley (1987). He is Vice President/
Rochester Banking, Fleet Bank of New York, Syracuse, N.Y.
Andrew B. Barkocy, Tren ton (1970). Region al Op erations
Com m ittee, 1992 -93. He is Pr esid en t, Prin ceto n Search,
Hamilton, N.J.
Virgil Billiard, South Central Indiana (1973). Regional Council
President, 1991 -92; National Director, 1993 -95. He is Manager Government Accounting, Cummins Engine Co. Inc., Indianapolis,
Ind.
Ruth C. Bittner, CMA, CPA, Calumet (1986). She is Director,
Prairie State College, Chicago Heights, 111.
George J. Bloom, Oran ge Coast Califo rnia (1972). Laguna
Niguel, Calif.
Jerome A. Briner, Central California (1969). He is Partner, IDS
Tax & Business Services, Modesto, Calif.
Audrey K. Brown, CPA, Nashville (1989). She is Supervisor,
Kraft CPAs, Nashville, Tenn.
Robert B. Brown, CPA, Central Texas (1990). He is Manager,
Southern Farm Bureau Casualty, Waco, Texas.
Gregory W. Bryant, CMA, Chattahoochee Valley (1987). He is
Senior Accountant, Total Systems Services Inc., Columbus, Ga.
John Buzby, Massachusetts Route 128 (1988). He is Corporate
Controller, Davis Co., Natick, Mass.
Jos ep h A. Carpenter, Jo hn stown (198 9). He is Senior
Accountant, Carpenter & Carpenter, Johnstown, Pa.
*Louise E. Crider, Houston (1985). National Director, 1993 -95.
She is Accountant, Pennzoil Products Co., Houston, Texas.
Barbara L. Culver, Bellevue Eastside (1987). She is Corporate
Controller/Tax Manager, Accounting & Tax Center, Kent, Wash.
*Constance A. Davies, Delco (1985). Ethics Committee, 1992 -94.
Assistant Corporate Controller, Teledyne Packaging, Chester, Pa.
Ernest E. Davis, CMA, CPA, Central Arkansas (1989). He is a
Certified Financial Planner, Little Rock, Ark.
Daniel W. Defnall, CMA, Atlanta (1985). He is National Financial
Representative, American Cancer Society Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
Dean M. DeVito, Moh awk Valley (1988). He is Sen ior Cost
Accountant, Special Metals Corp., New Hartford, N.Y.
Lori L. Diet rich , Min n ea p o lis No rt h s ta r (1 98 5) . Sh e is
Controller, The Weidt Group, Minnetonka, Minn.
Nicholas S. Duranko, Pittsburgh (1985). He is Chief Financial
Officer, Church Consultants, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jim S. Elliston, CMA, Omaha (1982). He is Supervisor, Share
Health Plan of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.
Glenda Z. Espinas, Washington (1980). Marketing Committee,
1992 -93; Regional Operations Committee, 1993 -94. She is Sole
Proprietor, GZE Accounting Service, Washington, D.C.
*Val W. Felske, CMA, Minneapolis North Star (1983). She is
Senior Controller, Pearl Baths Inc., Brooklyn Park, Minn.
Roland H. F lyg e, II, West Lo s Angeles (1988). Marketing
Committee, 1992 -93; National Director, 1993 -95. He is Partner,
Nitchman, Flyge & Co., Glendale, Calif.,
Paul L. Foster, Worcester (1986). He is Senior Cost Accountant,
Allmerica Financial Services, Worcester, Mass.
Randall D. Garrison, Siouxland (1991). He is Chief Accountant,
Terra Industries, Sioux City, Iowa.
Janet M. Godbout Seefried, Macomb County (1988). She is
Analyst, Detroit Edison, Detroit, Mich.
Shirley K. Gong, North Georgia (1988). Dalton, Ga.
Mitzi C. Green, CPA, Golden Triangle (1988). She is Professor of
Accounting and Division Head of Business and Communication,
Mississippi University for Women, Columbus, Miss.
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Neva J. Groves, Lynchburg (1978). She is Executive Vice
Presiden t /Manager- Fin ancial A ccounting, B W Nuclear
Technologies Holding Co., Lynchburg, Va.
*Marianne Hampton, Oakland East Bay (1990). She is Director,
Joseph Michaels, Oakland, Calif.
Deborah S. Harris, Waterbury (1984). She is Supervisor, Idea
Co., Watertown, Conn.
Steven R. Harrison, CMA, CPA, South Birmingham (1980).
Ethics Committee, 1992 -95. He is Manager, Internal Auditing,
South Central Bell, Birmingham, Ala.
Paul J. Harry, CMA, Lima (1987). He is Plant Controller,
Cooper Tire & Rubber Co., Findlay, Ohio.
*Charles R. Hartle, CMA, CPA, Indianapolis (1983). National
Director, 1990 -94; Education Committee, 1992 -95. He is Vice
President/Finance & Administration, Acordia Corporate Benefits
Inc., Greenwood, Ind.
E. Leland Haywood, Charlotte (1974). Publications Committee,
1983 -86; National Director, 1986 -88; Education Committee,
1988 -1990; Regional Operations Committee, 1993 -95. He is
Director-Forecast/Budget, Southern Bell, Charlotte, N.C.
Sally A. Huff, Ohio Mid -East (1982). Member Interest Groups
Com m ittee, 1991 -92. Sh e is Plant Controller, Harrison
Community Hospital, Cadiz, Ohio.
Jettie M. Jacobs , Richm ond (1981). Regional Operations
Committee, 1993 -95. She is Accounting Supervisor, Robertshaw
Controls Company, Richmond, Va.
Duane O. Jacobsen, New Jersey Meadowlands (1984). He is
Senior Vice President, McGregor Travel Management Inc.,
Roseland, N.J.
Leslie A. Karnaus kas , CMA , D en ver ( 1985) . R es ear ch
Committee, 1993 -95. She is Controller, Ohmeda, Louisville, Colo.
Harvey J. Kragt, Kalam azoo (1984). He is Senior Financial
Analyst, Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Stephanie M . LiCaus e, Akro n (1980) . S he is Co rpor ate
Controller, Mirk, Inc., Orrville, Ohio.
Thomas E. Macken, Jr., CPA, New York (1984). Education
Committee, 1994 -95. He is Vice President, Global Internal
Control, American Express TRS, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Lewis G. Mars hall, Polk County (1982). He is Corporate
Controller, Crystals International Inc., Plant City, Fla.
Donald R. McAliley, Chattahoochee Valley (1973). National
Director, 1994 -95. He is Manager, Fieldcrest Cannon Inc.,
Columbus, Ga.
Eugene F . McGough, CMA, CPA, Ra ritan Valley (1983).
Academ ic Relations Com m ittee, 1993 -94. He is Director,
International Treasury, Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N.J.
Michael G. McLean, CMA, CPA, Salem Area (1977). Public
Relations Comm ittee, 1986 -88; National Director, 1991 -93;
Regional Council P resident, 1994 -95. He is Owner, OC3
Incorporated, Salem, Ore.
Catherine A. McQueen, Inland Empire (1983). Regional Council
President, 1994 -95. She is Controller, Mill Creek Studios Inc.,
Mentone, Calif.
Linda K. Miller, Scottsdale Area (1985). Education Committee,
1994 -95. She is Owner/ Consultant, Tempe, Ariz.
*M. Weldon Morel and, Am ad or Valley (1990). He is
Accountant, Moreland & Davis CPAs, Livermore, Calif.
Thomas A. O'Connor, CPA, Suburban Maryland (1983). He is
Accounting Manager /Controller, Weatherle & Com pany,
Rockville, Md.
Mark S. Olson, Madison (1979). He is Manager, McGladery &
Pullen, Madison, Wis.
Alan M. Polanger, CPA, Diablo Valley (1982). He is Manager,
Alan Polanger CPA, Walnut Creek, Calif.
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NOMINEESFORNATIONALDIRECTORS
Deborah Red d ing, CPA, Saginaw Valley (1984). Regional
Council President, 1994 -95. She is Manager, Dupuis & Ryden
PC, Flint, Mich.
Marcus J. Rodriguez, CMA, CPA, Mayagu ez (1976). He is
Plant Controller, Loctite Puerto Rico Inc., Sabana Grande, P.R.
Joseph E. S a k a i, CMA, Valley Fo rge (19 81 ). He is
Director/Manager, Morgan Corporation, Morgantown, Pa.
Kurt T. Schuler, CMA, Niagara (1990). He is Chief Financial
Officer /Corporate Controller, SLC Constructors Inc., Lockport,
N.Y.
S. Jeff Smith, Tulsa (1987). He is Accoun tin g Manager, The
Crosby Group Inc., Tulsa, Okla.
W. Robert Smith, Louisville (1972). He is Manager, American
Air Filter Co., Louisville, Ky.
William L. Stephens, Tam pa Bay (1976). He is Pro fessor,
Accounting Department, College of Business Administration,
University of South Florida, Tampa, Fla.
John C. Stillwaggon, CPA, Harrisbu rg (1986). He is Auditor,
McKonly & Asbury, Camp Hill, Pa.

*Charles G. Swain, Delaware (1986). He is Vice President,
Delaware Charter Guarantee, Wilmington, Del.
Shelly R. Taylor, CMA, CPA, Illinois Northeast (1990). She is
Accountant, Baxter Diagnostics Inc., Mundelein, Ill.
Craig M. Thiel, Central Illinois (1986). He is Accountant, State
Farm Insurance, Bloomington, 111.
Daniel C. Thurman, Pikes Peak (1982). He is Senior Associate
Administrator, Pikes Peak United Way, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Joan E . Ward , CMA , CPA , Cha rlott e (1978). Regional
Operations Committee, 1993 -95. He is Vice President, Barclays
Bank, Charlotte, N.C.
Robert W. Wright, Boston (1972). Planning Committee, 199495. He is Corporate Controller /Manager of F in an ce &
Accounting, Ropes & Gray, Boston, Mass.
Allen J. Yess man, CMA, Ft. Lauderdale (1983). Education
Com m ittee, 1988 -89. He is Chief Fiscal Officer /Vice
President/Corporate Controller, Broward County Grandparents
Inc., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
*One -year term

REGIONALCOUNCILPRESIDENTS
Thomas W. Bailey, Jr., Dixie (1969). National Director, 198789. He is Divisio n al Co n tro ller, Th e Mo rro w Co m p an ies,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
P aul A. Bendik, Oh io (1976 ). Ma rketin g & Mem b e rship
Committee, 1987 -89; National Director, 1989 -91. He is Partner,
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co., Dayton, Ohio.
Robert E. Bennett, CMA, Mid - Am erica (1964). Chapter
Operations Committee, 1984 -86; National Director, 1986 -89;
Public Relations Committee, 1989 -90; Vice President, 1990 -91;
Nominating Committee, 1991 -92; Marketing Committee, 199193. He is Associate Professor, Dep artm ent o f Accou ntancy,
Northern Illinois University, Dekalb, Ill.
Anthony Berlangieri, New Jersey (1985). He is an Analyst, Ram
Mobile Data, Woodbridge, N.J.
Russell F. Briner, CMA, CPA, Tex as (1980). Pu b lications
Committee, 1987 -88; Nation al Director, 1988 -90; Academic
Relations Committee, 1990 -93; Finance Committee, 1993 -95. He
is Directo r /Professor, Division of Acco unting & Information
Systems, University of Texas, San Antonio, Texas.
Andrew S. Collins, Metropolitan New York (1986). Regional
Operations Committee, 1994 -95. He is President, Brookville
Group Inc., Melville, N.Y.
Rae S. Foutz, CMA, Pacific Northwest (1980). National Director,
1986 -88; She is Fin an cial Co ntro l Officer, Mun icip ality of
Anchorage, Anchorage, Alaska.
Terry M. Goodrum, CMA, CPA, Heartland (1974). Publications
Committee, 1989 -90; National Director, 1990 -92; Marketing
Committee, 1992 -93; Regional Operations Committee, 1993 -95. He
is Director of Internal Audit, Kellwood Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Stanley K. Hamamoto, Rocky Mou ntain (1967). Co ntinuity
Service Com m ittee, 1981 -84, Natio nal Director, 1983 -85;
Marketing & Mem b ership Com m ittee, 1985 -89; Marketing
Committee, 1987 -92; Chapter Operations Committee, 1989 -90,
1992 -93; Vice President, 1990 -91; Nominating Committee, 199192; Director -at- Large, 1993 -94. He is Con tro ller, Pu eb lo of
Sandia, Albuquerque, N.M.
Mark A. Hanson, Mid - Atlantic (1979). National Director, 199395. He is Plant Controller, Willson Safety Products, Reading, Pa.
E. Leland Haywood, Carolinas (1974). Publications Committee,
1983 -86; National Director, 1986 -88; Education Committee,
1988 -1990; Regional Operations Committee, 1993 -95. He is
Director, Forecast/Budget. Southern Bell, Charlotte, N.C.
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Walter A. Hazel ton, CMA , Ups tat e N ew Yo rk ( 1977) .
Marketing Committee, 1991 -92; National Director, 1993 -94. He
is Manager, Account Services Operations, Gunn Partners Inc.,
Fairport, N.Y.
Julie A. Kern, Lincoln Trail (1987). National Director, 1993 -94.
She is Divisional Vice PresidentlPlant Controller, Alltrista
Consumer Products Company, Muncie, Ind.
Robert W. Koehler, Keystone Mt. States (1967). He is Associate
Professor, Accounting, Pennsylvania State University, University
Park, Pa.
Linda M. Ols on, Northern Lights (1981). She is Financial
Administrator, Kato Moving & Storage Co., Mankato, Minn.
Alexander J. Rosen, Wild West (1977). Chapter Operations
Committee, 1991 -92; National Director, 1993 -94. He is President,
The Business Performance Group, Brea, Calif.
Harold P . Roth, CMA, Tennessee Valley (1981). Academ ic
Relations Committee, 1988 -90; National Director, 1990 -92; Research
Committee, 1992 -94. He is Professor, Accounting & Business Law
Department, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.
Claudia P. Spencer, CPA, Golden West (1980). Academic
Relations Committee, 1988 -90; National Director, 1990 -92;
Regional Operations Com mittee, 1994 -95. She is Corporate
Controller, Hirose Oto & Bailey, Oakland, Calif.
Roger L . Strickland, CMA, Flo rida (1984). Ed uc ation
Committee, 1990 -1991. He is Chief Accountant, C F Industries,
Inc., Bartow, Fla.
Carl F. Tennille, CPA, Potomac & Chesapeake (1975). Public
Relations Committee, 1985 -88; National Director, 1985 -90;
Marketing Com m ittee, 1990 -92; Mem ber Interest Groups
Committee, 1993 -95; Nominating Committee, 1993 -94. He is
Controller, UMWA Health & Retirement Funds, Washington, D.C.
Kirk L. Tibbetts, North Central (1981). National Director, 199294. He is Partner, KPMG Peat Marwick, Des Moines, Iowa.
Ca r o l A. Van Dyke, CMA, Michigan (1979). She is
Manager /Supervisor, Bissell Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Anthony A. Varricchio, CMA, NorthEast (1981). Education
Committee, 1989 -91; National Director, 1990 -93 ;. Research
Com m ittee, 1993 -94. He is Logistics Manager, Dexter
Nonwovens Division, Windsor Locks, Conn.
Marie P. Ziegler, Virginia (1976). She is Senior Vice President/
Controller, Valley Nephrology Associates, Roanoke, Va.
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TRENDS

IN MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING

alters and to management accountants so that they act as change agents
and become a key contributor to the
introduction and application of modern, user - friendly performance indicator practices. To get your copy of
SMA 4U, contact IMA's Special
Order Department at 1- 800 - 638.4427,
ext. 278.

MAPISSUESCOMMENTS

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES
LOUIS BISCAY, CPA, EDITOR

GUIDANCEONPERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT
he latest management accounting guidance issued by IMA is
Statement on Management Accounting No. 4U, "Developing Comprehensive Performance Indicators."
With accelerating technological, social, regulatory, and other types of
change, and with competitors becoming stronger and more global in perspective, companies must adapt to the
changing needs of customers better
than their competitors. Although a
number of firms have begun to be
managed differently— thinking "horizontally" rather than "vertically," emphasizing cross - functional teams, and
introducing new techniques such as
business process analysis and activity based costing —many performance
measurement systems have not been
redesigned sufficiently to meet the
needs of today's environment.
SMA 41J introduces a framework
for performance indicators that reflects the customer - oriented, highly
competitive, rapidly changing environment facing many organizations. The
indicators described are intended to
be responsive to the needs at all levels, including top management, middle managers responsible for key
business processes, and first -line staff
responsible for specific operations. Also the Statement describes the series
of steps needed to implement comprehensive performance indicators. The
guideline is addressed to senior man62

he Management Accounting
Practices Committee (MAP) recently submitted comments to
the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) and the International
Accounting Standards Committee
(IASC). One of the letters to FASB
was directed to its Committee to Review the Emerging Issues Task Force
(EITF). After 10 years of operation,
FASB solicited various interested parties as to how they would assess the
effectiveness of EITF. MAP's letter indicated a belief that EITF has been doing a good job in addressing emerging, narrow issues in a timely manner.
In addition to responding to 40 specific questions, MAP suggested (1)
there is a need to improve the overall
communications process because information published in Action Alert
and Status Report is skimpy at best;
(2) EITF should continue to exercise
great care in addressing only narrow,
short - time -frame issues; and (3) staff
of the FASB or SEC should not make
announcements at EITF meetings that
are designed to answer the accounting questions.
MAP also wrote to FASB Chairman
Dennis Beresford, asking that the
Board reconsider certain provisions
of SFAS 109, "Accounting for Income
Taxes," as it relates to unrealized
gains and losses on securities included in shareholders' equity. The specific recommendation made was to
amend SFAS 109 to require that equity be charged or credited for the effects of changes in tax laws and circumstances affecting the need for
valuation allowances related to unrealized gains and losses recorded under
SFAS 115, "Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity Securities." The current prohibition against
so- called "backwards tracing" under
SFAS 109 has the potential to create
significant income statement anomalies, the most notable resulting from
the interaction between that provision
and SFAS 115. The MAP Committee
is concerned that, given the prospect

of a tax rate change on the horizon
and FASB's likely actions in the near
future, such anomalies may well increase in significance.
The other comment letter sent by
MAP went to the International Accounting Standards Committee regarding its Exposure Draft 49, "Income Taxes." Per MAP: "We are in
general agreement with E49 and
agree with many of the changes made
from E33. More specifically, we support comprehensive tax allocation, the
concept of temporary differences, the
liability method, and no discounting."
Numerous comments on specific paragraphs were offered, as was a statement of support for IASC's efforts in
this area and for an international standard that could influence accounting
practice significantly throughout the
world. "E49 is on the right track," said
MAP.

IASCPROPOSESTOIMPROVE
FINANCIALSTATEMENTS
he International Accounting
Standards Committee published
"Presentation of Financial Statements," a draft Statement of Principles
developed by its Steering Committee
on Presentation of Financial Statements. IASC asks for comments by
June 30. The proposed Statement is
intended to improve the quality of financial reporting by increasing the
comparability of financial statements
between enterprises and by making
the information within them more
accessible.
Covered in the draft Statement of
Principles are:
• Objective and definition of financial
statements;
• Concepts underlying presentation,
including accounting policies;
• Structure and content of the balance sheet and income statement;
and
IN Structure and content of notes to
the financial statements.
Comments are requested by June
30. Copies of the draft Statement may
be obtained (for the equivalent of
£5.00) from IASC, 167 Fleet Street,
London EC4A 2ES, England. Telephone: 0044 (0171) 353 -0565. Fax:
0044 (0171) 353-0562.
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, Manage ment Accounting Practices.
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RESEARCH

countants must change how they view
themselves, from having a traditional
regulatory accounting role to being a
product manager.
Chris Marino from Hewlett -Packard, joined by Steve Player from Arthur Andersen & Co. and George Foster from Stanford University,
described an advanced implementation of a strategic activity management (SAM) mod el at th e :14orth
American Distribution Organization at
Hewlett - Packard. This state -of-the -art
comp reh ens ive mod el focu ses on

EDII TOR M. FREEDMAN,CMA,

CAM -1 MEETS
The IMA's representative to CAM -I
(Consortium for Advanced Manufacturing- International), Dennis C. Daly
(Metropolitan State University), provided the following report on the first quarter meeting of CAM -1 in San Diego, March 22 -24, 1995. Daly also
contributed the fourth - quarter CAM-I
report that appeared on page 67 of the
February issueofMANAGEMENTACCOUNTINGC&
Dennis Daly (LaCross- Winona Area
(Wisc.) Chapter) has been a member of
IMA since 1963 and a member of the
MAP Committee's Subcommittee on
SMA Promulgation since 1987. He has
been an active contributor with the Subcommittee and has been associated with
every one of the 18 Statements on Management Accounting issued during his
Period of service on the Subcommittee.

evalua ting c ustom e r segm ent pr ofit-

Dennis C. Daly

of market share.
The most interesting part of the
presentation was the overview of the
case studies of current practices in
marketing cost analysis (not always
positive). The critically important
message was that management ac-

Beg i n ni n g Ju ly 1 , D en n i s wi ll be a
member of the Management Accounting
Commi t t ee (MAC), a successor to the

ability, full product costing, process
costing, and site costing. The implementation of the SAM model disclosed $2 million of possible internal
savings using ABC data, unintended
subsidies of low -volume products,
drastic differences in customer profitability, out -of-order discounts, and dramatic differences in the profitability of
customers within channels.
Among strategic uses of the model
were analysis of customer and channel profitability, cost analysis of key
s e r v ic e s , im p a c t o f o u t s o u r c i n g,

benchmarking, and use in investment

MAP Committee that will address management accounting issues much as the
Subcommittee on SMA Promulgation
now does.
he t heme of t he s ess io n was
"The In formati on Executi ves
Truly Need ." The focus of all
the presentations was to demonstrate
how strategic information can be delivered by activity-based management
systems.
Jonathan Schiff , professor of accounting at Fairleigh Dickinson University, presented the results and the
implications of the 1994 IMA research
report, Marketing Cost Analysis for
Performance Measurement and Decision Support, which he coauthored
with his father, Professor Michael
Schiff of New York University. The
lively, interactive presentation began
with a review of the literature search
indicating that the methodologies
(equivalent to current ABC approaches) for the assignment of marketing
costs to cost objectives (product, customer, sales territory, channels of distribution ) were in use 40 years ago.
These logical methodologies not only
included out-of- pocket costs, they also
included marketing costs , but they
were abandoned in favor of the pursuit
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MAY 1995
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justification decisions. Operational uses of the model included linkage to
monthly cost allocation methodology
and to the budgeting process, support
of operational improvement teams,
and use in determining manager performance related to cost efficiency.
Concluding the meeting were two
interrelated presentations highlighting the results that can be achieved in
the CAM -I consortium environment.
The development of the CAM-I capacity model, the topic of the two presentations, flowed directly from the previous CAM -I activity -based costing
project. The Capacity Model Work
Group will converge with other CMS
work groups including investment
management, target cost, ABC /ABM,
and the service function interest
groups.
Alan Vercio and Ken Saddler from
Texas Instruments gave the first presentation, "Leveraging CAM -I CMS
Work at Texas Instruments: Reducing
Waste and Variability in Manufacturing." The second presentation was
made by the Capacity Model Work
Group members (Eastman Chemical,
EDS, Emerson Electric, IBM, Space
Systems /Loral, TI, Dynamic Management Associates, and Valmet). Alan
Vercio explained how the CAM -I consortium was used to develop a timely
approach to capacity understanding
and communication. The output of
these efforts will be a CAM-I publication of the model (scheduled for the
second quarter) titled Capacity: A
Manager's Primer.

Vercio and Saddler explained in detail how the capacity program derived
from the activity -based costing efforts
at TI. The capacity model is not news.
It has an 80 -year history beginning
with the work in 1915 of H.L. Gantt,
which focused on identifying the causes of variability and waste. The Gantt
model not only identified nonproductive activities but also was used to
identify the primary organizational responsibility for the nonproductive use
of capacity.
With this foundation TI began
work on developing "Manufacturing
101 data" and the use of the capacity
model as an economic translator for
operations that could explain variability reduction and waste elimination in
time and dollars. The capacity model
is a static model that can be used in
both forecast and historical modes
and also should be used in conjunction with dynamic capacity modeling
and simulation tools.
The model is color coded: Produc64
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tive capacity is green; idle capacity,
yellow; and nonproductive capacity,
red. This communication model enabled TI to implement the Get the Red
Out campaign (a model for cutting
costs and increasing productivity) and
to emphasize that the manufacturing
team is responsible for reducing red
and increasing yellow. The responsibility of the business team is to reduce
yellow and increase green.
Team members from the CAM -I
Capacity Model Work Group presented a summary of the Capacity Primer.
Next, the team presented the objectives and characteristics of the model
and the model itself, with a variety of
applications (strategic, product cost,
customer, responsibility, and the like),
using both economic and time templates.
CAM -I, in cooperation with Arthur
Andersen, announced the launch of a

companies included in Arthur Andersen's Global Best Practices Base. Insights gained from these benchmark
comparisons will provide participating
companies with information to refocus
their "Quality, Cost, and Timing" target setting processes and to assess
the possible need to reengineer their
product development process.
For information on upcoming
CAM-I meetings or Capacity: A Manager's Primer, contact Peter Zampino,
CAM -I director of advanced management programs, (817) 860 -1654. The
next quarterly meeting is scheduled
for June 5-7, 1995, in Denver.

IMARESEARCHSHOWS
HOWTOMEASURE
ENVIRONMENTALCOSTS
anufacturers need to develop
and implement strategies to
measure and manage the environmental impacts of their activities.
According to Dr. Marc J. Epstein of
the Graduate School of Business,
Stanford University, environmental
performance must be put into the
framework of accounting and the language of dollars. "Managers need to
be able to measure and report corporate environmental impacts and integrate those impacts into decisions
such as product costing, product pricing, capital investment, product design, and performance evaluation,"
Epstein says.
In a recently completed study for
The IMA Foundation for Applied Research, Inc., the not - for - profit research affiliate of the Institute of Management Accountants, Epstein
discovered that not one in 100 leading
companies has a complete system for
effectively identifying and managing
environmental impacts. In his book,
Measuring Corporate Environmental
Performance: Best Practices for Costing
and Managing an Effective Environmental Strategy, Epstein argues that

Prod uct Development Process Best
Practices Study. This project will allow

analyses of the various pollution prevention opportunities and the development of Environmental Strategy Implementation (ESI) have permitted
companies to examine their products
and services and better understand
the total environmental impact. Often
this process has led to a clearer
knowledge of current and likely future
costs of production.

participating organizations to benchmark their product development process against other participating U.S.
industrial companies and against the

Julian M. Freedman, CMA, CPA,
CPIM, is director, IMA research.
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COMPUTERS
&ACCOUNTING
HARDWARE /SOFTWARE REVIEWS

CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

DYNAMICFIXEDASSET
MANAGEMENT
ccording to the Internal Revenue Service, fixed assets
amount to almost 25% of the total assets of a typical company. In
round numbers, this fact means that
U.S, corporations have more than $4
trillion invested in property, plant, and
equipment. So why, if so many dollars
are at stake, aren't more financial managers proactive when managing these
investments?
Until recently, much of the fault lay
not with managers but with the management systems available to them.
Accounting software vendors tended
to focus on improving general ledger,
receivables, payables, or purchasing,
rather than on managing assets better.
Fixed asset software modules were often weak add -ons that did a fair job of
calculating depreciation but little else.
Even though these off - the -shelf software packages were inadequate, it was
simply too time- consuming and expensive for companies to develop their
own systems for dynamic asset cost allocation, sophisticated tax management, fully automated asset accounting, and other complex functions.
Fortunately, the advent of new
technologies has moved proactive
fixed asset management from the
realm of theory to the desktop of reality. New fixed asset management software packages, such as those marketed by Axtell Development
Corporation, Dun & Bradstreet Software, and SAP, hold out the promise of
proactive asset management. These
programs allow managers to get the
most out of their assets, make managers more accountable for capital inMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1995

vestments, and take maximum advantage of tax- saving opportunities.
Several of these programs have
broken new ground, delivering benefits such as automated, self- reconciling income statement and balance
sheet fixed asset accounting, including automatic generation and reconciliation of journal entries by general ledger account and detailed audit trails.
These capabilities free asset accountants from the burden of mundane and
repetitious tasks so they can focus on
forecasting, planning, and allocation.
Another key benefit is the calculation and assignment of depreciation
expense on a daily basis to the appropriate activities, cost centers, departments, projects, and so on, regardless
of when in the reporting period such
activity takes place. This process
makes asset cost information more accurate so managers become much
more accountable for asset use and
productivity.
Other advantages of these new programs include automated FASB 13
leased asset accounting, physical inventory reconciliation, and income
and property tax management, which
were very cumbersome and time-consuming in the past. Many also allow direct ad hoc report generation by accounting managers, without the need
for MIS intervention and support. All
these advantages translate into empowered management teams that can
use these tools to diagnose problems
and make decisions, even in a rapidly
changing business environment.
What made these gains possible
was the emergence of flexible and
cost - effective "open" systems based
on Unix, NetWare, Windows NT, and
OS /2, coupled with fourth- generation
computer languages and relational da-

tabase technology. These technologies first emerged in the late 1970s.
As they have matured, their clear superiority has resulted in rapid acceptance as the standards for developing
new information systems. Several important features and benefits have
driven that acceptance.
Applications and databases have
become truly portable, meaning they
can run on everything from a mainframe to a Novell or Unix server —
even on a stand -alone PC. As a result,
when a business's computing needs
grow and change, it can simply move
its applications and data instead of replacing or converting them.
Because the applications and the
data they use are separated, it is now
possible to have a central `warehouse"
of corporate data that are easily accessible to any number of applications.
This setup allows for both consistency
of data and quick access to information because key data are no longer
"locked away" inside multiple proprietary application programs. Open systems architecture allows anyone with
a PC and the appropriate authorization
to access data from virtually anywhere.
Further, as applications have become more open and data more accessible, it is easier to integrate them than
in the past. Users no longer need to rely on a single vendor but can pick and
choose the best application for a particular task.
While these technology benefits
are having a dramatic impact throughout the accounting field, they have revolutionized fixed asset management.
As a consequence, a manager with
oversight of the organization's assets
no longer can blame the "system" for
poor returns on capital expenditures.
Proactive asset management. The
tools are here, the benefits are clear.
Companies should take advantage of
the potential to uncover the hidden
value in their fixed assets.
Kent Olson
President
Axtell Development Corporation

REALWORLDTRAINING
VIDEOTAPES
ere's good news for present and
future users of RealWorld accounting software. Now they
can quickly maximize their knowledge
of this software through the use of
65

NOBEL Computer Systems video
training tapes. The training tapes cover Getting Started for System Managers, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, and General Ledger. The
A/P and A/R tapes are subdivided into
supervisor and bookkeeper lessons.
The supervisor lessons detail basic
setup procedures and functions with
limited access. The bookkeeper lessons stress daily accounting functions
and operations. They give step -by -step
procedures for getting the most from
RealWorld in a minimum amount of
time. Actual screen displays are used
to show exactly each entry being
made. Even the most inexperienced
person can follow the instructions.
More knowledgeable users always
have the option to bypass any part of
the presentation.
The tapes use a case study involving employees of a fictitious medical
supply distributor. An instructor and a
supervisor or bookkeeper take you
through all the packages. After key
points are covered the tape pauses so
you can practice what was presented
on a live system. This method permits
viewers to learn the features and benefits of RealWorld at their own pace.
The tapes use RealWorld version 6.5,
but the applications can be applied to
version 6.0 with a few minor differences, which the tapes point out.
Worksheets are included with each
video lesson. They let you gather information to complete a specific RealWorld data screen, jot down notes or
questions, or look up quick references
on how to perform specific functions.
The first tape in the series is the
Getting Started lesson for System
Manager. It provides general background information and basic information on moving around in RealWorld
menus, entering notes when allowed,
and printing reports to disk. The lesson begins with Establishing Multiple
Companies. Even if you work with a
single company, you can use this function to set up a training company to
practice with. The lesson then moves
to Entering Company Information.
This function permits you to specify
which RW software packages are being used and to choose among basic
options. Also shown are the procedures to customize the colors of the
RW screen and windows.
The lesson explains the selection of
Valid G/L Accounts and shows why
and how they are created. The graphics and explanation are excellent in
showing the difference between the
Valid G/L Accounts and the Chart of
66

Accounts. The next item is the purpose and creation of cash accounts.
This part shows how to enter cash accounts so they can be used by Real World's AM A /R, Payroll, and Check
Reconciliation packages.
Next comes a discussion of access
groups, which can be used to streamline and speed up RW operations.
The lesson covers creation and use of
temporary and permanent access
groups.
The next step describes running
external file utilities — passwords, file
recovery, and Pathfinder. These utilities are run from the top -level directory and should not be confused with
the utilities selection in each RW package menu. This segment shows how
to enter and use passwords within RW.
File recovery is used to recover corrupted data files. The lesson covers
the most likely causes and shows a
typical error message. Another function of file recovery is to optimize hard
disk space by using the Export a File
and Restore from an Export File selection. Pathfinder is explored to a limited extent because it is considered an
advanced utility.
The data integrity check is the next
item covered. Using this function at
the start or end of day can help detect
several possible types of data file corruption. The lesson concludes with
"define menu selections." It shows
how to use this function to provide
quick access to frequently run DOS
commands or to run other software
without exiting RW.
The A/P supervisor lesson starts
with establishing and deleting A/P accounts and setting up Control Information. It proceeds to discuss Loading
A/P Open Items and Void Checks.
Next it describes the steps necessary
to purge vouchers from the Open Item
file, as well as the Vendor History and
Temporary Vendor files. The lesson
shows how to use the Distribution to
G/L report, whether or not you are using the G/L package. The final selection discussed is the A/P year -end
closing procedures.
The A/P bookkeeper lesson starts
with entering vendors into the vendor
file and creating and entering data into
vouchers. It demonstrates each type of
voucher entry — regular, cancellation,
adjustment to distribution, and non A/P. This section is followed by instructions on the creation and use of
recurring payables. Cash Requirement report and Prepare Payments,
which normally are run prior to printing checks, and Print Checks and Post

are covered in detail. Finally, the lesson discusses 1099 forms and how to
close a year for 1099s.
The A/R supervisor lesson starts
with setting up A/R accounts in the
Master Information section. Next
come the Control Information entries.
Then it's back to Master Information
where the rest of the subselections are
covered —bank accounts, tax codes,
terms, ship via codes, and sales rep.
After a segment on loading A/R open
items comes a discussion on closing a
period, including all actions required
before running this function. Purging
Open Items. and Customer History
show how to remove information from
certain files. The last item covered is
reports in general and specifically the
Distribution to G/L report.
The bookkeeper portion of A/R
covers adding a customer to the customer file, entering and posting sales,
running the finance charges, which
calculates finance charge automatically, and using the "change apply to
number" selection. The remaining
segment covers the steps necessary to
prepare and print statements.
The G/L tape includes how to enter
accounting periods and control information data, set up comparatives and
budgets for the accounts, and run a trial balance. The lesson continues with
viewing and making correcting entries to the different accounts. The
tape details in a step -by -step sequence
how to create a profit -and -loss statement and a balance sheet. It then goes
on to discuss printing financial statements and reports. The final selection
covered is closing a year.
Overall the tapes are professionally
done and have excellent detail that
makes the lessons easy to follow. Using them is a cost - effective way to
meet your training needs. Another
positive is that the present packages
are in the process of being certified for
CPE credits. The downside is that not
all RW modules are covered.
The tapes can be purchased individually, for $95 each; the General Ledger tape costs $195. The complete set
costs $495. Workbooks can be purchased separately for $25. For additional information contact NOBEL
Computer Systems, 225 Franklin Ave.,
Midland Park, NJ 07432; (201) 4451011; fax (201) 445 -7530.
James Policastro

Director of Internal Audit
St. Peter's College
Jersey City, New Jersey
Circle No. 59
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SOFTWARE
PeopleSoft, Inc. has introduced three
major new products: PeopleSoft Financials 3, an enhancement to its integrated suite of client /server financial management software applications;
PeopleSoft Distribution, a new software product line for logistics and materials management; and PeopleSoft
Financials for Public Sector, designed
specifically for public sector organizations. Financials 3 includes two new applications: project costing and billing.
Distribution features four applications:
purchasing, inventory, order management, and distribution requirement
planning.
Cir c le N o . 6 0

FourGen Software, Inc. has released
Enterprise 4. 1, incorporating more
than 150 new features developed for
more efficient supply chain management and financial management. The
new release is designed to improve inventory management and speed product order and delivery time. Key features include User- Defined Order
Staging, Automatic Time Stamping,
and the full support of radio frequency
hand -held automated data capture
terminals.
Circle No. 61
EssentiaffSoftware has released its
enhanced Advanced Business Valuation software /CPE program. Version 4
incorporates 14 methods for building
capitalization and discount rates and
various comparable company analyses. It includes ratio formats that enable users to enter Robert Morris Associates, Dun & Bradstreet, and /or
Prentice -Hall industry ratios and review them in conjunction with the subject company 's financial statement raMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1995

tios. The software facilitates the historical analysis of up to six years of financial statement values. The automatic projection features enable users to
develop up to 10 years of detailed income statements, balance sheets, and
cash flow statements. The Advanced
Business Valuation self -study program, included free with the purchase
of the software, is recommended for 12
CPE credits.
Circle No. 62

organizes information from inbound or
outbound phone calls and projects;
DacMail, a letter merge function that
lets users create collection or marketing letters; and the Personal Assistant,
a customizable to-do list. Additional
software programs in the CD-ROM
Edition are Delrina's WinFax Lite and
WinComm Lite, Avery Dennison's
Avery Label Pro, and MasterClips
from IMSI. Still other programs are Allegro's Home PC library, Financial
Competence from Competence Software, Market Art's Wall Street Money,
and DacEasy Instant Rolodex and EIS
(executive information system) templates that aid users in creating graphs
and charts with their accounting data.
Circle No. 64
Automation Consulting has introduced OPERATIONAL AUDITOR 3.0,
a Windows -based audit system that
runs on any PC, including portables.
The software automates most steps of
an audit, including the entrance interview with the area manager, testwork
sampling, assigning audit ratings, and
logging the time spent during the au-

dit. OPERATIONAL AUDITOR lets a

VanDeMark PRODUCTS has released ABC OMEGA, a complete activ-

ity-based management system set.
ABC OMEGA is installed in three
phases. The first phase is ALPHA
COST, which applies activity-based
costing (ABC) to manufacturing while
serving as a training phase for all company personnel. The second, NCOST,
establishes Engineering, Marketing,
Promotion, and Sales Order profit centers to join the Production profit center
established in the first phase. The final
phase, BETA COST, brings ABC to distribution (the sixth profit center), the
finished goods warehouse, and any attendant distribution network. ABC
OMEGA methods incorporate three
direct costs: labor, material, and equipment. The software provides computer
system support for the complete cost
reduction cycle: accurate product cost
calculations, isolation of cost reduction
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opportunities, translation of opportuni-

Making models with FuziCalc is
quick and easy. And if your numbers are
fuzzy to begin with then FuaiCalc gives
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ties into cost reduction methods, and
actual cost reduction.
Circle No. 63

800 - 472 -6183

DacEasy, Inc. has issued DacEasy
Accounting for Windows Version 2
CD -ROM Edition, which integrates accounting software with communications features. Among the communications tools are Call Tracker, which

FAX (615) 588 -9487

Fux Cale Fuziware, Inc

a
The Fuzzy Spreadsheet'

PO. Box 1 1287
Knomipe, TN 37939 -1287
(615) 588.4144

Circle No. 12
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user define up to 52 different audit programs, present audit results using nine
predefined report formats, export in
ASCII or Lotus formats, and store unlimited previous audits in a database
for viewing and reporting as needed.
Circle No. 65
Hyperion ®Software has released Micro Control @4.0, the latest version of
its DOS -based product for enterprise wide financial analysis, reporting, and
consolidation, jointly developed with
customers. Version 4.0 includes new
system maximums (larger application
sizes, more currencies and rates per
currency, and more category security), improved multiapplication administration, new journals module, and improved consolidation flexibility and
efficiencies. Micro Control 4.0 also includes considerable reporting and
printing capabilities.
Circle No. 66
User Solutions has made available
Spreadsheet Resource Manager'"
(SRM) V1.0. Designed for manufacturing and operation management
professionals, the eight integrated
spreadsheet -based programs help users schedule resources, build efficient
and accurate purchase or production
plans, implement cost controls, and
maximize cost savings. A general purpose resource manager, SRM offers a
number of unique features including
finite capacity planning, time- phased
MRP, historical analysis, inventory
management, integration with existing systems, and production scheduling, tracking, and costing. The templates operate concurrently with
Microsoft Excel, Lotus 1 -2 -3, and all
compatibles.
Circle No. 67
Microsystems Software, Inc. has released Version 2.0 of Software Sentry,
its network- independent license metering and software asset management tool. New features include a virus checker for monitored
applications, the ability to load the
TSR into expanded memory automatically, and multilingual client support.
Two optional modules for Software
Sentry are Sentry -WAN, which allows
automatic sharing of licenses across
multiple servers, and Rev-'em-Up,
which provides electronic software application upgrades.
Circle No. 68
Bottom1ineTechnologies, Inc. has
introduced Positive PayLink Extend68

ed''"for Windows. This turnkey software runs as a stand -alone system. It
can interface with any check disbursement system to provide a company's
home bank with a daily electronic
record of all checks produced. By
clearing checks exclusively against the
positive pay profile, the bank eliminates the security problem of corporate check fraud.
Circle No. 69

TanisysTechnology has introduced
SpinWizard Corporate Edition, a software utility that makes a rotatable,
three - dimensional carousel of icon buttons in eight color -coded rows of 12 appear on the screen. The carousel can
be positioned anywhere on the screen
and sized so that up to 36 icons can be
viewed simultaneously. Names can be
assigned to rows, and any number of
pre - configured icons can be password
protected. The Record function allows
users to reduce complex, multistep
tasks to a single icon by telling Spin Wizard to watch and record specific actions. These actions then can be executed with a single keystroke or mouse
click.
Circle No. 70
MicroMash has brought out a Windows version of all its major accounting education courses. It will include
all the features of the DOS and Macintosh versions. Features include customized screen colors and fonts and a
status bar at the bottom of the screen
that clarifies the icons and menu functions located on the speed bar. Among
the courses are the Certified Management Accountant, Certified Public Accountant, Certified Internal Auditor,
and Enrolled Agent Reviews as well as
the MicroMash CPE Series of more
than 70 courses.
Circle No. 71

EQUIPMENT
Revered Technology, Inc. (RTI) has
introduced its newest presentation
notebook computer, the Power Cruiser. It is the industry's only multimedia
color notebook computer with a detachable monitor that can be converted to an LCD projection panel for use
with overhead projectors —the screen
is detached and the hard casing on the
back is removed. Then the remaining
transparent active matrix panel is
placed on top of an ordinary overhead
projector. A cable connects the LCD
panel to the notebook. A cooling fan
comes with the unit and is used to hold
the LCD panel above the surface of the
overhead projector while cooling the
LCD screen.
Circle No. 72
Antec Inc. has rolled out a unique
PCMCIA card reader /writer internal
drive for desktop PCs. Called Descartes, the drive module fits easily into
a 3.5 -inch or 5.25 -inch floppy drive bay
and allows users to use any PCMCIA
memory card, hard drive, LAN, modem, or peripheral device on a desktop. It is compatible with any PCMCIA
Flash, SRAM, hard disk drive, modem,
network, SCSI, or sound card. Its dualsocket design permits two cards to be
used simultaneously. It comes with a
card ejection mechanism, a speaker
that indicates card detection, and a
friendly user interface.
Circle No. 73
Marquardt Switches Inc. is offering
the MiniErgo, a user friendly, compact
ergonomic keyboard. The MiniErgo
has a fixed V -shape wing configuration
gently sloping to the sides and front to
help align hands and wrists with arms
in a neutral position for less strain. Other built -in features include a generous
resting area for hands and palms, non glare surface, sculpted keycaps, and
durable key switches that are light to
the touch. An option is a stand - alone,
portable number pad for left- or right handed use in heavy data entry situations. The MiniErgo needs no extra
software or hardware.
Circle No. 74

PUBLICATIONS
CTS has published its eighth annual
Accounting Software Survey. The 100 page survey rates 10 leading PC -based
integrated accounting systems for performance, stability, vendor relations,
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTYNG /MAY 1995

The Accountants for the Public Interest has published What a Difference
Nonprofits Make: A Guide to AccountingProcedures,Revised Third Edition.
The 75 -page guide includes information on SFAS 116, "Accounting for Contributions Received and Contributions
Made," and SFAS 117, "Financial Statements of Not- for -Profit Organizations."
Also included are a sample 1994 Form
990 and Schedule A.
Circle No. 76
Micro Information Products, Inc. has
released the "Guide to Purchasing
Fund Accounting Software," designed
to help determine which type of accounting system best meets a nonprofit's specific accounting requirements.
To obtain a free copy of the 20 -page
booklet, call (800) 647 -3863.
Circle No. 77

TECHNOLOGYNEWS
TheStatSci division of MathSoft, Inc.
has been awarded a research grant
from the National Science Foundation
Small Business Innovative Research
program. Using these funds, StatSci
plans to produce a software module for
statistical modeling and analysis using
the principles of "wavelet shrinkage."
The software will run in conjunction
with StatSci's SPLUS data analysis language for statisticians, researchers,
and scientists.
ABC Technologies has signed
The Partnering Group to its Affiliate Program. The Partnering Group,
a major food and package goods consulting firm, helps grocery producers
and retailers improve operations efficiency. ABC Technologies Inc. is a
leading supplier of activity-based cost
and activity-based management software. The new alliance creates the
opportunity to optimize the best of
two solutions: The Partnering
Group's Category Management software and ABC Technologies' software
products.
Interlogic Systems, Inc. (ISD recently acquired CCS, Inc. (CCSI).
CCSI's extensive PC -based products
will expand ISI's capabilities to include
touch - screen options in data entry. ISI
tailors its data processing services for
manufacturing, distribution, hospitalMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/MAY 1995

ity, financial, retail, and service - related
companies nationwide.
Macola Software has appointed
UX -based Vauntberry PLC as its exclusive U.K. distributor. As a result,
Vauntberry now conducts business as
Macola UK and is leading all U.K. expansion efforts. Ten percent of Macola's sales volume now results from international sales.
Dun & Bradstreet Software and
Price Waterhouse LLP have
launched a major joint development
and marketing program to deliver a
number of customized products and

services tailored for banks and other financial institutions. This initiative will
help D &B Software deliver additional
functionality to its Financial Stream client /server application suite, enabling
it to meet several major requirements
specific to the financial services market: computation of rates /yields and
corresponding financial reporting,
regulatory reporting, value dating, and
the computation of average balances.
D &B Software is working with Price
Waterhouse to provide average daily
balance functionality to Financial
Stream.

Playing %,.0
leapfrog with)
your
interest
rate?
ow there's a smart alternative to jumping from teaser rate
to teaser rate. It's called Private Reserve, and it's the
only credit line endorsed by the Institute of Management
Accountants.
Why? First, Private Reserve features a low interest rate —
only 6.4% above the bank prime rate* — all the time. No
inflated rate for cash advances. No annual fees. No unpleasant
surprises down the road.
And you can access your account simply by writing a
check. With line amounts available up to $35,000, that's a lot
of financial freedom.
Call (800) 274 -6711 for an application. Because if you're
looking for a low interest rate, now's the time to hop to it.
©

support, flexibility, and ease of use.
Ratings are based on the opinions of
180 leading accounting software
consultants.
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Security Pacific
Executive/Professional Services, Inc.
14707 East 2nd Avenue - Suite 100 - Aurora, CO 80011
(fl A BankAmerica Company
'The APR is based on the bank prime rate (Federal Reserve Statistical Release H.15)
plus 6.4 %. As of July 1, 1994, the APR was 13.65 %. This rate may vary. Cali
(am) 274.
6711 for complete details. All loans are subject to credit approval.
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HELP
WANTED

HELP
WANTED

We specialize in the placement of
Accounting professionals nationwide. Positions range from staff
accountants to CFOs. We are currently working positions paying
up to $125,000. Please call to discuss current position openings at
704 - 824.0103.

F-O-R-T-U -N -E of Columbia is
an authority in the placement of
Manufacturing Management Accounting professionals nationwide. We conduct searches for
CFO, VP Finance, Controller,
Cost Manager and Financial Analyst positions in the $40,000 to
$150,000 range. To discuss our
current opportunities, call (803)
788 -8877. You may fax your resume to (803) 788.1509 or mail to:

Fax your resume to
704 - 8242190
or mail to:
Steve Newton - President
Charter Career Consultants
3434 S. New Hope Road, Suite B
Gastonia, NC 28056
Our client companies
pay our fees.

F-O-R-T-U -N-E Personnel
Consultants of Columbia, Inc.
P.O. Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Our client companies
pay our fees.

CONSULTING

SOFTWARE

Manufacturing/
Cost Management
Business Process/
System Consulting

ABC /ABM SOFTWARE

Have a former "Big 6" partner
help you achieve project success:
• Cost Accounting/ Performance
Measurement —ABC,
Standard, Project, Budgeting
• MRP II— Commercial, A&D
■Custom requirements
development, package
implementation
• Project management, rF /user
coordination
• Excellent references, rates
The Competitive Edge
Ralph W. Randall
(805) 968 -5712

AfterAllOfThese
YearsOfEarning
sDon't

TWRIt's

You
TimebuLearned
ToFly?
Think of us as your tlight instructor. We can help your solo
career take wing We ve been in
the business of helping accountants start their own business for
25 years so it's not surprising we're
America's #1 accounting fianchise.
We'll give you the tax expertise,
the systems and the support you
need to get, and keel new clients.
Call us at I.M. 323 7292. We
have what it takes to help your
career take off.

BUSINESSSERVC
I ES

It's Tim To Start Accounting
FbrYourself.
160HAWTHORNEPARK-ATHENS,GA30606
70

Manager & Accountant, Longwood, Fl - Maintain corporate
books & accounts and banking
operations - prepare profits &
loss statements - maintain bank
reconciliation, account payable
and receivables records - assist
company's CPA prepare sale and
income tax returns - fix retail and
wholesale price - control supply,
inventory, distribution, warehousing, packaging, shipping,
quality and transportation - analyze merchandise costs including
freight and negotiate purchase
and sale contracts - carry out the
functions of the president in his
absence - Must have one year experience with Lotus 1,2,3 and
Windows - Must have completed
courses in Organization, Strategic Planning and Financial accounting - 40 hrs /wk, $25,000 /yr,
Regd.Bachelors in Account ing/business mgt, 3 years experience in lob offered. Submit Resume to Job Service Florida, 3421
Lawton Road, Orlando, FL 328032999, Re -Job Order Number F6
1217738.

Corporate
Photography
• Executive portraiture
• On -site photography
• Product photography
• Illustrative photography
• Industrial photography

Activity AnalyzerTM for W indows.
Integrated activity, process and
product costing for manufacturing and service industries. Lets
you create processes, activities,
cost drivers, performance measures and attributes for multidimensional activity and process
analysis.
Lead Software, Inc.
158 Greenfield Drive
Bloomingdale, IL 60108
(708) 351 -5155

TAX SEASON IS OVERT Now is
the time to take a look at Asset
Keeper, thefixed assetsystem ofthe
future. Call for our free information packet that includes a features listing, sample reports,
demo disk, and a list of conversion programs that will convert
your data to Asset Keeper.
Pro-Ware
13930 Gold Circle, Suite 104
Omaha, NE 68144
(402) 330.2517
Fax: (402) 3342496

for
Advertising
Annual reports
Trade shows
Trade publications
In -house publications
Archives
Public Relations
As seen monthly on the cover of
Manaaement Accounting Magazine

Corporate Photography Direct

(212) 242 -2000
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Decision Support
Technology Inc.
Fuziware
Gunn Partners
Hyperion Software
Robert Half
IBCFP
IMA Products and Services
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South Atlantic Enterprises Inc.
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corporate
accountants
with your product
or service,
Call our advertising representatives:

I PC Enterprises
Management Accounting

63

11
70
13
69

772

hundreds of
housands o f

10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 01645 -1160

Tel:1-800-63$ -4421, ext. 280
FAX # (201) 513 -0639

R o M : $4.00 per word - 15 word minimum.
Advertising copy over 50 words is charged at
display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP

Copy: All advertising must be submitted in
typewritten, double - spaced form. No telephone orders accepted. Copy may be faxed

Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must accompany each order. Mall copy to Alice

codes, and phone numbers count as one word
each. All classified advertising must be prepaid. Noncommissionable.

to Alice Schulman at (201) 573 -0639.

10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 076451760. Tel. 1. 800-638 -4427 Ext. 280.

Closing Date: Deadline for copy is 45 days
preceding month of publication.
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Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to
accept or reject advertisements for MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING ®Classified.

Schulman, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING ®,

Display Classified: One - twelfth page
(I.5 /8" x 3-1/4") is available at $822.
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TRENDS
IN EUUCAT/ON

increased from 11% in the 1950s to 74%
in the 1970s.3Management accounting
researchers drew increasingly on out-

side disciplines like economics, psychology, and operations research as
recommended by the Ford and Carnegie reports. The proportion of management accounting research based on
outside disciplines increased from 27%
to 61% from the 1950s to the 1970s,
respectively. Practitioner authorship of
articles in the academic literature practically disappeared.
The "new wave" of management ac-

counting research was considerably

RALPHL.BENKE,JR.,CMA,EDITOR

THE EVOLUTION OF
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
RESEARCH
BYMICHAELW.MAHER,CPA
anagement accounting research is on the brink of a new
era. Since the mid- 1980s, management accounting researchers increasingly have been emphasizing
field research and attention to problems dealing with the practice of accounting. This "new wave" in management accounting research will be the
second time in history that research in
this area has made a major change in

direction.
The first "new wave" occurred in
the 1960s —in response to external
criticism. In 1959, the Ford Foundation
and the Carnegie Corporation each
sponsored reports criticizing the lack
of analytical rigor in business school
research.' These reports called for
business school research to develop a
more solid theoretical foundation or
use more sophisticated scientific research methods and to draw more on
the social sciences. Before 1959, most
management accounting research in
the academic publications described
practices and discussed basic concepts
or definitions. For example, C.R.
Rorem's article on differential costing,
published in 1928, espoused "different
costs for different purposes," ideas
now found in virtually all cost and management accounting textbooks.2
That "new wave" in management accounting research caused an increase
of articles in academic journals and a
change in the nature of the research.
For example, the published articles relying on scientific research methods
72

less apparent in the professional journals, however. Articles published in
the 1950s in the National Association
of (Cost) Accountants Bulletin —the
predecessor to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS—were similar to those
published in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® in the 1970s. Topics
changed over time, of course, and
some articles in the '60s and '70s applied concepts from the "new wave."
But the primary thrust of the professional literature was to continue describing management accounting
practices in organizations.4 In the
1960s, someone reading the professional literature probably would not
have been aware of the revolution taking place in academic literature.
The academic literature was dominated by articles applying mathematical modeling to accounting problems.
In reviewing this literature in 1977,
Robert Kaplan commented, "A large
[body of] literature has emerged over
the past 15 years which demonstrates
the usefulness of quantitative models
in a wide variety of managerial accounting problems. "5Despite Kaplan's
optimism in 1977, this literature turned
out to have little direct impact on the

CashForDoubtfulReceivables?
Would your client or company prefer a
cash alternative to the costly and time consuming collection of receivables from
financially troubled accounts?
■ Trade Receivables
■ Secured, Subordinated or General
Unsecured Debt
■ Litigation Claims
We provide a confidential and prompt
response.
South
Atlantic
Ente rpris es ,
Inc.

Robert L. Abbott, Ir.
704- 556 -1196
6201 FairviewRoad, Suite 200
Charlotte,NC 28210
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practice of accounting. Ten years later,
Johnson and Kaplan commented that
management accounting researchers
had concentrated on sophisticated approaches for simplistic applications
bearing little relation to the complexities of actual organizations-6
In addressing the concerns expressed in the Ford and Carnegie reports, management accounting researchers may have lost touch with the
practical problems facing management accountants and managers. This
outcome was not the intent of those reports. In urging business school faculty to become better trained in scientific
research methods and draw more
heavily on economics, psychology, and
other disciplines, the authors of the
Ford and Carnegie reports hoped to
encourage business school faculty to
tackle problems of general interest
rather than narrow consulting -like
problems. In encouraging a more scientific approach, business school critics did not advocate a highly abstract
agenda. Rather, they viewed business
school researchers as providing opportunities for testing and applying theories developed in the social sciences
and other basic disciplines. This second "new wave" of management accounting research now may be evolving toward the integration of practice
and theory and the original intent of
the Ford and Carnegie reports.
■
Michael W. Maher, Ph.D., CPA, is professor of accounting and management at
the Graduate School of Management,
University of California, Davis. He is a
member of the Institute of Management
Accountants.
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is
the ArthurAndersen Alumni /Journal of
Accounting Education Professor at
James Madison University.
The Ford and Carnegie reports were, respectivelyRA Gordon and J.E. Howell, Higker Education for
Business, Columbia University Press, New York,
N.Y., 1959, and FC. Pierson,The Education ofAmerican Businessmen. McGraw -Hill, New York, N.Y..
1959.
z C.R. Rorem, "Differential Costs," The Accounting
Review , December 1928, pp. 333.341.
3Michael W. Maher, "Managerial Accounting Research: Relevance Versus Elegance?" Unpublished
paper, University of California, Davis, April 1995.
For example, see J.S. Demski, "Analyzing the Effectiveness of the Traditional Standard Cost Variance
Model," MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT1NGI

February

1967. pp. 9-19.
SRobert S. Kaplan, "Application of Quantitative Models in Managerial Accounting. A State of the Art
Survey," Beyer LectureSeries, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.,1977, p.30.
H.T. Johnson and R.S. Kaplan, RelevanceLost:77ie
Rue and Fall of Management Accounting, Harvard
Business School Press, Boston, Mass„ 1987.
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Accountemps specializes in placing qualified temporary accounting and finance professionals. In a recent independent survey,
Accountemps was rated best by a 9 to 1 margin as having the most
qualified temporaries of all other specialists. And our Robert Half
division can assist you with your requirements for permanent
personnel.
Companies have relied on us for professional, prompt and cost efficient service since 1948. We have an international network of
over 175 offices to serve you. Call your local office today.

1(800) 803 -8367

accoun

In Canada call: 1(800) 268 -1948

Specialized Financial Staffing"
®1995 Robert Half International Inc.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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